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REAL NUMBERS

In your study oc.matheMatics you ha(ve used seVeral number

systems. ,You began with the counting numbers, and probably knew

good deal about these numbers before ybuwentered th6 first grade,int

'1hese numbers ai-e so familiar that it is easy,.to §verloOk

the.ways in which the system of counting nU,berp differs

sy6temS..Consider the tollgwing questios:

Think of a particular counting nuTber. 'What isth.e next

number? th.e next larger? It n r'prese.nts.a

school.

some of

from other

(a)

smaller.tounting

counting number, what repre6ents the next smaller counting number?

the next larger? 4

1

(b) 'Is thdre a counting number which cannot beused as a
. .

,
1replacement tor n in yoUr answer tb queStion (a)? Iiihy9 -...0. .

. ,-
. ,

Is there arallest couning number? :a largest? .4-80,
P 7

they? .

(d) Under what-Operations is the set of' counti4 numbers

(c)

what are

closed? not ciloqed? Give i lustrations.

,(e) 'What two operatio s are defined for the counting numbers?

What two operations are defined as,Inverses of the fir*t two? .,

4
(f) How many counting numberscre there: between Et and 11?

between- 3002 and 4002? between 168 and 169? Between any two

counting numberS 'is there always another counting number?

This year you have,studied a new set of numberi, the integers.

The'et of inteegers contains the .set of, counting nUmbers'(called

positive integers).. The negative integers may be defined in *lis
4

is a-counting number, then (-a) is a number such that '(way: If
tor

NIP
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a + (-a) What integer is neither-pos4ive nor negative?
.

a

,

The set of, integers is containea in another set of' numbers

whidn'you Eave studied, the rational numbers. As you knoW, thec set

of ihtegers is adequate for many purposes, such as reporting the

5 1. Rational Numbetas

population of a country,/the number or dollars you.have (Jar owe),:
_

the number of vertices in a triangle and so on. .11.1e integers alone
4

are not.suitablv for other purposes, pafticularly'fot-use.in'the

procerof measurement. If we had only the ,integers tog e fcir

measuring we would have to invent names for'subdiVitsions of-units.

We A this to same extent; we speak efther of 5 feet 4 inches, or

feet; hot we do not use ddifferent name for a subdiVision.of

an inA. 'Instead, we ukTational numbers, Etna speak of.7i.inches,

or 5.3 inches. If we had only the.integers, we could never speak/

1tof 3.2 quarts., or 2.3 piles, or-0.001 inch.

'Recall that a rational number may be defined As one whieb is

the quotient of a =whole number and' a counting number. 14us, a

'rational number may be named by the fraatin symbol E , where g and'

are integers,, and q 0.

JUst as there is a negative integer whi-ch corresponds to each

psitille integer (or counting number), there.is a negative Istional

'number-which correspondslto each positive rational number.

yOu have already Iii,tudied the properties of rational numbers,

which may be'summarized as follows':

-Closure: If a and b are rational numbers, then a + b is

a rational'number, a7 b is a rational number, a.- b is a rational

anumberand-is a ralonal er if b ¢ 0.
'b

0

J
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Commutativity: If a-and b are rational nUmt;ers, then
a + b = b + a, 9d a b =b, a.

'151

Associativity: If a, bj and ic are rationaa numbers., then
a."14- (b + c) = + + c, and a(b c) .= (a b) c.,

Identities: If a\ is a rational number, then a 0 a, and
1' = a.

.Distributivity: If\a,b, and c a're rationa ntukbers, then
(b + c) = a b.+ a C. f

4
Additive inverse: I a ita a ratif;nal. nUmber. ',then therp

4 -
,

a nuni.ber (-a) such tlat a + kia) ze 0. . - .-
.._ ., ; .-.---t

; .. ', '-,.

,

- Multiplicative inverbe: If a is a rational number and a yi .01
then there is a number b 'such .that'a b

Order: If a and' ib are different rational numbers, then
either A > bo or a < bNt,

-
Class Discussion Exercises 5 1

I. Answer questions (a) to (d) 'replacing !'coun'ting number"
11negative integer".

2. What set Of .integers has pkactly the same properties as
the, set of counting numbers2

3. &press the ,foll&ling numbers' in the form +II

(a) 5 12 (c) (8 2) sd) ;)
3

(10 3 () .47 (i) (j) (6 +

(e)

4. Recall that the same riatiohal number may be named in vari-.
ous ways. Find a different name (which is also a fraction) for each,
of the rational numbers in problem 3.
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5. .Wilich of the rational numbers in Problem 3 are integers?
2

posl.tiye integers?
. 6. How can you tell whether two fractions repreien 'the same

rational ntimber? .State two aifferent ways.

7. Recil1 that the-Simplest name for 'a itatiopal n.tmiber 12 is
4

the one In.which p and q have no' commqn facIfor excep What IN-
.

b

is the simplest name .for each of 'the rational number,s in iSroblem.3?
). .

8. I As the 'simplest name for ai rational.number ighicki is

also an integer, what must q be?

9. For each of the- numbers in problem 3, tell of what two
integers the rational number is the quotient. State Your answer.'
using the diViiion sign "

10. Is there more than 4ne set of correct anSwers for problem 9?
11. Look at each statement belo* and tell rhicki of the proper-

tes it illustrates.
.

5 13 + 6 6, and ; a a rational humber.

+ 0 =

c. 1" 11) =

4
- t and + 15 s a rational number.

f.

)-

2

5 4
+

I. s) .( IMW

11)

7
5 ( 3) (

+ + 4.) + +

v



12. Which of the properties s ted for t e rational numbers
.

does not hold. for the set of integer4 Illuatrate each proPertY

which does hold.\

153.

13. Which of the properties do not hold. for.the 6ositive inte-
,

gers? Illustrate each property. which holds.

14. Give an illuitration forreah of the properties stated for

the rational number's Use somve positive and somi negative numbers-

in your fllustrations.

15. What ia the additive inverse of 7? What is its multi1i-
4

cative'inverse? What is another name'for ftulitiplicative inverse"?

5-2. Density Of Rational nUmbers.

One of the observations you have made about the integers is

that,every integer is preceded by a particular integer, and is

followed by a particUlar integer. The integer which precedes -8 is

-9, and the integer which follows 1005 is 1006. In dtper wordsp.if

n is an integer;then its predecessor isAn dnd its. successor

is (n 1).

This meano that on the'number line there are wide gaps between
a

the points'Ighich correspond to the integers.
f

.,
, 1. i 1

k
I 1 1

-3. _.2 -I 0 1 2. 3
..

4

Now consider the rational numbers, and the points ah tht nuMbef
.4.- .

.. ..

line to which they correspond.' Su8h pointp are called rational

points. On the number line below are shown the rational points
,.

.

whiCh may be represented by the fractions with denominators 21 3,

%/I.; and 6.

*

I 1_41 ;11 I iii 1.111 I II, j ilk I th.4 di I lif Clij 1 lit I iii I t'lj I Ili I

-3 -2 -1 -0 a 3 4

Figure 5-2

3

a
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Exerdises 5-2a

-1: In figure 5.2, firid the poihts.which correspond to*these

n bers:
,

4 6, "041 ""311p .2 "4.0 Op 1, 2, a, ..4
1! 1! 1! 1! IT 17

'Find the points that correspond to thi6 numbersi

51 .04, ^3, 2, -1, 0,- 1, 2, 3
E E E EEVE

3. Wert any of the points in problems 1 and 2 the same point?

If so, whiCh ones?

. 4. SUppose there are already located points for the rationdl
)

numbers represented 1by fractions With denominiktors 2, 3, 4, 5, and

6. You then locate ,points represented by fractions ,with derpamina.,
,

tor 7. How madly new points (npt already located) for sevenths Will

there be between the points for thegintegers 1:and 2? Between.fhea:

points for 3 and 4? ).
; N

' 5.. Suppose that then. y u 'locate points fOr- fractions with-

denominator .8." HOw many new-tkoints will there be .betwoen the points

fOr any twp consecutive integers?
,

6. ..consider all ratiena3) points between 0 and 1 which are

named by fractions with denominators 1.to-8 inclusive.t These points

are named below, The'first row shows the fractigns with'denominator

1, the sebond row the-fraction; witi2 denominator'2.4'the third row .

. .

fractions (for new ppints) with denominator 3 'and BO on.

.14

L444

4114

s
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1 3 .

(a) Why is' 3.emitted from the row for .thiAs?

(b) Why is omitted froM the .row for fourths?
'(c). Why are there more, new- points named in the row for. fiths .

1

\

3

.4

and in'the roW for Sevenths tAan_in the row for sixths?
7.. The rational numbers nailed in problem 6 are combined in'

one-4ow below, and listed in order from .smallest to largest.
, 0 1 1 1 1 1 2'. l 3 2 3 1 4 3 5_f2 5 3- 4 5 / 1T tr. ,7 Ta 7

gxPlain why the first siefraations should be' in the order shown;
the iast six fractions.,

-8. The row of fra"ctions (and the set of rational pointsthe
fractions name) could .be, increased .by inserting next the TractiOns

with deno4nstor $9, then'the fractions with derkominatdr' 10, anti so
on. .How many new points would be named by fractions with 'denomina-

tor ?? With denominator 10? With, denominator 1

9. ;.4M-t- kind of number *as, denbminator eems o name the

largest number of points not lready named? Why?
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We Indy *follow a -different -method for naming and fodating 'new

lioints. Consider points. fOrl. the fradtions .8 and 7.- We assUmee..thit
I*

-."
. a point Illalfway between these.'poihts.should.scorrespond to the ratioii-

al:. zitImi'per halfway between A and 1 - that -is, to their averages.
.

,- , Is.,
...,

. %. i ..

thiS assunition reasonable'? the.f.olldWing computation: -.
,e.

!

N
1 1
8 4. 174 IF

.
112 -----

Are the 'differences
r.

the statement

15
TI7

16

1
7

1
5.

r ,

The average of

, 18irom 7 ana the same? That is, is
1- 3 a ;true statement?

1and 7 ±

I 15 - 1
.in." TIT

Thus the point .corresponding to .21.2 would be th same distancei

frozai. the Points. foi; 1 and le In other words it would be the Mid-7 . 8.
1 1point of the se ent with end-points 8 and ,7 .

Bq finding mid-points in this znanrier it is possible to name a
point midway. between .each of consecutive points n-zimed in the

row.of fractions in problem 7 ot Exercises 5-2a.
10... The names for, some new points found'in this way are shown

below., written° below and between the frac4ons used for finding them.
.Find naines for some more new-points in' the manner described. What.

.fraction-inames the point midway between.,),ahd i? tween and.1?,.
§.*)..Petween. and
T 8

, 4

1'3
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1 6, 7 1
7 -5 S' 3 7 - 8 3 (7 4 5 6 7 TT 1

17 .49 _ 41
.56

U. If -yoU iOund -all the- new points in this row- that 'cOuld.,,be

found in,this way, how mazy would you find? YOu would then have

new' row of fractiOns which vould beikin.as falows:

.15,
7

13 I -)47,, etc. This 'process cOuld"be continued

indefinitely. Yott could find .points be.tween and '-between
v.,r5. and 8, between h. an&, and so on.

The discussion above jutAsts an important property of the
rational points on the aumber line. ¶L4s is the property of density:
Between arm twOl disiinct iationals there is a third rational, This

means that the number of ratiOnal points on any4segment is unlimited;

no matter how many points on a very small segment have been nated,

it is possible to name as.'many more ds you please.

Exercises 5.-2b

1. Are the integers dense? That/ is, ifs 'there always a 'third
41.

integer between any two integers? Illustrate your answer.
2. Is there a smallest posititre integer? a largest?
,3. Is there a. sznallest negative integer? a ,largest?

4. Is there a smallest. positive rational numbei,?.` a largest,
.

nesative'rationa,l'Ailuniber?-
. .

-
JO

1
5. Think of the points ror 0 and nu on the number -line.

, ..

..- 3.Name the rational point which is halfway between ci and. TM Name

w.

the pernt hatf)way, between the point you named and 0.
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6 Could you continUe ti) find other rational points in the
\L

manner described in problem 5? a.

7.. Mink ofthe segment with end-points rpm and i,"/

Show a plan:you' could follow to name'as many points,eis yo4 please

on-this segment. tbe your plan to name at least fPie:pointp:,.-
r 4-4-4-1,1; # .0jc""".

.- 5-3:- Itiraiional, Ntiiberil .

YOu Icnow.tihirt'in mathematics a.linels.tholight of 4; a set of

pan*. di the number line many evettly epaeed polOts corredpond

to the poditive and-negative integers. These points determine a
c_

set of line segments whose end-opoints eorresporld4 to the integers.

/ On any one of ithese line segments, such as the' segment with end-,

.points 3 and 4 it is pb e to name as many rational oints as

you please. '

gVen though the rational points are dense, are there still

other points on the &amber line which pan not be named by rational

numbers?
111

'Here aNway to find"such a point,Igeometricaliy.

a. Draw.a line, and on it lay out a number line:. tall the

point 0 point A and the point I point

At 23, construct a ray 'in- Perpendicularsto

On m lai off a line segment BC, one unit long.

Draw se..4oent AC.

With A as center and radius AC, draw a circular are. which
/

intersects C. Call the point of intersection point D.



Novi "consideir two questioqs:

(1) TO .wkiat nuiber (It amyl does 'point D corres

(2). Is-this number- a 'rational-number?

Corrider the first question, "To what mimber &lei point D correr
ii

. 4

spond?" First find the length of AC sinee AC and AD have, the same

length... We Shall use as unit of measizre the unit diltance oil the
nilmber line.% In Figure 54, what kind' of triangle is triangle ABC?\
tithat is themeasure of rBs of. ETC? Whatqproperty can be used to
rind the measure of zo? Exi; in the following statements;

AC2. BC2-+ AB2

nd?

Ac2 as
,12 11. 12

A

As62./. 2

AC 12., so
AD TherefOre, the point D corresponds to the

riumber4 Is a ratioyial niz;tzber? Is it the quotient of two
integers, and can it be represented as' a' fraction I?' in which p

q
and q are integers and q 4-0?

To anawer this quesitioil, we shall follow a line of reasoning
which mathematicians (and other people) use ver7 Often. 441e .

shall aseume that IA" is a rational number, and then -show that 'this
leads us to a conclusion which could not possibly be true; and that, .

therefore, the statement ",/i is a rational number" must certainly
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be false.:

3.6fore we begin we need to recall certain. properties 'of numbersio

9. 5-3

'and of squares and square roots of ntiMbers.

1. If a is an Integerothen a2 is an integer.

2. If a = b2 then b 4i the square root .of a. (writteniti).

.3, An even nUmber :is 'an integer which haa the 'fact'or 2. Any
k -

Oven nuMber may be written in the form 2on

Integer.

where n Is an

An odd number is a number
t

which is 1 greater than an even

number. Any odd number may be writteri in the form (2 n + 1)

where n is an integer.
I.

The square pf an even number Is an even number; The square

of an odd number is an odd nuibei.

If the square root oC an even number is an 4iteger* then it

41° 0,

is an even integer: (If it were not.eved it would be odd:

and then itg rsquare wuld, be odd.)

ie simpledt name for a rational number la a rraation 12 in

.which ,p and q are. inegers, q and, rtand q hiave no

common factors except 1.

Findillustratidns for these grope ties, o you are sure that
%No

yOUAinderstandthem.

aiiiitional.NUmbere'

Is a rational number? Assume that N5 it; a railonal
r

eish v4g = 2 where 'p'and q are *integers; q 0, and take as2

the .simplest.name for the number.,,.
2

= 2
,
then 2 ..12

(1 . 2

and p2 m 2 q2. Since p and q are integers and q2

''4
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.

integers.

Since p2 mg 2 q2 then p2 is im even.number
/PO

So p "d.s also an even number, and may be written as 2
is an integer.

,

Then (2.a) 2.42

and g.a 2.a ca.2 42

and 2(2.a2) 2.q2

and 2.a? in 4,2..

me.

This tells us that q2' is an even number, so

is al-s9 an even number.: And. we have already shown that p Is an

even.number,

'Thus our fssumption that is/Tie a rational number with 12 its

pimplesi name* has led us to,the, conclusion that p and-q bikth have'.

the factor 2. This is impossible, since the simplest name for a

lational number.ib the one in which p and q have no common factor

, other .than'L So the statement " isa rational,number" must be

raise.
,

&plain which,property justifies each statement in this procif.

Since the measure of segment AD in Figure 5-3 is vri, then Nfi

must be the number which cor'responds to point D. It has:been shown

that 4' is not a rational nuiber. Thtrefore, there is it least
/' .

this one point op.the number line which corresponds to some humber

which is not a rational number. In other words, even though the

yational points.are denie, the set of points on:the number line con-

tairislAgrethan there are rati.onal numbers.

.4 number like Ws.which is not a rational number, is called an
/
iprational number'. Do you see the word "ratio" in the word"ration-

al"? The prefix "ir" chanes the meaning-of "rational" to "not
4 I

tat ional.", _.1
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EXercises 54

5-3

1. Cbnstruct g figure like figure and label-pant D

Then:ase ypur compyis to lOcate the'point wh1e6.correspon4s to the

number'( and label It

2. .Lay ou.t.a.nuiber Xine, using a unit of the Same,lenkth as

the unit in problem Call the Point 0 point A, and the point 2

point E. At Econstruct a line segment perpencil?cular to tile numbhr
.

line and 1 unit 1n4ength, and call it gpt.... DrfAw

measure of segment AP? tj

11.

rz,

3. 'Use _the drawing for próblem 2, and locate on the number-lihe

the points which, corresPond to ..5and vA-. Label.the pointq.

4. Do 'youA think,g is a rational number or an ii;iratiollial number?

*5 US ng'the same method ies in protlems 2. and 3, lo

pbint- 4. Can you work but a 'way to locate the point F 7/

6. Locate the points whioh correspond to these.number

'IA); (3* ( Ar2". ) 0-

7. Do, yoU think that (2 172) is a rational number or ari irra.

tional nudber?

; *8, BRAINBUSTER. Prove that .g is an irrational numbei.

Enumeratine the Rationale.

the preceding section it was OProved thatlii is not a rational.

pumber. Moreover, A'appears that there are many other numbers,

such as 1,q, 'kg, and also r which are not ationals. If you

think about the rationale and the irrationala a bit iov see that

there are many "more" Aprationals than rationals.. Yor example
.

. every nuMber pf the form % when tis rational, will be an irra.

.
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floral. Hence the setta can ,be put into 1-2, correspondence
bwith the set of ritionalstil. 1P'et the set fa 1-q is obviously

only a very small part of the irratiogals:
Indeed we have suffered a great disillusionmen.t tyie

numbers, despite being dense on-the number line, actualXy leave
T

, empty more positions-than the filli An even worse shook to our-
intuition; .perhaps, ia to find that 'we can --so easily construct a
line segment whose length is.not grven by a rational number..

In

, .

fact, one of- the really importalit distinctions between the
rational number system and the :system of irratiOnals is thatyott
ottn show how to display or enumerate all the rationals. Ckie schemd

is to proceed ah follows. Write the arrey

7 7
1 2

4 4 11.4 4
23, k 5.6 7

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
5 3 3 5 5 5 5
1

S S 0 S 0

WI!

Clearly We-can find :the pgsitiye rational Itt'in the 4th column

at the fifth row. In 1What row, and what column would you look for

the railonal 4.1? For 48 For R
1

-.R.., A.
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In *order to enumerate the positive rLonals in a systematic

fashi,on we could Proceed as indicated-bylle snaky line, starting'

with 1 and próceeding succesliyely dowp thiough the array. The'

negative rattonals can be described.twasimilar arpety, and zero

can easily e added.

t

Numbers like ir and -ff. correspond to points- on the nUmber line)

V.

A Decidal Representation for Ili

they SpeO.fy lengths of line segthents and they satisfy oir natural,

notion of what a number is. Perhaps the most unusual aspect about

v4-i is the way it was defined: -n = 4- is the positi;e number

which when 'squared yields 2,.so that'

n2 = 2.

.This digkers frpm our previous way of defining numbers, Since up

to.now.we.haye dealt--mainly with int gers and numbers defined-as

ratios of integers,.

, In order to'help us gain a better'understanding of Ariwe shall

look for a'new way.of deseribing;fi'intemis or- rwre faMiliar notions.

If, for 'example,..we could somehow expremmr 2 as a decimal this

would help us to campare it to the rational numbers:vie khow. It

would also tell us where to place it on tte number line.

Let us think about the definition of the number n

2 or ( = 2, If .we think of squaring 1 and 2 we note
C.

Immediately that

namPly

12 < (,5()2 <22 and hence 1 < "Ti < 2

This ,tells us that A"-is greatrthanl and less thah:2, butlks

already knew thitt. We might try a closer approximation by 'testing

the squares of 1.1, 1 2, 1.3, 1 4, 1.5. A little arithmetic of
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A

of this sort try it -it is good for -your se;u11) leads us to t
result

1.96 (1.4)2.< (4)2, <.(1 5) 2.24.;\ and ther ore we

< < 1

Thp- arithmetic 'involves ia little -morc work at the h xt stage
*but- We see -with a litttle mexe coniNtation that

1.9881, = (1.41)2 (A)2: < (1.42)2

t,If we 'try to extend

YOU ea

ad therefore
1.41 < <

he process' furtiner we get at the next stage
1.414 < 144145,,

e

-ara 2001 64,

ee 'that this process can be continued as long'as our
enthusiasm. lasts, anct:gives a better decimal approximation at-every
stage, If lie colitinued to 7 place decimals-we would.find

1.1!142135 < 72- < L4142136.. This is a Very good apprfokiznation
2 b000ci0lo642496.to .,,5;tor (1.4142136)2

By the use of the defining property, n2. = 2, then, we can find
decimal approkimitions Tor -fi" which are ai accurate as we wish.
We are led to write

1.4142135

Where th6 three dots indicate that the digits continue Without ter-
minating, as the process above suggests.

Geometriaally the procedure we have .followed can be described
as follows in the number.line. Looking kirst at the integers. of
.the.number:line bn the 'segment fr:om 0 to 10, we saw that would.
be 'between 1 and 2.

:*
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1

2. 3 4 5 7 9

5-4

tAlarging our yieW of this interior (by a tellrold magnification)

we saw that'V-i is on the se-Nuent with erid-pointi 1..4 Lind 1.5

and &aft

1,
1.0 a 15 2.0

magnifying this ipicture, lies, within tlie ihteriors

(1.41 1 42)
,

O ili
- r i I 1 1 is 1 J

1.40 141 1.42 1.45 1.47 150
,

-.% ,../
alld so on till' the 8th stage shows us that Vli lii%etween

.

%

1.4142135 apd 1.4142136,

in
.

1
1 .1 i k 1 1 i

I.4142130. ' 1.4142135 . 1.4142140
,

.
glis itrocessshows us how\toi,read off the.wacqessiVe digits in the

decimal representation for iii. At the wile time it"give6 a iay to

gee

det4ne the'poSition of .the point_in-tatNKea1 1141e..

When we:write the number as 1.4142135 it iooka suspi-

ciously like many rational numbers we have seen, Si4h.e

3 ms ;3334333 .14285714

We pause to ask,'how thty different and how.can we tell a

rational from ah irrational number wheA'we see oniy the c4cimal
oir

:representationk of the numberp?'

Be

Exerciies 5-4

ween what 'two integers axle the following irrational numbers?

ite your aAswer as suggestpd for.problem 1.)

1,' 1R3
2, 159*

3. 153-3

? < 15-6 <
riNN .

2a
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4 44170B (11111: 4240 is'42 tio.10 .so begib e.stImatimg.by think-
.

ins- of N/1710)

1;

§ak bind siMpl names for

(a) (

(b.) /1..7342.

.(c) (1.T33)2
ft

(d) Find the difference between your answers for parts (a) and

.(b); find the differpnc9 between.your answers for paxts

Caj and,(c).

(e) To the nearest;thougandth What is the be'st.decimalAexpres-

'sion.for

Which,of the deci4ls suggested is the better.approximation of

the following.irratio 1 numbers?

7.. 1.73 or 1.7

11:5: 3.87 or 3 88--

9. vqiil 25.2 or 25.3

Find; to the n arest ten the nearest decimal ex ression for

these iirational uMbers:

10. ,./13 11. ,4./149 12

*13.-1 wha.t number h2 is n = 10?

*14. Por'what number h2.1.s n = 149?

.
Decimal-Representations for the Rational Numbers

Some rational numbers are almost immediately convertible toi

decimal fOrm. .We know'how towrite, by insp6ctions

1 1 2
.4 sa .25, A . .125,

3 *-$

2 4
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1 17= .0984 andalsorn 53 /2 12 75 = 9.375.

Rationals of this form ca4 easily be expressed ai terminating

decimals.'"
,

0 For other rational numbers, a decimal expressl.on may nbt 4e so
4obvious but we can always' obtain it by the ustiai prodess of division":

?or example '
3

= .33333 .:, = ? 6666666. 7"

7
,142857142857142857'

.09090909

.076923070230769307
TS"

12377...= 8 . /857i42857142..

The examples we have discussed seem to suggest that the decimal.
1expansions for rationals are ei.ther terminating (like n = .5) or

non terMinating but repeating (like 7 .3333333 ...).. What wouid
be a reasonable way to inve,ptigate such a questibn? Since we have.

: used the division of numerator by dejfiorainator to ,obtain a _decimal

representation we might studyrcarefully the process which' we carry,..

''cZ out j.p such cases.

Coniider the rational. number 7/8. If we carry out the indicated
diVision in decOmal form we write

8
8

6 4 . .a xemainder 6
56
-TO remainder 4
40 .

CT remainder 0

25
ft

*6,



,
, in dividing by 8,-the onIy:remainders which can occur are 0, 1., 2,

3,'4i 51.6, and 7. The..onOV remainders Whiph did o'cicur:Were 6 at'
.

*.
1 . - '( .' '. % :

the first stage, ihen 4 arid:finally 0.,4When the'llemainder.0 occurs. .

the divIsion'is'exkc.ttie progess terminates and the reOtiona1'nut-z
1.

ber hat; a terminating dedimal'expangion: ,Yo<can easily.check this-
a

for the examp146 of terminating decimals givenat the beginning .of

this section.
, .

.

. .

v,.But What about a rational-number which..do-e.C4Ot 14ave a .e..m.1-. ,
.

nating 'decimal representation? 8uppcisewe.ldok at-a par:ticulir

example.or..this kind, say' 2/13AkThe process 'of dividing..2.by 13

proc,ee44 like this:

'13) .10.4g11410i0
1 370
65
50
.39'
110
104
--UO.

52
4-

78
770 2
13

7
65
50 _5
39
To 11-

.
etc.

Here the poss'iSle remainders are 0, 10

remainder
7

a

Not all-the retainders do appear,

-.111

Pt

a

2, 3, , 10, 11, 12.
. but 7, 5, 11, 6, 8, 2 occur first

in this order. At the next stage in'the ,division the remainder47"

reoccursand the-sequenceiof remainders 7, 5, ii, 6, 8, 2 is then
P

certain 'to occur again. In.fabt the pracess repeats ib'self again.

and again without stopping. The corresponding sequence of digits
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,

in the quo4ent., 153846. . will therefore occur priodica11Y in the

noh.terminating decimal exPansion.for'2/13.

In .order.to writs such a periodic decimal concisely and without

biguity ii:is-Customary.to write

.1538461538461538461 15384b,,, a

6.1

( where the barAvinculum) over the.digit sequence 153846 indicates

that this set of digits repeats indefinitely in the e)ansion.

Thellethod wp have discussed is quite a general one and it can

be aOplied to any rational.number a/b. If the indicated'division

is performed thea the only possible remalmders which can occur arp

Oa 1, 2, 3, (b 1. 1). We look only-aut the stages which contri.

bUte to the digits following the decimal point in the quotient.

These stages occur after we begin,to add Zeros to the dividend,.

the, remainder 0 occurgi, the decimal expansion t6minated at this

stage in the division proceps,and the rational number has a.termi.a.
nating decimal representation. (Note that a zero remainder may

.occur prior to thisitaife wtthOUt terminating the process, for

example, in.511/5 =r1*2.) If 0 does not-occur lip, a remainder

atter the declmal point stage, then .mfter at most (b.1) steps in

the division process ode of the possible remiiners 1, 2,... . 1)

will reoccur and the digit sequence Will start repeating.

We see fram this argument that exfational number lasilk 'decimal

'expansion which is either terminating 2E:periodic Ina non.terpi.
Ad

inaA ng.

-Actwally, we may write a terminatink decimal expansion like .26'

as .25000 or .25U ., with 'a repeated zero-to
.

periodic=expansion.' -Ip fadt we Aan also writes' .25

27

provide a

ap periodid
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decimal in a second way., namely

.25 = .2499.999 sa .211g ...
A

Afterpaking thitysimiae agreement, which.allows. lib to consider a

terminating decimal as.period4c, we can say quite, concisely:

ME.rational ntmitimlNas, a pjt-giodic non-terMinating decimal
. I

repres4ntation.

Exercise 5.5

, Find decimals for-these rational numbers. 'Continue the division
4

until repeating begins and wite your apiwer to at least ten deci-

X:mal 'places.
1,

1.. 14/37 2. 3/7 3. 9/4 4. 1/41- 5. 11i/909

6. 5/54 7. '128/125 8. 3/35 9. 1/82 *10. 1/17

11. (a):Which of the decimals in problems 1-9 terminates?

(b) igrite'in completely factored form the denominators of the
.

two rati'onal mamba's in problems'1.9 whose decimalp termiT.
4nate. What do you observe?

12. (a) Compare your decimals for problema (2) and (8).

. What do you observe?t Ail the denomina.tors related in any way?.
.

(b) Compare yOur,decimals for problems (4) an4 (9). Are thl

denominators related in any way?

5.6. The Rational Wimber CorAtepOnding to a Periodic Decimal

We saw how easy it is-to find by division'the decital expansion

of a given-rational number. gut suppose e have ihe opposite situ-

ation, that is, we.are given a periodic declaal. Does such a deci.

mal in faot represent a rational 1Fmber? How Can we find out?

We can iee how to approach this problem by-considering a simple

example Let Us write a pe;lodiö decimitl:say 132132132/62.,

7
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and call it n, so that .132132132132 The,periodic block

of digits is 132. If we multiply 4. by 1000 fthi8 shifts the first
block.to the 16ft- of the decimal point and gives the relation

1600n 132.132132132 ...
.Since .13213132

we can subtract n from each-side of the first equation to yield

999n 132 ''so that -

132,n or in simplest terms

44.
137

We find by this process thaP .1213213432

The example We' have carried out here illustrates ar general o-

ceaure which milthematicians ,have' devT1oped to. show ,that _every

periodic non-terminatins decimal represents a rational number.

We see, therefore, that there is a onelo-one, correspondence

teiween the set of rational numbers {t} b 1.0.. and the set of

periodic decimal eipansions a a ia . b b

where al, a24

7 8, 9..

bit ba) 0 1 avet dig-fts

It,would be quite equivalent then for us to defl:ne the.ratiori-

ai numbers is the set of all such periodic decimals.
os.

Tbe fact .that a decimal representation, for a ,ratl.onal must be

.pexCiodic tells us something further about the decimal representa-
,

tion we fouhd earlier for the irrational nuMVerII. We can moly be

sure that the decimal raPresentation f or must be a non-termi-

nating, non-periodic decimal.

4 Z9
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11110 For te it were periodic or terminating it would be a ration.

al and this we knowlo be mime..

,What rationals have terminatly decimal expailsidns? Before we

leave,4be subject 'of decimali we Whnt to discuss one Interesting'

iact about terminating decimals.

-We saw tha.t.raticmals like 1J
2t

9

.397, -4; m 27468 all are repre 6nted by terminating

O. = 1.875

decimals liow cn we.determine when this wi 1 be the case? If-we

look for inspiration at-the'rat4onals of-this type which we'dis-

cuised we see an obvious clue: `the denominator seem to contain

only powers of 10 or powers or 2 or powers of 5.
.

Conpider any-rational-nuMber which has a Power of 2 in the

denominator, like

39
T6 Bsr mul iplying by

a4
.4 we Can write
5-7

Similarlyi.we have a rational with a poWer

ator we ean proceed as in the foll9ring4Rfample

3 3 3 32 96
Sri5 75 zs 35 . 5 ,

TUC= =

of 5

= 2.4375

imthe denomln-

.10

Quite generality, if% we have any rational number with only

powers of 2 and powers Of 5 in the denominator; wecan use the

Aame technique. For example,

3791 07,91)6.5?'24 (3791).724 (3791)-57 *...(3791)'.57.24
2 "544y (g.°57) (54e2V 107'104 107+4

- 10114

a terminating decimal.
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IP orders to establish a general fact of this kind sUppose we

ask ihe following'question.( When is a n4tional nuMber
' 8

q assumed to have ,no .common factor) representable afi'N where
f6balt10 -

Wca ( p and

141' is an integer
Suppose that this is iFicieed the Ciese and tha.

Therefore q :N p 10k

e

1 % - ir

This says that., pq divides.the product of p 1.4nd 10. But

we assumed that p and q, t,lave no factor .in common.-. Hence q

muist'alvide 101c. But the only possible factors of 10k a. 2k 5k

are diem' of 2 or powers of 5 or Powers of' 10,

Thus, we have proved that a ratIonal. number -24. has a termina.

ting decimal representitiCin if and only, if the denominator of r
consists only of powera of 2 and powers of 5; that is, r ,must be

of the farm ,

A

.e.q-
.4



EXercises 5-6

What rational numbers haye these'deciMal exRressiorls:

1.

2.

*3.,

4 .037...

5 .T27..

6 .1g25'

.16U...

EL Write the denomina or of these rational numbers in completely
4

faptored form..

(a) 7/32 47/100 15/14 3/25 17/50 5/9 11/6

(b),WhIch of the numbers in part (a) have,decimals which termi-

nate?

5-7. Aational Points on the Number ane
P.

If we think of the rational numbers as specified by decimal

representations we see immedUtely hail' to locate and how to order

the.corTponding pointOn the number line.

Consider for example the rational number 2.39E1T The

unit digit 2 tells us immediately that the corresponding rational

point P lies between the integers 2-and 3 on tihe number line.

(draphically then'the first rough pictUre is this.

% 1 V iOt. 2 3 8 9

A more precise description is obtained b looking at the first two

digits 2.3 which tell ,us immediately that 11 lies between 2.3.and -

2 '44 Cb the units. interval from 2 to 3, .thens diYided int6 tenths
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(and magnified ten times for easy comparison)-We find P as li ted-

belowi

2.0

P
t k_

23 2.4 2.5
i `21

300

lf continile the process of successiv'ely refining the'loca-,

bd.on of P orethe number line we have a picture such af tyle

following:

2.0

*Ng.,

2.30

2.390

2.40
1

1

f
2.400

2.39 2 3965.- 2.3970

P

.

2.39610 239615 ?.39620

From puCh a deci1na 1 representatiOn for a rational then we

easily find how to locate the number to any desired d of accu-
.

Acy on the number line.

Moreover, given any two distinct Pationals in this form it is

4-

a.simple matter to tell by inspection which is larger and which is

t smaller, and which precedes the other on the number-line.

If you think of locating the point dareiully on th.e number

,line would yau prefer to ilse or. .333 It you wish to compare

1 with another rational, which form is easier to use. - aor



Exercises 57

1. Arrange each group of deCimals in the order In whifch the poirits

to which they correspond would occur on the number 'lir. List,fiist

(,177

'the point fartheit to the left.

(a) 1,379 10.493 .1.385 5,468,

(b) .9,426 .2.765 .-2.761: .5

( ) r547 .15467 :15463 -15475

1.372

In problem lc which-poilits lie on the'following segments:

(a) The segment wItkendpoints-'1 and 2?

(b) -The segment .with endpoints 0 and. 1?

(a) The segment with endpoints .1 and .2?

(d) The se.ement with-endpoints'.15 and'.16?*

(e) The segment with endpoints .154 and .155?

Suppos, -you have a number line in which the' distance-tram the

point 0 to the point 1 is 10.centimeters

Draw a 10 'centimeter segment; label the endpoints 9 Ana 1, and

divide the segment into tenths. Mark and, label the following

points:

.(a) 1.23_ (b) .49 (a) .8o (a)

4 ,

(e) .03 (r)

5-8. Definition of irrationa; Numbers and,pefinition of Real NUmbers

We have seen that tall rational numbers have.periodic

representations. We saw also that /Tits no ratiohal and-that it

is represented by a non-periodic.,

called "Tan irrational number.

non -term/ ting decimal. We

/

we now use this Oftimil-fórm'to define the set of irrational

numbers. We define an irrational number as nal:number with a non-
.,

teiminating, non- alperlodia deaim,,representatiOn of_ the form .



± a1 a2 'I" ale 1 b2 4 is

-de

'The .system oomPosed 'of all rational and irrational'numbers we

call the real number system.

Prom thie see thj. any rtal number can be Characterized
a decimil representation of the form

A'
1.+ al "2 a3 , ak bl 7°2 ,-
%1 .

If the decimal representation is periodte it defines a rational num-

ber, otherwise the number is an irrational number.

'With eveiy Point P on the real number line we associitte one
ana only one nu4aber of this-f.arm by a process of opuccessive location
in decimal thtervals of decreasing length. Note that any two
distinct points P and P will correspond'to distinct decimal repre:.
sentations f6r if they occur ak}

P2

oh the number line we need only subdivide the number lthe by a

sufficiently V.ne decimal subdivision to assure. that Pi and PR lie
in se ents _defined by 'different deciinal, iritervals.

Conversely, given' any. depimal .we have found how to locate the

corresponding point of the.real number line by considering succes-
,

sive rational de'cimal approximations provided by° the number.

Thus the real numberi,poisess a one-to-one correspondence mlth

the ints of the real number line.

la 5-9 ,Prqpierties .of. the Real. Number., Syetem
,\ .

.The peal .nuAber *system .Which 'we-pave now defined possesses ail, i
.. of ihe .propertiee of. the ,rationale.and an additional very imtortant

one. We list firstthe properties which are also possessed by the'

3 5
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sysiem of rationals.

Property 1. Closure,

a) Closure under Addition (+) The real number pystem is closed

tindersthe Operation ,of. addition, i.e. , if a and eb are real

numbers then a + b isr.a.real number..

)

Closure under Subtraction (-). The real-number system is closed

under the operation of Subtraction., the inverse af-addItiO,

i.e., if a' and b are real numbers.then afsb is a real nUmber.

ClodUre under Multiplication ( ). The real number system is

closed under the operation of multiplicaiion, i.e. , if and

b are real numbers then-ab is k real.number.

Closure under Division (f). The real number system is clO'sed

under the operatIon of divieion, the inverse of multiplication,

i, es, if a. and b are real numbers then a4 (When b.# 0) Is

a real number.

The operations of adq.tion, multiplication, subtraction,. and
.

division on real numbers display the properties which we have

already observed for rationale. These may be summarized as foll we:
4

Property 2. Commutstivity.

a) If a and b. are real numbers hen a + b b + a.

b) If a and b are real numbers, then a b = b

Property 3. Associativity,

a) If a b, and c' are real numbers, then a + (b+c) a+b) + e
1

If a, b and c are real numbers, then (ab) .c cc a (b .; 9e).

Property Identities.

a) If a is.a real number then a + 0 m a, i.e.. , zfilro is the idol'.

tity element for the operation of addition.

ge
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b) If a is a real number, than a 3. a, i.e., .one is the iden

w tity element for the operation of multiplication.

PropertI D tributivit If a, b, and c are real numbers-, then

ao(b + c) +

: Property 6. Inverses.
.

a) If a is. a real number, there is -a real number (-a) such that,.

a + ( ) 0.

If' a is a Teal number and a 0 there is a real number b such

that a b = 1. A

?rope*/ 7 Crder. Ole real number system is'ordered,'i.e. if

and -b are different real numbers than either a < b.or a > 'b.

Property 8. Density. Tne teal number system is dense, i.e., .0

between any tvm distinct real numbers there is always another real

'number. Consequently, between any two pea1 numbers we can find As

many more real numbers as we wish. :In Tact we easily see that:

ll'There is always a xational numbex?Vetween any two distinct'real

numbers, no mattef how close. 2) .There is always an irrational..

number between any two distinct real numbers, no matter how close.i.'

The ninth property of the system of real numbers is one which

is not shared by the ratitonals.

Prpperty 2, Compieteness. The real number, line system'is complete,
e

i.e., to each point on the nUmber line there corresponds a real nuM-

beilh and, converselyi to each real number there corresponds a point

on the real number line.

.wfl .daw that in the systxn of rationale there is no number
/

n - vri which when squared yield 2. Howeverl in the reai number
.

..

system as defined such a number is included. .

37
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It happens tha:t the nth root of anY rational number which is

not itself a perfect *nth Vower,lp an ArrItional number.
. This, means

:/15 -
,4

that such numbers as Na
, Tr, v15, . lune irrational

--numbers: ( V
4r15.

means a. number 4 such that nliN44 15.)

;

Hence in the system of rationals vte cannot hope to extx'act nth
,

roots or any numbers which are mit perfect ntli/powers. owever,
when we *adjopl the irrationals to .form the real number system we

see that we have added all these missing nth roottir of, rationfil num-

berS. Thus a very useful property of the real pumber system 'is:
The real.number.system contains the nth roots, in of all

positive ratiorial numbers a/b,.- b O.

This avures us that Ve can find among the real numbers st.ich
3; 5,numbers as 'II; 17, 1 + .1-5;

,.
-4/23 . :and any other such

lumber or combination of rdts.

In addition- to iiiraticinal. numbers which arise from extracting
roots of rationa'l numbers there are many mere irrational numbers
like rwhtche callea tranScendental irrational nunibers. When

,

you -r.tudy logarithms in high school, 'you will, be stUdying numbers

whiceare almost all 'transcendental irrational numbers. If N is
any positive real number -and x is the, index of the power to 'which,
10 must be isised to yield NI. or

IX

then wel.say that x so the logarithm of N to the base 10. If N is
the power of 10, say N pig 104, then clearly 10x aP 102 and x am 2 cm

the logarithm of 102 to the base 10.4 In such a case, the logarithm
- is a rational number. Bat for moit, nuibers the logarithm will be a
Itranseendental) irrational number. -4%\

i am

'\

a
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The 'trigonometric ratios; sine of an angle, and tangent,of an
r."
angle are other e*pressionq which usually turn out to be transcen-

dental rational nilmbers. These ratios are defined Ifi Unit 6.

&erases 5-9,

'Which of the following numbers'are rational and which are irra-

. .tional? Make two lists.

a.

c.

.23123112311123...

7

78342...

2

.s/Fg
4

h.

.75000

J.
58
-fr ,

Wite each of the'rational numbers In problem. 1 as a decimal

nUmeral and as a fraction.

For each of the irrationat numbers in problem one write a deci.

mal correct to the nearest hundredth.

a. ,Make up 3 terminating decimals for rational numbers.

b. Make/up 3 ,non-terminating decimals for rational numbers.

O. Make up 3 decimals for irrational numbers.

YOu have learned how,to insert other rational numbers bepween

two given rationale. Now that you have studted decimal representa-
, Nip

tions for real numbers, you can see how to insert rational or .

a
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ft irrational numbers between real numbers. Look at'these decimals

for,two numbers a and b.

a 21; 4 21017

b.= 4.23402.00100010000l..

Are these decimals for rational or irratignal.numbers?

These numbers are quite blose together, but any-dealmal'which

begins 4.22... will be.greater than a and less than b. We 'can

then continue the decimalrin such a way as to make it rational or

to make it irrational. For example 16225225 is ratignal and

4.225622566225666.4:. is irrational.

5. a. Write a decimal for e rational number between 2,384686

an42.36051.

Write a decimal for an irrationa -number,between the.deci-
.

male in part (a).

Wtite decimaib for (a) a rational number and (b) an irrational
*

. number between%346019.e. and .342806...

7. 'Write decimals for (a). a tatiorial huMber and (b) anirrational

number between 672 and 6748106006...
.

'5-10. Rational Approxlma.tions to Irrationals

Whenesier we give-an irrational number in its decimal form, for

example, an irrational-number beginning, N.- .919234675...,,'we see

that we automaticallyAlefine allequence,of rational numbers which

Approximate aloser and closer to the irrational number N. W an

read off_ duch a. sequence pf,.rational opivaimations as,

.4 )



.01

.019

.0192*

.019236'

.019234

.019346
0 23467

019234675- .

Practically speaking, thia'is often how we compute, by using a
rational approximation.,io the irrational number. Cn the other h!And

. r-
mtittfematlfaiantLaixeother fi ci.eniists frf.,qu4en.tly. eed 4to use the
,-exact irrational 'number Such,. as

. .

pi order 'Ato.get a f$nal exact. reisulte

question: What property of the, real 'number ystem isAit whi
assur,es,us that any ,rea number can be approximat closely a,
we ,please by a rational number7,

Geometric! Propertie of the Real Line
'The 14 corresp, (ince. between the real numbert3 and.the pointti

of the rpal:number-iine gives.Us for .the first 'time, a ,satiafactosry
foometric representation. We know now that, there are no gaps ok

missing poinis-in the real line. We can speak of tracing ,the real
bet ,line .conanuously and know that the seppent described lit any, °.

b.
Opage-hais a length. which is measured by a real nu*ber. 'bus At the

. ,
inutpei line indicated pelos.w4know that ir:ba); a ingtki.

.

---
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of measure - 1, -the length of nihas measure 3 -Nris'llg haliThN
«nfeasure ir - rE is measured by r

We can think of a point Moving obntinuously from 0 to 1 arid
associape with it in every position,a

x 2

real number. Because of this continuous -property*of sour real num-
. .

ber sydterit, 'we sometimesirefer to it as the'continuum of real .

If- we think of the geomet4c line segment from !..1 to +1,.

including the enuPoinsVJt can be deecripbed lcompletays as the set
of ail real points x or vhich x

,

5-11, Rationale and Irrationale in the WOrld Around Us

.s,qe many eximples of rationale everyl day--the price of gro- .

cerise, the amount of a bank balance, the rate of pay, the aMOunt
of a weekly. salary,e grade oi7:1 a' -.test paper.j

Although we lave not considered the irrationals for' very long,
it is easy to see many examples which involVe irrational numbers.

For exatple, consider,a. circ1radius one unit,. *.What la its
Why 2r units- of course. In fact,. any circle whotie radius.

Is a ;rational number has abvirct3mference which is irraiional; Also,

the interior of, s ch a .circle orilr radius has an area which is
Meaured by:an ix, tionarntimber (Tri2).,

'Ake volume V Of a circular cylinde you may' recall, is give4

e.
as V Inv2h and its lateral surfacelrea A ie.
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A' 01 2 17: rh

. where h is the 'altitude of the cylinder. Here a so the volume and

area are gilien by irrational nuibers If the radius r and altitude,
h are given by rattionala.

note.how easy it is to cOnstruct lengths of itrrationil
meariiirse by the fallowing simple succession of right trianglesit

.

;eat other examples of irrational numbers cap you name?

".



UNIT 6

S 1MI L.A R TRLANG,LES

4

The Graph of y is 2x \(Firs-tdQuadrant)

In.Unit 2 you% learned how tofr,epfre a set of number,' paars

froman equation, and how to plot the. points coriespondigg o the
nuMber pairs. You drew a. curve corn:we:tins the points a0 ailed
this curve the graph of the equation. In more advanced ma ematics
'1.* 'can be proved that the' curve Joining the Po.ints .is the graph Of
.the. equation. This moans that any 'number pair Which stitisfi4s the

,Leiiation corresPonds to a_ poinr.ori ihe curve. The, converse state7
.

. .
.

merit is aleo true.:-,, The nUmber pair. (wordinatea), for any-pOint on

the curve satisfy the equation* In this discussion we are assum
ing, that .the graph of y 2x is straight line..

c.9

Exercises 6-la
Prepare a set of 5 number pairs for y - 2x in the first clizaCirant.
What numbers are suitable for x? Can y be negative? 41

Plot the points whose coordinates you.found in 'ProbleM 1, .Draw

a curve through gthe points* What land of curve is it?
Show that if a is the x-coordinate of a-. point on the line, then

41.

2a is the y-;coordinate of this point.
ChooSe. S. one the. line and

draw ,a perpondicular:to the .x..-axis. froM

S. 4

Ob

(a) Show thai Oft RE' tile x-coorapate

of S

) Show that" SA is thi y-coord nate of S.
t.

A B

Figure 6.1
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c) .ShóW thatt' S-A 204.
(a) Show that SA ei x 2IN *

'Choose another point T on the graph of y or 2x and draw TB
perpendicular t-o the x.a.xis.
(a) let the coOrdinates of T 'be ix y1) Explain why y1 Es

(b)' Show that OB '18 30 and that BT yl 2xl.,

(c) Show that t311 1.L / WI 2
oB

Note that the coordinates of T were written as (*xl,y1).
r

It is convenient at times to use the same letters over again
and to distinguish them by a special mark. Read xl as x.prame
and y1 as y-prime. The !Iprime" is merely p.art 9f the name and
is not an exponent.

Fro* Problems. 4. and. 5 we. rive 4

Tell why .2 sig ..ag and 21 ...1.10.Y
x. x Y Yi

mg 2, for x ock,, x1

Tgis states that the ratio of-two legs of the small- right triangle
ln Figure 64 -III equal to the ratio of the two.corresponding legs

4.
. ,

of the large right triangle. It is convenient to comPare these
sides in the.following'way:

z x
y 1 x1

but we must prove that we may do this.
We kriow II 2;

X X .

then 41'
. x

x
x

x

xt

and

Hence Z 2S What pyt x1
Corresponding sides, as you hive learned, are the sides which'

arf.oppoilte the angles of equal measure in'the two triangles The

'Why are these names wt;ich

look different, names for
the' same rational numbers?

What property of equitions -

is used here?

y is used here?
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sides of 'le th x' and x are corresponding sides. So are the
of length 'y ta.nd y. Translated back to the triangles, this.eqtla-

.

tioxi 'says that fox:, 'these two right triangleZ, the rat Iq of two

pairs of corresponding sides are equal.

Exercises 6-lb.
,Writte fr 'LI in terms 'of -OA, SA, OB,' and TB.

7 . .

. Name the dorreeponding angles 'of triangles .OAS and Ott'.

Would it still be true that the' ratios or. twI'D paIre of vor-
-.)

responding Sides -are equal if ,S and. T *had been different

.PointS on the.graph of y 2x, in the .first qUadrant?

Suppose the graph had be'en y -65x or y 2it, /would 341

for any points S and T on -this 'grafib?

The cooidinat*s (x1,y1) al° a point on i? so 5x may be'given" in

terms of xl as (xl ?).- Replace? by an expression for y1 which\

involves x1

The y-vordipate of a point gn y in 4x may be iveil in terms
of x as

6-2. A Special Set of Right Triangles
The sides OS and ot were not included in the diirduikirOnAn-.

Section 6z.a. Let us see, what we can find out about these'sides.
Since we know that 7.--9A_ is a:for 2 pairs of sides', it seems reason-

'able to ask about the ratio of _LT the.third pair.
OS,

Although measuroMents are only approximate, we- miglit try

measuring OT and: OS inour eearCh for a clue .conterning -what

seems likely to be true." It will 'he10."-lit if we draw' TB in a

special way this time.
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In the new figFe, OA' will be our chosen unit. of length and we

shall make OA AB. Incidentally, must OA 'Pave the' same measure in

inched on, 6rery PaPor in 'your class?. The actual length is not
,

importarlt, ,since we are working with ratios and we know that

411Z 1 Ct 11

which Is 4 na matter whit k'sis(excluding k

Measure OT and .0S. What do you conclude'?

Points 0, So and T gre on the' grapti of

y 2x. Draw SK perpendic4a3; t; TB.

Locate . AOAS and A SKT in this diagram.

AP

PI re 6-2

401=.2.1.411-.1:2

(a) ',that can you' sa7 "about AS and. -BT? kre they parallel? Why?
.41

.(b) Show that If the coordinates of T are

and yl BT

(0 Show that

(a) Show that 2(0B) 4(00A).

(e) Express BT in terms of OA.

xl,y1) then :xt IS -OB

Consider OA -the unit of.measurement,and let it be 1.

(a) What is:the meaure of OB?

(b). What is the measure of SA?'

(c) Jghat is the measure ,of BT?

(a ) What kind of) triangle is A04 A OBT?'. Why?'

(b.) Narne .the right angle- in each of 1these- trianglep

(el Name the arigle which is in both triimgles.
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(d) What do'you know about the sum of the.angles of any ,triangle?

(e) 'Show that m(LOSA) m(LOTB).

In what other wa, using Problem 1(a) ean ioU show that°

M(LOSA):11, m(LOTB)?,

(a) What can you say aboUt AB/and SK?

(b) What can you say about.AS and.BK?

(e) What'kind of figure is ABKS?

(d) Jr Show that SK sm AB.

,
0 Show that SK m 1. .41

%i 4 1

7. Show *that AS =.KT. (From Problem 2, BT is 4 and SA is 2.)

a. Since you know OA m:-SK, AS m KT, and m(LCAS)
e

what ean you say about ACAS and AS4T? Can we say corres-

ponding sides aneangles are congruent?

9 As a result or Prolkem 8, OS m T. _Tell why.

10. From OS.01 ST show that OT 2(0S) Lind that 1033T 2.

11. Write the corresponding sides ot triangles orB and OSA in,

pairs.
1

In Exercife 10 you found without relying on measuring

that.im '2
5§

In the first figure, you made OB 2(0A) so °B 2.
OA

BT OB ,BTFrom Prbblemi 2. Therefore a aux 13 since each ratio

is 2.

'his statement tells us'that in the two triangles OAS and

91354 4which corresponding angles.are equal, pairs of corres-

ponding sides are -proportional..

'In the special right triangle in'Figure

(A) the ratio of the:longer leg to the shorter leg in

each triangle is 2

4 8
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the lengths Of tbe,4egs of one triangle are twice
the lengths Of-the legs of the other, triangle.

Tilia GraTh of y ax (First Quadrant
a poBitie real. riumbell

is

In.Sebtion's 1 and .2 the rIsht triang1ei, were, in a very
special sat. They were the' right triangies formed int. the graph
of y - 2x and pertain perpendicular lineb drawn so that the ratio

. .

of the sides 'on. tile .x7axis is equal to 2.
What happ.ens if we,,,change ,to the .graph of y..is'; 3x7,or Ix? or,.

. . ' at.
where .a is any positive real n ber? . The. follOwint que3ionill .

t- . .

'help you .reach "me. conciusionJ. .Look- for properties .Which seem. to

1:4 independent- of .-a. particular number for, a .in y ax. Search 119r .

patterns. In t4is- discussion we are akisuming.'tha. the 'graph, of

ax is a straight lines for "a" any positive real number.

kercises 6-34

(a) Draw the, graph-of, y .**3x.

:(b) Select a:point K, draw1M.
perpendicular to t e x-axis.
Let-OR =11..

( ) What is KRin,ters of'OR
for:KR.. Write the cOordinaZ:g7K!

Draw.OS. .2 and then.draw L Perpendicular tothe X-axis.
1 ) What is LS/

(f) What is thia ratio or OS, f

2..010 14:measurement find' the:apprOximate value of b.

ORcRS:1

1k,
(b) By means of steps like.those in Section 6-2 show that

OK

49

,
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Draw .KM perpendicular to SL and use c

Exercises 6-2.
4
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ngrueht triarigles as in

(a) In this: set 'Of 'brianglt*based on the graPh y _arcs: whIEItt' is .

-the ratio of the 'lehgth of the longer leg. of 'a triangle to .

the length of the shorter. leg?

(b) Wba1 was, this ratio in the case of the triihgles,basede--:--
,

' y - 2x?

(c) Are you beginning .to tilpe.a patter n?
*

(d) How do the lengths of the..legs ok ohe triangle in Figu;:e 6-3

compare with the lengthb of the corresponding legs of .the

cther? Note that agai4 OS wai chosen to Se 2(0R)

(a) Graph, y
3

(b) ExplOm why m(LOAR) LOBT). Are these-angles congruent?

(c) If OA is 1, what is RA?

(0' OB Is 2, what .is 1ST?

.,(e) State the'ratlo ofg 'in numerals,

(0 State the ratio ofg in numerals:

A B(g) Tell why these ratios are eqUal. Figure 6.3b

(h) Does the value pf these ratios depend upon the measures of

a and OB? What ratios do?

5. Draw a figure like Figure 6.3b,-bui on a larger scale'.

4

OA= AS r.1

_Find by measurement and division, the ratios , .BT °B
AR- OA" OR.

Do .ilese ratiqalapPear to be equal?

6. Since (from Problem 4) BT0.7 BT OB. why?
beri Alt

Now let us examine the graph of equationsclike.y 0 ax for

a # O. Here a may be any poitive real number. ,Inithe spacial

graph y -.2x what was Mhat was a in the case of / ax? .in

f

,



the ease-of y
3

In'the figure at the right Vle

ray Or.represents the graph of y 15 ax

64r3
a

a

P,.

It

the first quadrant. Do not regard

ad.drawn to icale.

P ia.a point on the graph y'm ax.-

P1R1 perpendicUlar to the x-axis.

p
2

a point on y go ax.

is perpendicular to the'x-axis.

Exercises 6-3b

If the coordinateslot P1 are (xly1) what is 571 in terms.of a?

Note that y ax and yl ax since P1 is on the graph.

Y1 .Q1P1
xl 1477

the ratio pf

Show that

4

Show that'

Let the coordinates of

Q1171 is a.

P be (x
2 2

P
Show that P2Q2 is ax,4 and 0Q2 xo so that 2

Q2 in

,

By measurement show that 9P2 appears to equa/ P2Q2

2
and show that

,

rri°

the equation 1, 'wax to find, the ratio of y/k.

Use Pl.;oblema 35,7 .to show Mc P1Q1 P2Q2.

Mr1-1.

Use the arguments in Section 6-2 involv congruent .

triangles'to show that 41 P 4g. Why is it necessary

in this proof to know that OQir 2(0Q Assume, .2(0Q1)4
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.10. 'in the figure ast the right
OD in 1 The dotted lines should

TYE

Suggest, a way you can proVe cer-
,

tain triangles congruent OA thus.
show that

1
CC 1 Try it.
5I

11; The atio
7. ShOw CB

and °° .5.
OC 7

195

CD and 411, should be. divided intia--

7 parta by measurement.

12 Could 'the methods of Exercises:11
and 12 be Used if °A Ns ks where

k is an irrational number?

. 0 4. The Simi1aritPrope4y for Right Tria.ngles
In. our -work we have followed certain ,conventions -4.n setting

up coordinate axes, making the x-axia horizontal tirid the y-Axis
vertical. 'We have 'chosen to rega the right .Ikti'd'a positive direction
for, the x-axis, 4 upward 'as a p .sitive direction for tile y!..axes.
Th4 opposite directions in each case were ne4tive. 'These
merely convenient cc4ventiona,V.d. changing them.s quite .pOssible.

, .

'.1.1tOok at the cooxidiffitk akes-.beIow,. Note that a.11 of them retkin
the perpendlcular characteristic which itself ,is not al.ways'
observed.

41t avis

The first quadrfant. is t e one in whih bo
. .

4.

x and y ,are
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.positive.-qoint out the first quadrant in each situation 'above.

In sections 1,2,

special position with

and 3.we studied right triangles in a
%At

reference to a pair of coordlnate axes.

Actually.the properties whiCh wel observed in theie sp4ciai cases-.

are true far any right tria'ngles.'

Consider 'the follo4ngJb1ght triangles.

t+

A

In each case we could choose coordinate aXes so.that A or 13 lies

on t e origin, so that ane of the legi of the triangles 1ie6,along

the sitive.x.4xis, and-so4that the interior of the .triangVois in

the first quadrant. This Is illustrated in thefollowing figures

in which the coordinate axes are represehteeby dotted
7'

Exer ises 6-4a

1. Show by using dotted lines as shown in the illustration,

'possible placement of coordinate axes in the followitng figures.

OW 40.

(b)

I

(c)



.
.
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.Notehat'after the axes are located, the hypotenuse of the
\

right triangle is on the line through the drigtn. The equation, of
1

.411
,.

the line is y m ax wher.e.lee is a partictria-r-potiive real number not

.iero, for a 'particular line. ou might find it eadier to think of

amovUg- the triangles in the,14ne by rigid motionl'so that they

are simthe position used in sections 1, 4, and 3. No matter which

metird is used, alI of the arguments used.in sections I, 2, and.3

'hold

for sal right triangles of the sits described.
40

When 1/Wmove tpe.triangle as suggested tere, Q right'

.triangles for which a pair of cor'reaponding acute angles are equal

will lack -like. thiS:'

4.

L

Exercises 6-4b

1. Draw the following pairs of'triangles on

'standard form as in the figure on the right:

pair: of axes in

alb



e. ;f.yoU know the equation of the lirie on wfiich the hypotenuse .
1

tX;14ngle lies, ilow ati:nlbtxude it to t;11 thp-ratio of-the
. 111

regs of the triangle')
9 .

The-ratio of the aides can be estimated by measuring the -
,

e

iengthssof the sides. Ikrid tim 'ratios

fal and 2444.,

( b), g and JEti

.

.ptcp
-

PtRf'
,

Property lo a 9pair of 41121,242kalm acute sangles9of two riiibt

.triaKles, are.,p4ual, then,the ratios of '6orrespondine 'sides are

. 114110-
. ,

, ,

We_often say'that if,the corresponding angles of two triangles
. .

arp equal, thenthe tWo triangles are similar,. This is the'defini7'
,.. - .

. . ,..

tiO4 which we,Will u e'forosimilar trianglea. Property I could

be stated as:
4

,
If two trianglei are similar-then. the ratios of corresponding

sides arg equal. ,

-rt should be

used.do'not apply t

,

ire4 clear that the deductive arguments

11 pairs of right triangles. Ekercises of

section:6-3 suggest a Nay in which congruent trianglea may be used
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th lipn informs-1 deductive proof of l'ioperty 1 for two right triangles

.such that the.ratio 'of lengths of corresponding eides is a rational

numb'er. Actually the property ho da even though the ratio-is all

irrational number.

In Eiercidis below you are asked to.find the ratio of he

lengths of the Hypotenuse of two similar right triangles by ppiding

these lengths'using 'the Theorem of Pythagoras: 'This would provide
; .1

us a.way of.verifying Property 1 for all pairs of similar right

triangle's. However the.,ppoof using this'method in the general

casfii will be postooned until you have had, more experience with

numbers 1ike%/41, and 43E.

Exercisea.daai

Usethe.Theorem of Pytfiag;ras to fiid the missing side.S.and then

find the 3 ratios of' the Orresponding, sides, or course these

triangleS.are not drawn to Ingle because 6f the several parts,. each

different.)

.

If LB m 4,:BC m 3,A1B m 40, WC'

.If AB m 12,:BC M 5,'AtB1 um 10.

4:1-If AB = 15. BC .21., 8, A Ell m 24

4 ,If A

If

8, BC = 6, A!Bf g; 12, Blet =

2, BO, m 1 MB 4 BIC'

9.



6-5. Sines and Tanzints
P4

, 41' e figure shOs.a Alt"- of the graph of' y in the..'first
'quadrant.. ,thy`'.are tilt , four righttriangles \.shown in the- figure

±-, ,

. iimilar triangle0 *Since these.trian&lei are sithilar"; the ratios
of .corresponding:sides in any pair: of thera.are eqUai. For example,

x2,y2
x3,373
X4,5/4

4,11 WI
1 tja Lia 3 UB

10

could dray in, the fieure other right triangles in positioni

7.like thoe in the figure, Nhich are similar to the four triangles...
,

flow many a thete could be done?

Express the ratios above.in terms of the coordinates of the

points Pl.,. P2 P3 and P4

Zleasure L AOP. What does its measurement in degrees appear

to be?
Now suppose we wished to know the'

'distance across the. river 'shown in this

fig1.2r43. -A and E) represent the positic:ns

4.* two trees ron opposite banks of the riverr-
'4

The -length of AC is 20 feet. By use of an angle measth;ing .device
.

the measurement, of L. ACB has been determined' as 300 How' can the

distance AB be determined?

iOne wai would be o drawCcarefully on a fairly large scale a

c
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triangle similar to triangle ABC and then find the ratio of the'.
sides forresponding to AB tinJ AC. . Since the 4.1ki og in the figure
aboi.re has a measurement of 3000 we,could use any one or these'
triahgles.

Since

From meitsUrement or from the- g;aph, we found:
. N .

triangle ABC in the. sketch of the river and trees is
similar to triangle OA/ Pi by matching corresponding sicles, 1,!e can

. say, ,

411I

gime AC ag. 20, AB 1K% The width Of the river is 40 feet.
Ite have used similar triangles to.make.an indirect measurement

of the distance across t.he ri er4.

a_

Because this is a useful and fairly comnion application of pro-
pertidia of similar right triangles, it hès-tbeen foiind to be con-
venient to give special names to the ratios of the sides of trianglet.
Actually there are six .ratios of correspottling: es of a trAangle.
In this section vie will give our attentton to two of them. These
two ratios are,. 4.12.1.. and P

List the other four .i,atios of sides of .the triangle OA .

( Dont t forget
1

yoU would ,prefer to lis
two ratios then become

which is different from A. ) Perhapf
these ratios using xi, y1j and 01), . The

and

4
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ConsIder a coordi\late system for the ,planes and L AOP . The

segment OA lies on the' positive x4axls and the segment op lies on

the ray OP. If thic c6ordinates of P are Cx,y) them

°A. *

AP' 'a Y

s Let r iht GOP. Ihen by, Pythagorean property

X2 4. y2 r2

x2 + y2
.

We shall Call the ratio 4, the sine of angle AOP, and the ratio,

ift the tangent of angle AOP. In a shorter way,' we shall write

sin AOP = 4; tan L. AOP

These expressions are read, "the sine of -angle AO? equals 4;.. 8 and

"the tangent of -angle AOP equals IL

The ratios, vie scimetimes called the 'trigonometric ratios. The

trigonometry" is simply."'trigon" and ometre, amd Is suggested

by the Ofirase, the measuremeni of .trigons (triangles).

Exercises 6-5

Find thowdini%and the tangent of the angles, with vertex at the

origin shown ip the 'following figures:-

CIO

What is the measurement of the angle at tile origin in c)?
_

4,, .

A
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Draw a Ilght triangle in the appropriate position with reference

to a pair of eodriiihate axes, for which one endpeint ofthe hy-

'1,0tAriuse is (0,0) and the-other'is at P:

(a) 1):-(4,3) (b) 15: (2,5) (c) (12

0) inList the.sines and tangents of angles with vertex at (0

the triangles ybu have ddra:wil in Exercise 3,

Place the following triangles in appropriate positions wAth

reference to coordinate axes and fihd, the sines and tangents

of both acute angles in each:

) (b)

a

v 'Draw-on metric coordfnate paper, 'using a protractor, the fol-

lowing_angles and by measurement find the sine and tangent

of each.

a) 400 (D)

finding these ratios by meaSurement use-the base of the

triangle as la centimeters.
.

6. 'Use the values for sin 400 tan 400, sih.700, tan 700, as needed

in solving the folloving:

(a) A'ladderi 15.feet long, leans against a hduse

as.shown in the figure. The measurement off.

LBLH is 70 degrees. Find BH.

(b) The distan,e across a swamp .is to be determined.

been foun to te 42 feet. Angle Mc has a

meas.urement of 40 degrees. Find. P.
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-Since a stall stream crosse6 the

path represented by Rig; t is.
,

difficult to determine this dis-
tance by direct measurement. Find

HQ
ra

praw one-,fourth of a circle on metric coordinate paPers letting

Abe.radius-o-ethe'circle be 10 centimeters. A sketch ia given

as a guide. Let1141 unit of 3,ength be 041.10-l.

perpendicular to

tan LA0R AR =AR zi AR.a
**The values.of the tangents of angleS

can be read directly from AR.in your

diagram. With a protractOr draw the

AT is on a line

angles ofthe following measurementslanq
. .

give the values of

tangents of the,angle from the coordinate paw.

(a 30 (b) 389 (c) 500

in'the graPh i;repared for'Exerciise 7, measure LAM. What is

the measurement of the angle for which the tangent is 2? Mark
4940.

the intersection of the line AR with the top of the coordinate

chart as T.

the

From the graph prepared for Exercise 7, find the.sines of,the

angles given in Exercise 7

(Hint: Readoltfrom the graph,paper thedengtha of segments

corresponding to ES for the various angles.,)

44.
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6.6. slope of a Line

If refer again to graphs y ax like those used in sections

20

.
0.1, 5 2, and 6-3, we can see a special application of ti4'tangent

of an angle. The figure represents the graph of y 4x (but no

longer restricted to the first quadrant).

(

tan L AO? se

4. is called the slope of the line y

The word "sloPe" .suggests a measure of the, steepness of .the.

line. The slope of a line represented:by a:road up a steep hill"

will be larger than the slope of a line represented by a road with.

.

only'-a slight rise-. Do- you see why?

In the fAgure the line represented

by the supporting or guy liqire for a pole,

has a slop of 1. Why?

In the figure, lines of slopes 4, 1, 2, and$ are7drawn

one set of axes. You Will notice that the slope of the line becomes

on

greater as the lines become more steep. The slopes are given in.

the small encircled numéls.

Would it be, reasonable to

that of slope 2 is twice

Eyo---steep as tbe line of^ slope 1?

Why not?

6
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(There; are lines for ikqii&h, the slope.is negative but pe shall

not consider lines like this ln this .section).
What might be given as 'the slok of the x-axis?

Suppose line 1. passes throu the origin as

figure. The smailler angle formet by I
and the x-axis .has a measurement Of

60 degrees. What is the slope of l?

.

We could choose a point P on 1', de

termine IAA . coordinates approximately

by measurement, and .then compute thl ratio, giving the slope. 'Draw

a falrly largefigure iind try tbis method.
Sin e the measu of the equal angles of an equilateral

triangle is 60 degrles, we could also find the slope of -by".con-,.

the y.a.xis?

shown in the

sidering some of e.properties. of an equilateral triangle.
A

BC 3 2

In the equilateral triangle ABC, AD is ark altitude of the

triangle. By use of ruler and protractor, measure the sides of
,

trianglei BDA and CDA'. Do the' triangles appear' to be congruent?

Draw an equilatera,1 triangle each side of which is three inches.

in length. Drim one altitude 'of the triangle. Cut the region which

is the inteivior ofl%the triangle out of. paper. Fold the region tlong

the altitude. What appears to be true of the two parts of thi
4

til4Cir?
4

6 3
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Referring to the figure above we can show that the triangles
pDA and CDA are congruent. Both pf these triangles contain the side
Bb and both are right triangles..

m( L ABC). a m(- LrBek) Wh'y?

Since the nrsures of corresponding angles of thetwo triangles are
equal and since they haie orke side in common the two triangles are

,

\

congruent.

and BD is 1.

The meailurement' of

40 DC

since Bp um 2.

LDBA is 60 degrees.
By tbe theorem of Pythagoras

(1)2 ,+ (AD)2 a

(A1)2 01 3

AD *VT

In the igure the Coordinates of A are, (1., 1-3). Why?

The slo0 of the-line on which BA lies is 4/7. This .is also
the'sloeofinthe figure aboVe since FA extend d would re-
present /.

40
tan 600

Find the sin 690.
Place an ecy4lateral triangle ABC on.the coordinate axis so

that it will look like the figure below.



Finid, the 'sine and tangent of 30 degrees.

.300 ? tan 300 IR

i

Exercises 6.6 .,

Graph the lines y 2 x i I x and y - 4x on the Same set
7 ' °Z . .

of axes. USe Pour valu'es oi x for each graph. Flnd the slopes
..

of , these -lines.

Find the s1opes4l'o the lines joining the following pairs 6r

points:

(a): (0,0) nd (1,3) ) . (0,0). and
, .

(b) (0,0) and (2,3) d) .. (4,2) and (2,9)

Draw a rectangle with one vertex at (0,0) and its interior com.

pletely in the first quadrant. The lengths. of 'the sides of the

rectangle t'Ire 3 and 5. Find the slope of .its'diagon41 which

lies on (0,0). (There are two answers.)

A .xictasi rises0 fecn overa diitance: of one,\le. Wat isth ?

slope of the' rdad?

Draw a right isoscles triangle and detaxmine the sine and tangent

.of.angles of measurement, 45 degrees.

%. sin 600 tan 660
Find the ratiOs:

-((1,1' 30-0i kuk Airl-,36()

.( c) How is the answer to this problem related to thd con-
. .

-clusion thata line of elbpe 2, is not twice.as, steep as.

a litne of :slope, 1.

Choose an appropriate scale on coordinate:axes so that can

compare'_ the graphs. of y = 7x and y 16 8x, ' How dots-.the. nledsure

of the angle determined by these lines compare with the measure

of the angle formed by lines -of s1op g 1 and slope 2? .

,

6 51.
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6.7. Reading a Table

the Exercides of the last sect& we found approximate

%/hues of sines and tangents of angles by.measurement, and by

using Aso-called line fialues as found .from a graph'. Scientists

209

use tables of values of the trigonometric ratiQs.computedo a-

given Umber 'of decimal places, according to thd particular applit-

.cation.for which the valuds are neededG -Advanced mathematical

methods give much greater accuracy for:ta4e readings'than could

be found by measurement.

On6 the next:page, values of sines and tangentS are gien

correct to four decimal places for sines and tangentti of angles

with measurement given in degrees, to the nearest degree. -These,
.

will.prdvidea sufficient degree of;accuracy.for our..pUrPose*

Reading the table we find the. following approximite-valUes

of some of thE;se ratios.

sin -229 R: .3746 gin 570 .8387

tan 22° ou ..4040 tan 73014 3.e09

To you see how these V*lues,yere obtained from the tsbles?

I? the angle is greaterin measurement than 45 ciegreesxthe angl

is given in the right hand column and the tables are read fram

the bottom .of the page.

'Suppose we want to know the height of a flagpole, represen

in the figure. A man whose eye-level'

is 6 feet above.the grounds.walks

20 feet in a straight line perpendi-

pular to the base of the flagpole and

with 441 instrument for measuring

angles (a transit, perhaps) and,measures the angle marked, t.
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He re ords his measurement as 4 0. -What is.the height-orthe flag-

pole? In thck figure,

41.1 140a an

20 tan 46° AB

20(.8391)s4 AB

16.1820 Ali

.The height of the flagpole is 23.feet to.the neazeet foot

Exercises 6.7

U e the table to ftrid the following
,

(a)'sin 100 (0 tan 40

(g)-tan 50°-(b) tan 10°

(c) sin 410-

(d) sin 630-

e) 'sin 829

(h) tan'600

(i).tan 700

.(j) sin 880

eck the properties of the fiumbers in the sine columns of.

the ble by a study of the'slikble Do you agree with these

,

A. The sizie of angles, ni the Table is a ways between 0 anil 1.

B. The sine of angles'increkses with t size oi the angle
sOr

between 00 and 90°

JP. The'sine of allgles less than 300 in less than-4.
'E

D; The differences between consecutilie Table readings varies

throughout the Table.
,

E. The difference between the eines of two consecutive angles-
,

Is greater foriemarlei%'consecutive then for large Cop.

sacutive angles.

'State prOperties for the tangent columne'which are similar



r

Je^

.to those giv'en:in Problem 2 for the-sine 6olumn3.

,

C,Ihy is there no .value 1ited in the Table for the tan 900?

Find thdrfollOWing pioducts:

. 100 sin 3.20

:(b) 81 ttin 1.;89
0 ,

Find '(a) AD

(b) BC

:Given'.the measlareMent of ,

.t.qC as '60° and L

r .A13 100

(0 P.27:sin 730

(0) 6.05 tan 800
A

B

% roportionality An,Geometrie Fisures
,

'Inihe figures below,there are two Itlrcles; two reotangleii*

two .triangles, and two,,other simple closed curves, In.pairs the
* `

two figures of a Set are said to be".Similar. ; .They have exactly

the .. same_shapess tbut their interiors da not have the same size.

It
to- .

appears that elements of the following sets May be Aaid

o be: similar

. .

(a) , alL cirCles

(b) all equilateral tria I a

(a) all .rectangles of whIch

g.

adjacent 'sides As 3,

(d) all isosceles right triangles:

1

ratio of the two
.1

4.#

Ad

6 9
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rName some other examge

ny two'pairs' are similar.

213

'of sets. of geometric figurea of. which.

Suppose we hive two triangles like hose in the figures below.

Their angles are congruent in pairs and-ratlx)s- of scdes.

.opposite equal angles Are 2 (if theolarger side 18 named first in-
_ , , . ' 1 a.

'the ratio). We may use the notation
.

. 1
ABC 4-4----------k

,

to "mhtch"'thb.triangles. This,isatrespondence, but of caurse

it-is not a voneUente (See Unit 4) since the sides of A)IBICt are

larger than the corresponding sides of ABC. Correspondence of this

kthd is . au*d sintilarity. In .this carresPondenee.

AB AC47,-,T0

and the, angle_contAned In ABC.wit

angle contained in AlBtCtIti

dende is istabj.ishe

C C

BC 41-.----*Wit

A tOrresponds to the:

at All A similar correspon.'

of angles with vertices .on B and

nee the lengbs the' tiaWs 0 tile
\ .` 441,V -

sequences of sitive numbers in a -v,ery 43pecial
r

im2b

Sequences of positive numbers related ih
*

"
cf = 2e

2

S 1101 4t.*11:441A 4a 1 1 eaq.
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proportional. TWO se.quences of numbers which .aire proportional are

.sozietiMes designated -as follows;

a,b,c. ..... bloc

The constant ratio, namely
al bt of

1r- .s7 si m.7!°,

Is called the constant of proportionality
-

4

,"aercises
In which of the followig sets are 'any pair of elements

. similar?

(a) isosceles triangles
(b) .segmenta I

(c) rectangIes for which-the ratio of length to idth is 7
(d) 'Parallelogram with angles of 1260 and 600 64

(e). cubes

*(f) ellipses
.1

Is a congruency.(relation between two,-congruent triangles)

a similarity? Why? Wliat is the -ratio of corresponding sides?
-The measure of a' side of .an equilaterel triangle is 4. The

measure of II side of another equilateial triangle is,15-4,

(a) are pe triangles .congruent? ..(b) are they similar?
Let Pi, P2, P3, and '14be points on the graph of y Ix in the

2
first' quadrant. ,Draw perpendiculars, from the e Points to. the

Ica atif3,
.o

.(a) Is there a correspondence which is.a similarity among

pairs of these right triangles you formed?
(t) If the intersection of the x-axis and the .perpendicular

on P1 is A1 and -simi:larly A2 is it point on the x-axis
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,

and on the perpendicular on P2, 11 t corresponding Vertices

and sides of the two:triangles.

"If a, b- c4;. bil

1
and if a ER 2, b so 3, c

ci

4, find b- and 0.

,a

Draw two triang es.ofraides.a,.b, bvand a bi V, for values

given in Pro em,5.

a pear to be ecival9

-ai bJ- ci di 7
onamor '&11 ammum st arm

a b c .d 4

b 31 cl sr 4, 0 5. Flmd a, b c, andd.

MeaSUre thdir angles. Do the angles
,

Two seqiaences.are proportional'. "'The Onstant.of pror
:

portionalityAs 3. In one mequence the first number is 101

4hd eath number of ibis sequence is 10541 greater thah the one

ilfrecedes it. Find 4 numbers CT each .secitlence..

OiMilirity .Froperty for Triangles .

In earl%er 'sections- wellaye considered.only pairs of right

triangles which-aresiMi.liri...By.meastiring lity reference to re:-
.

informal deduction we havelated graphs, and'occasioAally by

concluded tilai if an &cute angle of ond right triangle has the

same measure as ani3cute angle of another.right triangle, then

pairs of correspOng Ogs of the two; right triangles are

propor
,

. 'The converse of this property is also true but no attempt has

been made to provide an\argument t support the conprse. It is

suggested as a BRAINBUSTER in this ction. In later work Ili

geometry .this property Will be,prov

Let us now consider similar triangles which are not neces.

*. sarily 'right triangles.
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finit on. 1
If corresponding angles.of two triangles have the

same me ure then pairs of corresponding sides of the two triangles

are proportional:-

me will make'two assumptions and use these lips properties in

solving pioblems..

Assumption 1. If tWo triangles are similarro then corresponding

sides are proportional.

Assumption R. If a correspondence between pairs of sides of two

trianiles can be established so that corresponding sides are

proportional then corres nding angles have, the same measure.

Assumption.? id-a converse:of Assumption i.

Arguments to,support.Assumption 1 aomewhat like those utied

in,developing the.proOerty-of Similar right triangles ean be de-

-lieloped but they ;.nvole some difficulties which might better be-

left for laier stu* Of geometry. .Work Witri-the exercises should

'make these assumptions apTear quite reasonable.

Example. Triangles ABC and VIM' are similar. KB m 6 AC 5,
*

BC 4, and MCI = 8. Find MB' and BIC'.

AIB/ AIC
AB

VW. 8

10131 64).
,)41
or

*-*
Sketch the triangles tb pee if these csults appear to be

,4

reasonable.

5

BIC, MC'

-WC! 8

17-
BIC' = 40)

5

B4C'iui.or6 g
5 5

C--

g,k

-



, tercises 6.9
.

Trianglei TISt and R4SITI are simIlar,

r ST, rl no and so pn,

Find the lengths of the unknown sides 440

(a) r so 1, 3/2, t = 2, rt 11. 3'

(b) r-= 3, 4, t 5, 25

(c) r =I 80, sl m 30

(d) 0.111 7,.t 7, .0 se 7/2

ttor51 s t.1 mi 2, s sop 5`

"ssumina the:three triangles are similar, find the unkno n

sides:

_I
A triangular lot is in the shape of an isosceles triangle.

sthe measure or the equal sides is 100 feet and the measure of

the third side is 50 feet. A building is to be *built on.the
.

lot in a shoe stmilar to the lot. If 'the ratio of lengths

of correliponding sides is 1.5 to 1, find the measures of the

building.

A body of watir ip roughly triangUlar in'shape as shown
B

./0 1Lri-your similar triangle be 10 centim theteifts. e

and measure iti sides to the nearest centimeter. Let

13

in the sketch. 'Find the length of the road around the

Part of the road represented-by Eb is 7 miles lorw.

lake by 'drawing a triangle'similar to the one given
,

TAP'



The measurement of angle BCA.is 300 and

-(The road's represented by AB and AC are d

6..9

angle ABC is 7q. It

ficult to measure

directly because of the terrain.)

The lengths of the sides or triangle ABC are 5 inches, 6 inches;

and 7 inches. 'The shortest side of a similar triangle AtB'C!

is 10 inches.

(4) Find the ratio of.the perimeters of the triangles
4

(b) Find the ratio.of the areas of the trianglei.

rind the ratios.of the.perimetprs and7he area's of.the

triangles in Problems/(a) and. 1(b),. \

Make a statement about the r4tios of the perimeters of tlo

similar tritigles:.

Make-a statement about the ratios cif the areas of two

similar triangles. (Try other examples if no. relation
.

apPears. from ,Problems 6 ana 7.)

BRAINBUSTER. Prove that if pairs,of oorrespondin$ sides Of.

'twt right triangles are proportional, then ihe two triangles

are similar;
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uNxT 7

VARIATION

7-1. Direct Variation
When you were' very young, .yotio soon learned that the,,iore

cancly bars,you bought, the mbre you had to piw., You .knew that the
more friends you shared a, candy bar With, the leas each person had.
You understood this practical application Of variation.ve17 clear17,
even though you did not think of the matfhemaiice involved;

Now you are ready to think about variation in a somewhat more !

219

mature Way. ,Frolli the word, variation-J-4'0u 'Mai expect that this
chapter wi14,,deal wit4 the.,yays that quantities change, and hOw
certain changds influence oihers.

All around you 'there are quantities pat change in a related.
way.. Havetau ever watched the changes in.the nunieralisAihioh
appeared in the:windows of a gaeoline pump as the tank of your
'faintly autoni.obile wait being filled? 'Ati you saw the number of
.gallons increasing, what wait hapPening to the east?.

In mathematics.- claim .we Bey that 'the cost varies as:the .numbet
A

.of gallons. If .the gasaline.you buy.is marked to sell/ for.,32 'cents
per:gallon, how can you show, how Much 5: gallons cost? Compiete a .

table, like the one below:

NiAniber of.Gallons. 1 10 11
Cost in Dollars .32

Observe the' 6 atio'n_you carried out and .tela. in Words what
the cost is.. in terms f .the number of ga1l4ns and$ ..32 per gallon:,

t'
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gkercises 7-la

:

Write a sentence.in mathematical terms bout the total cost - v
. / f i 7.

t cente of n- gallons of gasoline at 2 cents.per gallon.

In this etatement the cost may also bt; stated as d dollars. ,

,Write the sentence asedond way, using d dollars. *In the

first form, what happens to t when n is multipled by- 5 ?

Suppose the gasoline yOU bought cost 33.9 cents a gallon.

Write a sentence showing the cost, e cents of 'g gallons

this gasoline. What 'Is trUe of g when c *is doubled?

In c cga

5 . cents

5n, e cenrs is'the'tOtal cost of n candy bars at

eaeh: Suppose the price of each bar is ralsed to

f.

7 centt4and write the formula for the cost of n bars at the

higher rae Is .it possible in c = 5n, for n to remain

unchanged as c increases?

If yoUr P#oel, is, normally _about 2 feet, how 2ar will you walk-
(-

in n steps? Use d feet fo,te the total distance and write

the formula. If ,h increases, .can d decrease at theoame
NP

time?

Write a formula for\the- number o inche i in f feet.

AS f decreases whit happens to 1. ?

Write a formula f r the perimeter, p units, of a square of

side a units. iv decreases must 13 4s0 decrease?

In each exercise abOve, the equation you wrote followed a

-pattern. Did you observe that in each formula you had a numeral

and-two letters? The lettere can be replaced by appropriate

nUmerals, but the stated number in eadh case stays the same.

Because this number does not change in 'a specific formula, it is
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called a constant: In our- statements-rabout direct variation, we
V.

sha3.1,use .'k, for this constant. For the two variables we shall
use x and. ite Each formula stated, in effect, that y sz lac

where . k is a constant not zero; k is called the constant of
proportionality.

The mathematic:al sentence .y kx' states that y varies
dirsctly as x Other expressions used tn 'describe this

4relationship are "y varies as n 11x ', and 7 -is proportional
to x ". If
as y ..-

-.Def1pit1on. If two quantities, x and .y are connect/5d by

y varies directly as x then 'x vegdis directly \

an equation y xi! kx where k is a constant pot zero, then
varies directly- as. ,2( .

,

Exercises 7-lb

7.

State the value of I the constant, k in each. of the
equations you wrote tor Exercises 7.-1a.
Can you wrte tlhe equatiprLin Probiem 6 of likercises 7-la in
the fors; Os xi 4 ? What restriction doe's this forrit place

1

qn s ?'I

Ia. - Find k if varies areal.* as x le 6 wheri

i
x is tt'.. i

4. 'Find k if, y varies directly as x , and y is -3 when
x , is -12.
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Sometimes.it is required ta write an
equation from a ^given set of values.

From that/information in the tables does 50 5

it appear that -. a veirjles directly an -76

b ? Ititiv? What equation appears tp 100 :10

relate\ a', and b ? 11

.lirom the information in the-table, below does it ap ar that
a is proportional to b ? Whyt Write equation f yotei cean..

7-1

Pr

a 0 2-- 6 8 10

b4:41 0 1' 3

Suppose that d varies-directly as t and.that when t is
6, d is 240. Writhe eqition relating d and t .

Ilse the relation. y fx, to supply the missing valu, in
the following ordered pairit ( 3, ; ( -2 ) -1 , )

(0: ).; (2, ) (5,
9. 'Plot the point's you found. in Problem 8 on graph paper.

10, What seems to be' true aboixt ihe ioints you Plotted. in

Problem 9? What kind of, cui,ve, do you think the el/rye through
3x
71.

11. How many points do you really need in order to draw the gra'ph

the points will be? Draw the graph of y Is

of 'y ? Usually it is wiee.to find an extra point.
Why?

.12. In the relation of Problem 8,, when x is doubled, is y
doubled? 4-When.,..x is halved, what happens to y When y

is multiplied by 10 ifilit---hAppens to x ? Are your statements

true for negative values of ?

13. In .the general equation, y kx what haiiëne 40 x if y
4g7

is halved? What happens to y if x4 is trVled?



14. Draw the'graphe of the. eq4ations bin* using

(a) Y

(b) y

223

same set of

15% What point do all the grephs in Problem 14 have in common?

What is the interaection set of all the phs? What do you

observe abotitthe effect of t4e change in -4be constant upon

the graph?

Without drawing them, wht can you say about the iraphs

sy'm 100x. and y 5x 9,

Give an example?' direct variation when.the constant of

proportionality is a large number; giVe another example where

1 > k > 0

18. What ie the constant of,-;proportionality 2ir r In the

case of ,y 200x the values'of y are so Iarge"that it may

be advisable to ad:Ust the ticalesalsed-onthe r.ference lines

in order to draw' the. graph 500

conveniently. Diote the 400

ffect thii alteration has 300

on the appearance of the 200

graph. Van you understand 109

why it is important to mark 00.*

the scales, and to obserVe

the scales in studying,a graph? Write the equation of the

dotted-graph. One way to find it is to use a proportion:

100

y.

X

50x

Io



Noticf #4Lt in the proportion form, x may not be zero.

The form y 50x where x and y may be zero is the equation
of the graph.

In the work you haxe just had with direct variation, the
constant oPproportional'iti 4iis been Positive in1avery. example:

.,The applications .you are likely to meet in junior high 'School will

almost certainly' involve posittie-values 'for :is Situations
exitt . where the constant of proportiOnaliti. is negative ard you
may meet examples as you advance in your ,study of sclence. _What .

happens in y I. when k is negativi? Whelp x . is muatigied
by 1.0 is y also- Multiplied by 10.? When x increases what' C:an

you sew about y ? How is this different from the .situation for



7-2. Inkrerse Variation
The child who shares his.apple with a playmate knows that

when two ptrOple share, each gets only half of an apple. Those of
you .who.ohave experimented with a lever know the if a weight
tripled, its distance from the fulcrum must be divided by 3 to
retain .the balrce.
the trip requires 4

If you drive 100 miles at 50 miles an hour,
times as long for you as it. does *for the air-.

!ihich travels at 200 mil s an 'hour.
In direct variation, 2y kx (where .k 0), you abserved

that if x increaSesii: y aiso Increases and if x decreases',
decreasee. Perhtfps ou hal4-talticipated how inverse varitition

ta deyined. You may have realizedt 4gi the first statement above,
that when the number. of Children .increases, the amount of apple
available for each one decreaseS, . The 1011c/wing exercises will
'suggest more examples of inverse variation for you tc) examine..

EXercises 7-2a
, . ,. ,
SEL, The %Ale below, as it is now filled in, shows two

possible wayi in which a distance of lO0 miles can-
be traveled. Copy and complete the table.

e

Rafe (ml. per hr ) 10 20 25 40 50 60 75 80 100 t
Time (how's) . 10 5.
(b) From part (a), use r for the number c:;1; miles' per hour

and, t for the number of hOUrs and write .an equation,

A

connecting r and t 'a.nd100.

When the rate is doubled ,what is tree effect upon the
time?

6
Vapn t increases what, happens tO r ?

a



sr- r 2 26

2.
f

Suppose you have. 240 sq.uare pi42.51 fi1oneg (flagstones).

You can arrange them in rows to fOrsq a variety of
P

tangular floors for a patio. If e repreients the
er of stones in a row and. 'n rePresents the, number

r%

of rowsi, what are the possibilities? rill in a table
like thuv one:

Number of \Stones:. 240

Num
;

ber of stonea 'in a row 10 t 12. 15 16 .30 40

,.Number of rOws

(4) Write an equation connecting i , _arid 24Ct....
.

(If you cannot caany of the stones what can you ma

about the kind 'of pumbers and 6- must bi)?)

. 4

(a) A geesaw will balance 'if

'wd WD. wheh a,right of

w. pounds ls d. feet frcim the. ftilcrum Aind _on the other
.0

-

e aside i iLight Of y pounds is p feet- from tip
$ ..

tticyn It 1415.= 36 , find D wilei, W 4s 2, 9..i or
,

. tr . *itb. , ., -
18 and find W when. 'D ill' ,1, .6; 12,

. , *if .,

,( ) ;Whttt bappenir fo. W as° -: D." i:a doubred\! What happen
.-

to .D als W increases? I

Write an equation cdpnecting, rat!. of interest . r and the.
-6 -

i.

nunber of dollars on ',deposit p. with- a' fixed interAt pa
.thent of $200 petv-year. What hippens to r when. p ia.

ubledl If the intereqt, rati is doubled w.hat dan.you itay of
amount' wey on :depopit?.

.f -

5. Aength Of420 inches is t dtvided into .a number Of equal
, :

parts. Write, an' 'equation- comneiitirig the number or parts .n

with the" length I of eaCh ,part.,--- What happens to the

- 83
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.)number of parts if the length of each part divided by. 3?4.
Wrj.te the equationb *.lrn'Problems 1 (13),

a column. Have you noticed ti;e pattern in .these examples of
4f

4nveree Viriation? is a constant involved? What is the mathemati-
dal sentence which describes inverse variation the way y

show direct yariation?
The equation xy where

states'that x varUs inversely
inversely:is

an I=

k is a constant and' not zero
as y (or that y varies

Deflation. If two quantities x and y itre connected by
wage agitation xy k where k 'is, a non-zero con*tant then
varies inver7sely as x (and x varies iinversly as g

Notice that in each case 'of inverse variation 'described so
far, the consta.nt Vroportionallty, k' ,,.has been a positive
number. As in the .case of direct variati,on, k may, be negatiVe

tIre special Oases but our study is confined to k > O.
Exercisfs:7-2b

Stakte.. the ii...9.0stant in each of the equioris" for
(b), ,2 (1.) ;" 3, 4, and 5 of Pitercisini 7-2a.

State yOur ibigrepsion . of, the, difference etwèen
variation and inverse variation.

problems

4direci.

Find k .if y viries. inversely as x %and' r
4when x is 2.

-

Find It' if x varies inversely as

.
when.

is-6

and if

,a4

.\



From the informition in the table does it appea.r that a

varies inversely as b ? Explain your answer..

-4 1. 1 3 8 19

. 2 6 .16 38 82

Suppose that a- variee inversely.as b and that os and, ,

b 'have .the corresponding values shown in ihe table below.

t an equation copnecting a and- b . Are all the
entries in the table needed?

4 2

bt 3 6 12
b

:Study the pumber P4irs.which follow: (-2, 8 );(-1,2)
(0, Cs); (1, 2); (e, '8); (3,, 18); (4, 32)..
(a) _Does it appear that y varies -directly as x
(b) Does it appear that, y varies inversely as x ?

(4)* -Stipply the missini Values in the table below where

xy 18.

-3 -2 5 18

.(b ) Is ,it possible for k or sr .to. be. zero in .

4
' .

>Z1 II! 3(3 'why.?
Plot on graph paper the points whose coordinates you... .

found in pEirt (a) -and draw the curve'. You may wish fa

find morenumber iairsito enable you to draw.the curve
more easily.. Does your curve look like the one ,followl

."t

i NIng question 8ef
.When x is .dpub1ed is y also dOubled? See yourl'graph.

What happens to. x .
y is divide4 by 61 .Are your

4

responses true for.negative valtzes qf x and y ?
- . .
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12 Sonie of you may have met thie.curve in the-

in connectian with tile.lever, or balance..

whiebLyour 4r13.04 is s, portion, ia calIed.a

It-hae two branChes. 'A hyperbola shows

4

'seventh grade

Thetrve; of

hyperbola.

variation.

.

4

.

'4

14 .
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) In the general,equation Xy k 'where k is a

constant not egual to zero,.may y ever 4r zero

In Ity m K what.happens, to y if x is, doubled?

What happens to x. if y iis multiplied by 8? .

r.

What happens 0' :y if, x- is divided by 011.

(a ) On graph paper, draw 'the graphs of 2y i['j, xy

xy "54)

In part (a) whi4 is the interseotio set of'the

three graphs?, Did yoU remember to use negative

yalues for x and y wheniyou plotted points?,

(c) %hat is the effect of thti constant pn th'e'graPh

of xy = k-

'Notice that in the discussion ofvdirect and inverse varia-,

tion.p.the, letters x and y may be used interchangeably. In

y.= kx if k lernot xero wei"sax that x varies.as y and-

se varies as\ x In xy = k k cannot.be zero and we say

that,' x varies inversely as 7 or that y, yaries-ihversely

at X -44 these stat*ents ,x' and y.,,are the Variables:

and 'lc .represents the constant or fixedvalue wropriate_to

tbe particular.case. the.general equation the lette "k"
,

A
is usid rather tharlf a particular numeral, in orderrto'ine

all possible cases. Since fprtx 0 0 , the eqUation

may be written y = k = which says that y varies dire
A

thyseciprocal of x

Occasionally)yo% may'see direct variation.repreae ted by

the statement ,7 x = k. There are tithes when this gorm*.i

useful gs in unit.6, but frOm y ur work with zero you knowv
N

that, k excludes x ,lience you may use this form



2

only when,you are not interested the value of zeiO- for x

When y/X m X is used, the number zeito cannot be\in the domain of

the variable x

The grapht\s, of y lot aid .:xy k include points with

negative coordinates. In Many practical situations these negative

numbers do.not have a 4010nsible inteftretation. The number 9f

stones in Problem, 2 of Exerases 7-2a mustibe a positive whole

numb It is-not reasOnable to speak or a n6gative number of

%Vane or a negative number of rows. In situations 4ere-direc-

tion is important, nertive numbers help in the interpretation..

Negative temperatures. are temperaturai below zero, tor example.

.Think of .a physical interpretation for the equatiop .d m rt which

is acceptable for both positive and negative Values of t

44

.

.`c 7

.t

4..

.

s-.
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.7 3% Other\ pes of. Variation

you are familiar with may -eituations 1iwhidh one quantity

ck,nges *hen another one does.; The copt:offilling'the gas tank

4-Pia car changes When, the nuMber of gallons purchased- is changed'

(o/r'when the-pride of One gallori:pf_gas itp changed). 'your weiiht

changes when your size. changes. Abe height of a certain-tree-

changes when the number of yeari:it has-been growing is changed.

The time required to trairel a certain distance.changes when-the

speed at which you..travel is thanield. The total area of a cube

changes when the length of a'side bf tfie cube -1.6 changed. (Or

cOureq all the sidea woulAlhayeto pe changed so that.the figure'

.remaine a aube.) 'Thi amount of destruetion'caused.by a. Certain

type of bombschanges,when the size of the bomb is'ohanged.

Some of the relationships mentioned above are vx#e

and hive AFen discussed. in'Sections 7-1 Ind .72. They can-be

described by o'e:of the.equations y a kk or. xy = k and we
. .

have seen-how they can be pictured.-

In this sebtliin, we shall consider some more corplicated

relationships and see how_therban be described by equations and

pictured' by graphs. In many applicatigni, negative numbers are

not uspd (for'instahce, for the arelOof thesurface of a cube),
. A

a

but in some, applications a negative varue for x or y' is mean-

'ingful (for'insiance -for, the;temperature, or for a personts.bank
I

balande). We shall frequently draw the grapp4. using both positive

'and negative values of the variabled. In later work, you will
, lk.. ,

find that:the entire-graphs are used ip Aher:connection
_-, ... .

\k-9

,
.

,

.:Or the-relationships mentioned'abovei many are titIodiffia4t

IL.
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-7- for us. In fact, the only new ones, which is simple enough for us .

tb-consider is the one connecting the area.of a cube with the'

length on one side. For a cube.2 inches on a Side, eaoh face'is

a square. What la the area of_one face? How many faces are

there?. Wh4t is the total-area of ail the facet? ,It is-quite .

easy to make a bae of some of the corresrndipg Viaues for the

:total area A.sq..ln.f.tf the cube and the s A

ength,s in., cif one side. Some.cif.the 1 6

ues are given in the table. Check these 2 '24

values _and find' the *others.
4.

LJ
What information can we get from this. 4,

short'table? ,Does 4 vary directly az- s ? 5

or inversely as i ? or is this relationship 6, ?16

more comOlicated? Certainly the praiduct A. s is not a constant,

so ,A..does not vary inversely'as i; . A's is n'ot

:COnstant-' (6/1 102) so A. .does not vary directly as

s relatlencihip..1.3.more-complicated.

a graph-and describe.it by meant 'of,

Lot us try, to pipture it.
,

an equations;as%we haVe

fOr tli'e simpler relaionships iit_Section

The gr4h ls'sketdhed 2§0 A

.at'the r Since -A

takes on Values from.6.-'
.0 .

to 216 wfille the values-
.

of s ,go dirot 1 to 6,

it4s tonvenient to use.

:difrerent scales on the

'gwo axes. Graphs Ilppear frequently

7-land 74,,
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publications. Whenever you look at such 4 graph, be sure to

notice what. scale is used on each axis. The graph on the

previous page would:look Ate dirf-erent if the eame scale were

used on both axes. _Sketch a portion of the curve and see. (Use

the. points (1,6) and (2,20 ; the other values of A will be too
.

large.^tO be Shown on your

on the "previous page, the

paper.) Can you find, from the graph

area (if a cube 3.5 inches on a. side?

Can you find the leilgth of one side of/a cube,whose area is-

175 sq. in.? Did you fir.ld exact values frtm the graph?'

If the length of one side of the cube ie s inches, what is

the area; pf one`:face? HOW. many faces 'are there.? Whit is the .

total ai-iea 'of all the.faces1 YOU. .should h8.47-found that A le 602

Can-you find, from the .eAuation the area of a cube. 3.5 inches'.'on

a ide? :XS it easier to use the equation or-the graph?. .6an you

think of a, case when it would be-better to use the graph, and
another one -when, it would be better to use the . eqtmttior??

*

Since A and s are*,connepted by the equation A = 602

we see-that 6 is the constant of propqrtionality between t:he
corresPond.ing values of A and is2 Sirice there is p, constant

of proportionality between A ,and sr- p; we _time that. A Is0 .

proportional 'to. s? or' A' varies
-Definition. If two quantities, .05; and.. 3. related by an

equation y 1cit
2 where k 'is a cOnsta4 hot' zero, then 2$1

-4

. varies directb- as 4 *

,

*IV ' :.41

This, 'definition is really' not new.- It ,j.s -just.a restatement,

rith different synil.)ols, of the t-i4finition of.'direci.variatiim ,in
... 4,

..'i Section 7-1. The statement, "y viries 'directly,: ass 22 " tells
2us that Y. ten kx- for scale constant k . It doe!) riot tell Us

,

.)1
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the value of K In some applications, k. iS a negative

number, but we shall eonsideio only positive values of k in.this

; chapter. \

!The graph of y = 6x2 is drawn below. ForepOsitive values

of x we can interiret y as the area in squpre inches-of a

cube with.side x inches'. For negative-yalUescor x , the

variablea cannot be interpreted in thi's wev., but the. entire 'graph

is used in more adVanced work.

Exercises 7-3a

A table in'this section shows some corresponding values

of the length 3 inches, or one side of a.cube and its.

area A square 'inches. You were asked to find the

values missing from the table. For each Pair of corres-

ponding values in the completed table, kind the quotient

A/s2

USe the graph of y = 6x2 drawn in this section to

answer_the followirg5 queidtions:

Wh.at is the area of a.cube of side,2 A/4 inches?

(2) ,What is the' side of a cube whose area is 75 equare

inches?

Sr

94?

"
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Let &be the area in square centimeters of a sqUare
edges e 'Centimeters long.

(a) -Find gn eqUatkon connecting S and e

(b) Tell -how. 5- varies with e

(64) Plot the graih- of .the equation you found in part (a)-.
Use-Values of ..e from 9 to. 15 and choose a convenient

Scale for:the values of S .

From,.the graph you drew in .1)art(c),

(i) The area or a square, with edges 3. cm.' long.
(d)

(2) The lehgth of ihe edges %of a square of area

64- 1quare centilmeterseP

(3) The area of .a square with edges 5 5 cm. long.
(4) The length bf the edges of a square of area

40 sq. cm.

From tfie equation you found fin part (a), find;

(1) . The area of a square with edges 3 cm. ,long.

(2) The area or, a squire With edges 5.5 cm. long.

If E. is proportional to the square of' v and E is 64

when t is'. 4, find:
(a) An equation connection .A and v

7

(b) The value of E when V\ is
(a) .The vailue of v when E 18.16.
Suppose grass seed costs 70 cents per poupd, and on!_gound

will sow 'an area of 280 sq. ft.
(a) How- many pounds of deed will be needed to .sow a square

plot 10 ft. on a side
kow much will it co41 to buy seed to low a 'square plot
10 feet\on a side?



If C cents is the cost of t seed 1.o sow a
4

square plot s feet on a side, find an

connecting -C and B.

237

qquat1.-on

(d) Haw much will it cost for seed to sow_a square plot

(e)

65 feet on a sde?

If$15.00 is available for seed 'can enough be bought to

sow a square plot 75 feet on_a aide?

.A ball is droOped.from the. top of.a tower. Thrdistance,
d feet 'whidh At has fallen varies as the e%)luareiof the time
t sec. , that has passed since it was dropped.

(a) krom the information above, whati?equation can

write connecting d, and .t ?

(b). Can you kind how far the ball falls in the first

3 seconds?

If you are also told that the ball Tips pi4 feet

in the first 3 seconds; whit eijQn can yoti write

.connecting.. d nd. t

(d ) thlirx.thp_eqUation you wrOte in patt (c)17cinyou:

find h4;ar the ball falls Intl,* first 5'seconds?
.

In the last set'of exercises, yaa found several equations
sing the relationship between two variables. h of these

equations was or the form y sit.kx2 but th'e constant i had. V
differnt vallies in different cases. It 'somie.timeo 'that
the relationship between AT) variables is.expressed_by equation-

such as * 2x3 40r- $:=11 5x4 :efe., A general equation which
.ninqudes all, of these cases is y kx"' where k and n are

each.conotants in any one case but may change, from one case io
In

-)

s sectipn, k will be-a positive constant and

'1
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will be a counting number. The exercises belew illuatTete the

changes produced in the graph of the eciustion y a kxn when

either k or n is kept the same and the c;ther is a:banged. IP

mallY situations "in science orL,engineering, two variables are con-
y

meted by an equation of a different :type from y kx , but this

is t5le only type of equation discussed. in, this section.

Exereises 7-3b

For eadh of the equations (a), (b), (c') below, make a ta-ble,

of corresponding values of x

2x 4, 6 for

Use the valur

(d) COmplete the following statement: In each of the

equations (a), t1;1.) (0) above
,

arias --.

Make a horizontal doale for values of x" Tram -6 to

and s vertical scale fOr values ok y faim 0 to 80. .Use

this one pair of reference lines to plot all three cif the

1.

zrationshAps ,in 1,Problen 1.

4E4 What happeis to the gritph of

k is doubled?.

kb) What happens'to ',he graph of

*k is multiplied by 4?

if the valtie of

if the valUe of

) What general atatements can you make about the change in

,Phe graph of y 31; kx2' caused. by 'changing the value Of

k ?
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For each of the,) thre, graphs-you drew in Problei 2, what
happens to y it z 43 doubled? (Try same Valuesi
1 *".nd 2% and* etc4
For, each of the following relationships, 'make a table of
eoriesOnding values of k ancV'Sr'.

(a) .*

Y.am

Utie the values -3

2 for, x.

(0).'
li)t)' sr 'Rs

41Pm

24,ake a horizontal scale for values of x from to
and a vertical scale .for values 'of y from '--30 to 50.,

Use this one pair of referana linee!to plot -ail gour ,of the
relationships in Problem 4. , 41v.

*

la) What general statements cari- you make about tile .phange
trhe graph of y zn .cau4ed by; c#anging the'Falue

.of n 1

(b) Compare 'the graphs of Problem 4 with those'Of Prbbiem 2.
`What appars to produce a gres:ter effect on tfie .grp.ph

y kxn a change in k - or the same kifid 41
a change' in n 1

*

Use the following notation è cm.. is the lengtti of .one 7.
edge, of a cube; perititer Of. orie .fac.,of the

., .

cube; S sq. em. :is the totiti.area of 411.7-faces of' the.
k., ,

V.1u; cm'. is the Volume.',ot. the ciribe'..°

, (a). Find- an eq)ation' conne.ctin- e

'V and
.

(b) Complete _tie -following !Stateme :

(1)' P ,varies

() S varies

and e;

4



How would you:describe the way V. varies i1t1.
On one set Of :reference lings,. plot .the :graphs of the
the three equatioris you .found. in .part-(a)._ Use the
values -.0; 'l 2, ..3, 4 for. e... (Some of the earlier
griapiis will help you.)

From ,the graphs y9u drew.in paist (c) find P ,

and_ V. wheh e ts 2. cm. Check by uirig tile equations
.

you found in part (a).
Fxom the graphs you drew iripart..(c), can you guest:I

which of. P, arid. V. will becbi estand ,which will
be smallest when é is 10 cm.? liSe the equations: Srau,

found in part, (a) to test your guess.

4 4,0

.)7
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The three kinds'of variation considered in this chapter are

direct variation, inverse variation, and direct variation all the

241

-7-4. Smmmary and Review

X

esquElre.

Ai) Dlrect variation: y * kx

(a) if two variables, x. and y are related. by/the.

,qequ`ation. y kx where ...k is a copstarit. nbt
.

ihen y varies directly as -x .

..(h) The number k is"falled the' constant of .proportionalAr.
7'

(c) When k is positive, as x incrasea, 'y immt

incr,ease and, as x decreases, y must/.decrease.

( d) The' graph of y kx is i.straight 11n4%thr9ugh the ;.

(e)

origin.

The steepness of the line is determined b

(2). 'Inverse.variati.on:'xy = k

(a) If two variables, 11, and y are rel'Etted by the

etaation xy = k , where k: is a constant (not zero)

, then.y, viries inversely as' x .

The number k is the constant ofproportionality between

y and,the reciprocal of- x as shown in the.forq

y .31

(c)/ When k 'is positive, as x increases,- y must

decrease -and as x decreqsh, y aist increase.

) .

(d) Theograph of xy = k is npt a straight line, but a

special curve with two branohes. The graph does not. go
,

thrdugh the origin.
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(3) Dire'ct variation ai the square:

(a)

6

46

If two variables, x and y are related by the

*equation y. kx2. where .k . is a constant not zero,

then varies direcfly as- x2
oit

The number k is called,the constant of proportionality

between y and .x
2

.

k is positive, if x muniilied by 2, y is

multiplAed by 4; and if x is mUltiplied by 3, y 'is

ntilt1p1i4d by 9.

(4.,The graph of y kx2 iti'not a s raight line. ,The

c
origin is a point an the graph.

1:
.... t

The'exereiges below review the different typespe variation
I «.

discussed in thiS chapter-.

Exercises 7-4

If y 'varies.4irectlj as x), and Af y. is 16 when, x Isl.

2, fidd y when x is 5. ,.
. .

.

.

If y varies inversely as x 4 'and. if y is'16 vihen x is.
1

. /
2, find y ;Filen x is 5.

.
3. If y varies directly as the square of x , aneif y is 16

when x is 2, . find y when x ig. 5.

The areas endlosed by* two similar'polygans are pibportional

to the 'squares of any two corresponating.diagortals. The

polygons below are similer and point C is 2 centimeters
f

fiom point A point- a is 3 centimeters fram point E .
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4

Find the ratio of the areas enclosed by ths polygons.
j

4.

#

213

The distance) d inéhes a spiting is stretched varies4

dire4ly as the pull, P pounds, which tp applied to the

'spring.,

(a)' Ifla pull'of 10 lbs. stretchqs a certain Spring 5:inchqs,
.

. )

what pull is required to stretch it.14 sinches2

(a) For the spring inepart, (a), hoy_far will it be

syretched by a pull of 14 lbri.?k

Tbe pressure., p lbs. per sq..14., eierted by a certaip

amounof hydisogn'igas, varies inversely as the 'volume, .7,-N

v cu.'in., of the container in Which it iS kept. ' If the

pressure ia 7 lbs. per sq. in. when..the gas is in a gallon

jug, what woul4 be ithe.pressure if the gas was enclosed in a

f-p ar ?

As the titude increased, the t4mperature decreases 5.4
0
F

for each.1000,feet of altitude.. Is.this an" exampIe,pf amr

of the three types of varidtion described in this chapter?

'If yotaranswev is yes, tell whichLkind and write the equation.

Shaw tliat, in x'-i-yrak, y does not vary invei,sely as x.
Tfie picture editor of apschool yearboDk often has to change

the measurementsof a pictui,e in order to blace it olk a page. )

Suppose he had a photograph k inches wide and 6i inches high

I. 0
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which he had to adjust to a spa6 6 inclies wl.de by liaving it

reduced in site. What height should the 'altered picture have?

t`

This is an example of what kind' of variation?,

10. Iny k+x yincreases.aeximcreases. Show that

this is not en example of direct variation.

11. Ifa phaltrograph 4,inches wide bi 11 inciles long is-to be

enlargedito 15 inches in length, wliat must the new width b(ii
.

12.. If = A is 24 in A = lw p what ,kind of variation isindicated
4

betw'een 1 and -w ?

13. What kind of Ariation-is repre4ented py

'What is the constant of proportionality?

In.V = w-r2h,.sUppose- is multiplied. by 5 while h is

unchanged. What happens to V ? What is the constant-in

) "this case?

15. .The dost in cents of n two-cent stamps is given by the

.equatidn c s; 2n . Find 5 number Pairs (n, c) which satisgy..

tI4s equation. What would the graph of till 'relatiOn look.

,like?

*

a

.
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N N M E R C
N PDLYI+ED-RONS

8-1. 'Tetrahedrons

A zeometrc figure of a certain. type is .calred aft tetraltedivn.
,

A tetrahedron has four vertices wilich are points in soce. The

-im'drawings below represent tetrahedrons. (Another form 6i**,,.the

word "tetrahedrons" is "tetrahedra"

The :points Ay B, C, and,D are the vertices, of the tetrahedron
on the left. Tht( points P, .Q., R, and S. at',e the v'ertiqes of the one
op the ri4t. The 'four ferticestof, a tetrahedron are not In the
same plane. The word

of the figure or to the
etrahedron" .refers either to: the surface

olid" figure, i. e, the fiiure including
the interim'in. space. In this; first section the distinction is
not fmportant. Later We shall -rise "the 'term "solid tetrahearcinr
when we mean. the surfae together'. with the interior. We can*. naine

4,tetrahedron by naming its vertices. We shall normal,14 put
parentheSes around the' letters like. (ABCD) or (MRS). Later we

(shall use this notition to mean "solid, tetrahedrap"..: A ,
4 44

, .
The serents AB, BC, AC, AD, BD, and CD axe mated .the ,edge's

. , .

Nk.4 of the. tetrahedivn (ABCD). We sometintes wip, use the notation' (#B)
,. .

to mean the'edge,AB. What are the edges of the tetrahedron (PQM)?,.

e

4

I 3



,

:Amy'VOree.veri4ces 'or.a tetrahe4on are the yertices of a

Tlane,.. 'A triangle,hasen intetior,in'the

rgaane:in WhiO itevertices lie (and In W144-1t7iIies); Let us

41-uSi-(ABC) to_lieln the triangle APC:t9gethetiiithlitst'erior. In
.j

I

ot4r. wctds, IABO isthè.u4onof :/1.ABC a d its interior. The
,

e faces:of-the:

the-faces ofthe tetrahedron (Pvia)?

of .tetrahedrons in the'

exercises.. The easiest type of tetrahed of Shich 't'd make a

8.1

sets (ABC)I(ABD),. (ACD), and (pcD) are cE4led

tetrahedron "(ABCD). What are

You Alin be *talked to make some models

:

model.is the'to-called regular. tet*rahedripl. Its edges are, all the'

r" '4 same length. {we 'intrOduce lenith,or meaSurePOt hete only for.

convenience in ma ing some uniform_modelsi.. TSiwchapter, like:

Chapter 4:of Vblum i deals fundamentally with non-metric Or

"hno.measurement" geometry.) Oh a piece of ca,edboE;rd or stiff

paper, construct an:equilateral triangleof sitie 6". You can do '

'this with a ruler and comgass ot with a_ruler.and protractor.

49

Can you see how'the draWirg on the left above suggests the
,

nofiRtruction with miler and compass/ The aii,c through Q And R eds
I

center-at P. 'The other aro tnrougn R nas the same radius, and
'Y

4ceinter at Q. The\.!egmeOs r4; A and 0 have-the.same leniths.
?,Sp
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Now mark-the three points that are halfmq, between the various

pairs of vertices. 'Cut out the large triangular region carefully.

Carefully make threefolds or creaises along the.segments joining

the "halfway" points. 4ee,the figure 'On theNright above. 'Use a4

ruler ot ptther straightedge to help yOu make these folds. .Your

ortenal,/,triangular region now dooks ike four smaller triangular

re/io4:; th'' Bring e ?original three.vertic res togethe.above the

e6nt;.of the middle triangle.

with tape or paper and paste.

t:te'trahedron

Fasten

Ypu now

ff.

the loose edges,together

halie a model of a regular

How do we make a model of a,tetrahedrpn which is,not a regulap

rone. We cad do it something like this.. Cut any triangular region

out,of cardboa or heavy paper. Use this as the basè oft your

model. Label its Ttices A, B, and G. _Cut out another ti4iangle

with one of its edges the same length as-AB. N.ow, with tape, (fasten

these two triangles together along edges bf equal length. .Use

edge4;(110.for this, for instance. TWID of thevertices df the,second

triangle are now considered labeled A-and B.. Label the other vertex
7a ..

of'the second trlangle Cut'out a tflird triangular region with

one.edge the length sofrAD and anbther t.he length of AC. Do not

makelhe angle between these edges too large pr tgo smalle Nbw,

with tape, fasten these edges.oyhe third triangle to -0 and -A-d sb

that the three triangles fit together in space. The model you have

constructed so'far vii3l look something like a conical drinking cup

if ybu hold the vertex A at the bottom. Finally cut out' a tri-f
P0 f 4

,

angular4regio1 whieh will just fit the topi'fasten it to,tha top,,
.

._ .

and you will have your tetrahedron. 4
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gXerclAes 8-1

-8-2

sepdrate cardboard or-heavylPaper models of a regular

tetrahedron. Itake your models so that their.edges are eaCh

2

3" long. Follow the instructions in the text.

2. Make,two models of tetrahedrons wflich arecnot regular.

*a. .1n making the thirrace of a non-regular tetrahedron, what

difficulties wdur We encounter if we Made the ahgle DAC too

k.latge or too small?

8-2.. Simplexes
A 4

What is the simplest object or set of points you can think of?

-

How about a single point?. Most of you wou14 4gree that you couldn't

Ihnd anything much simpler than that. 'ghat would be the next post
simple set of points in space? Some of you proballbly.woul.d say "a

set of two points" and that is a good suggestion. But any two
%

different 'Joints in space are on exa.ctly one line. Aiso any two

-different points ln spabe are the endpoints of exactly one segment'.s.

Thus, the set qf tWo points determines two other simple sets in

space: a line and a segment. The segment.is a part of the line
-

. ..

whicli contains the points. A segment7tas-l_e nNngth bu do6s ot haVe
,

1area. We.speak of:a.segment as being one-dimensio n

, .

1'15

1. Ie'can

,



consideredlas the simplest, one-dimensional object in space. (A line

also might be, but in this chaptez we w nt to think aboutthe seg-
.

ment not the line0

What

answer we

points".

the next.most simple set of points irjr spdcel The

expect ia.proWliy *clear now, and you say "a set of three
%0,

.

What do three points 1J1 space determine? If the three

points are'all on the same line, then we get just a part of a line.

We are not much -better off than we were *ith just two points. Let

sus.agree, therefbr, that our three points are at to be on the Bathe

line. Then ttiere is exactly one plane, contaping.the three points

and there is exa4ly.one triangle with-the tpree points as vertices.

There is also exactly one triangular region which together with the

triartgle which bpunds it, has the three points as vertices. This

tathemaical object, the triangl.e; together with its interiorp.is

what we want.to think about. It has area and it is two-dimensional.-
,r

ft can be considered as the simplest two-dimensional object in space.

dko

It seemwrather clear that the next most simple setilof pOints

'in space would be a set of four points. If

all in'one place 'Alen the figure deterwined

the four'poi ts were

-by the four A olnts -

tqould app?.rentlw ale-6 be in one plane. We. want to require that

the four; points are not all in any one plane, This requirement

also guarantees us that no 'three can 14 on a line. If.any three

were on a line then there would be a plane containing that line
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8-2

,

. and the fourth point and the four points would be *in the same .plane.
.-

.!Je have four.pOints in space, then,'not.all in the same plane. What',

kind of object.does this suggest? You are right -if yoii thought of

the-tetrahedron. The four points in spacearp the vertices Of

exactly one (Solid) tetrahedron.' A solid 'tetrahedron has volurse,

and it is three-dimensional. Itrdan betonsidered as the simplest

three-dimensi6nal object in space.

Here wohave four objects eacIA of whiCh ma'y be thought of as

the simplest of its kind. There are rema'rkable similaritles among

'these objects. They ala;oUght-twhave.names that sound Bailie and' -

remind us of their basic properties: We call each ef these a .

'How do we.tellifhem apart? We.label each wfth.iti natUral

dimension. Thus wa se onsistfng'Of:a singlespoint is calieddra

Clarsimplex. A seginez4 is 'Called a 17simplex. It triangle together
. .

with its interior is called a 2-simplex. A solid tetrahedron is

Called a 3-s1mpcex,

Let us. make upfr'a table to help us keep these ideas in order.,
A %.

A set consisting of: determines: / It is called a: '

.one point , one point (itself) 0-sYmp1ex

two points

three points
not'alf on
-any one litle

four points
not,all on
any./One plane

There is ino

sets. in*this we

beitig between two

a segment
1,

a.triangle together
with its interior

a solid tetrahedron .

(which indludes4ts
interior)

her way to think about the d

think of the notion of.betwe

1-simplex,
\\

2-simplex

3-simple4
in

imension Pf th'ese

iennesi, of a point
w

other points.

1,
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I.

, .

Ler-us. start witiC two pointsr Considet these twoe pointri nad
p11 points between them. We now have a-segment. kow take the seg-

r.

.

ment together with all pgintd which 'are beti4een any two"points of

I*

.251c

.

'.
the segment. .Wtill have, the se:me,Segment: Ko nau points

obtained by "taking points between",again. The procedi.ot u
/

A
. .

pointb betWeen". needed.tp be used just once,. We get a one-dimensional

were

taking

set, a 1-simplex..
f

el

Nextr consider three points not all on the same line. Then let
4.1

n

us apply our process. We take these points together with all points
4 A a

which are between any two of theml. At' this stage: we have a triangle -

but not its interior,.We,apply the process again. 'We takd the set

wekalrOadY haVe (the trianglp) together-with all points which-are

betaen ny twdipoints,of this set. 1:1e, get the u11orióf the.triangle

Iind its interior. ,If we apply the 'process again.we donft g'et any-

hing new." We nt4;ut;e the:process *just twice. We get' a two-
...,

idimensionil "set,.a 2-simplex.
- ..

41.

-A iirst
. 'process

second
pnocess

111

4.
Next let-usb.cOnsider four points not all on the same plane.

*

'Ye apPythe proceps of "taking points bbtween" and get the union.'

of tht edges of a tetrahedronr We apply-wthe,Procejss-again.and get
3.

/the union of the faces. Me, apply it once-,more and get the solid
01.

tetrahedron itse;f. We apply it again a.nd still ge't 'just nit .solid

tetrahedron.- We need use the processjust.three timea. We.rget a

61.

40'

S.
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`three.dimensioriala set, .a 3-simplex.

: '-If we had ust one.point, *th, toplication,of the pro.* woladt. ,-
,

. . - ..
. .

still, leave.us wiith judt the one Toint, 'We-need alipIy. tlie'prOtess.,
..

times. We get a zero-dimensional set, a 0-simplex:,* (1,,q: men_ <

. 411

t40i,this dase last because we have to understiold the prode:ss befol'e
d

it can make much sense.)
,

aonsider a 3-simplex. ;oak at x5ne of your

It has S,our faces and-each face 1 a 2..model's .of tetrahedrOts.

simplex. How. nice! It has six.edges and each edge is a. 1-simplex1
,

It has four vertices and each vertex is aCG.,simplex.

Exercises 8-2

(a) A'2.simplex hal4-tiow many* 1-simplexes as edges?

v(b) It has now many 0-simplexes as vertices?

A 1-simplex has how many 0.simplexes as vertices?

Using models show how twa 3.simplexes can have an fntersection'

whiCh is exactly a Vertex of each.

'Using mddels show lICAN two 3-simplexes can 14ave 4n intersection

which is exactly an edge of each.

In this and the next problem you are asked to do a .bit of

doloi,ihg. Mark three points not all on the same line in blue..

, Color red all points which are between anY two of these. Shade

green all polnts which art between any two of:.the points already

cOlored. Should there be any points which are not colored and

are between two of the colored points? Btarting with the three

points, hc-;%4; many times did you need to use thp process of

"taking points between"' before-you were finished?

Use One of'your s of a non.regular tetrahedron.
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'Color its VAic4s;blue.. Color_rell the spt of 'all Points each

bettWeen- twO of the yeitices. Co1r gre-en tkie set
,

' of. arl. points each of which is be.tween two' of the red or blue
cc9,ored points. You -should now have your model colored. mut
is .the set of all points which' 'either ar, colored or are 'be-d

tween two of your colored points?
S.

8.4. __Models of Cubes.

Most of yoti already know that if you want to make an. ordinary
box you need six rectangular'faces for it. They havte to fit land

v.. you have to put them t6-getiler right. There is a rathdr easy way
to make a model of a cube..

Draw six squares on .heavy lpaPer or cardboardas in:the

drawing above. Cut around the boundarY of your figure and fold

(or crease) along *the dotted lines. Use celluleise tape or pastes

tO fasten ft togeitier. .If you are going to use paste it will be
7

necessary to have flaps a-s indicated in the elrawiniow.

-
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You will be asked to make two models of a clibe in the

ercisetik
,

Can the surface ofta cube be regarded ihs the unip of
`111

2 simplexes (that is, of.triabgles together with thei interiors)?

Can a solid cube be 1.egarded aa the union of I-siAplexes (..that is

of solid t#trahedrons)? The. ansrer t?.bott3,,qF44,4e qtiOtiong is

"yes". We shall wiy 6f-lffp!lking'about these questions.
4.

Eachjace of a'cube can ,be considered to be phe "union ot-two.

-2-simplexea. The drawing.on the.'left below showb a cube with,

three. 6f its faces subdi ed into two 2.fkimplexes eaCh. The.face

'ABCD appears as the union,of (ABC) and-(ACD) for examplei., The .
. .

.

other faces which are indicated as subdividea are CDEF and AD'EL

We can think of each,of the Rther faces as the union of two .

2.simpAexes. Thus- the surface of the cube can be thought of as

'the.union o4 twelvd.2 -simplexes.
E

a

4

With the surface iivgarded as the union of 2.simplexes re may

regard the solid Cube as the union ofP.3-simplexee (solid tetra-

hedrons) as follows, Let P be any point in.the iriperior of ihe

cube. For any 2.-simplex on the surface, (ABC), for''example

(PABC) is a 3.-simp1ex. In the figure on the right above,
. P is

indicated as inside tpe cube: The 1.simplexes,(PA),.(PB), and

p.
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. ,

(PC) wOuld also be inside the cube. Thus with tWelme 2-simplexes

on the surface, we would have twelve 1-simplexes whose uhion would'
,

I.
be the cube. The jolid cube'is thesunion of 3-sicaptexes .in this

nice way.
,

A
Nowwe ask. another question. Do you SUppose that a'3.pimplex

can pé iegarded as.the'union of.taecertain number of solid cubes?'

Can we find-solid ctles that ;Ail fit'tog4her to fill.up

.3.simpaex? The answer to, these questions is nd., 'Suppose cubes',

,coulq be fitted together tofill up a.a.simplex. 'Then ahy-face

(74f the 3-simplex would be filled up by'square regions which are
. .

.

faceb of the cubes.. iewAre r4gions have right-angles,at their.

4(.4 verticest-AnY face,of1i 3-8implex is triangular. At.-lea# two Of

'the angles of a triangle'must_be less than a right angle. There-

fore the square regions calibt fit.: A 3-simPlex cannot be a,

finite union of cubes4
'v.

Eiercises.

'Make.two model; ofcUbes opt oi cardbod or heavy paper.

Make them with each edge 2" longs

04 one of yourpodels, without adding any other vertices, draw

'seelents to express the surface of .the .cube'as 4 union Of

2-simplexes. Label all the vertices on the.model A, 114,

E, F, G, and H. Illink_pf"a point p in-the interior of the

cube. Using this point and the vertices'of the 2-simplemes on

the surface list the eight.3.simplAes W6se union'is the

solid cube.

On the same cube as in problem 2, mark a point in the center

of each fage. (each should be on one of the segments you drew

c.
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-

in problem 2.) Draw segments to indicate tfie. erface -of ttie
,

cube as the union-of 2.8iiplexes using as vertices the vertices
. .

of theliubeAnd these six hew points you iave mrkedw 'Ishe
,

.- ,------ . -.

'surfacesis now exprese,ed ae the union of ho ny 2.siffiplexes?

(

Think about a polyhedron formed by putting a are.based-
. .

pyramid. on .each face of a cubei.,The-starface.of this new

polyhedron has how many triangular faces? Can you compare

this new polyhedron vertex for ,vertex, edie for edge,.and

2-simplex for 2...simplex with the surfaqe of the Cube sub..

divided into 2-simplexee as in problem 3.

8.4. Polyhedrons

A polyhedron is the union of a finite number of.simplexes.

It leAust one simplex, or maybe the union of seven simplexes, or
I.

maybe df 7,000,000 simelexes. 4Vikat we are saying is.that it is

the union of some ceriain number of simplexes. In the previous

section, we obElerved'that a solid cube;'for example was the union
. ,

of twelve 3.simplexes. The figures-below represent the uniqns of

simplexes.

The figure on the left represdis a union of, e 1.4mplex and

a'2-simplex which does not contain the 1.simpiex. .;It 'is therefore

of mixed dimension. .In whO follows'we shall not by concerned

As

or
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with polyhedrons.(or. polyhedra) of mixed,dimeiiSibn. ..We assume a'
I ..

.

polyhedron lsthe'union of simPlexes of the same'dime sion. Wee
1.4.4-: r \ ift

,

.shall speak of a *..dimensional Polyhedroh a6 one which 5/the
>

union'd,f 3-8ime1exes. A 2-diMens1onal polyhedron is onerWhich is -

;the union of 2-simpleXis: kl dimensional polyhedgon'is one which,-

is.the union of l-simplexes. (Any finite set:sof points could be

thought of as a 0-dimensional polyhedron,but we won't be dea4mg

with,such here.)

The figure on the right above representl a'polyhedron _which

seems tobe.the union.of two 2rei13plexes (triangular regions) but,
,

they/don't intersect nicely. We preker.to think of a _polyhedron

-as the union of simplep40-which intersect nicely as in the middle

two figures.. Just what do,we mean by simplexes intersecting ,

nicely?' There id an-easy exiaanation for it. If two simplekes

of the'same dimension intersect nicely, then the intersection must

'be a face, or an; edge, or a vertex of each:
Let us Aook more closely at the union of qimplexes which do

A

not interseetnicely. In the figure

on tbe right the 2-simplexes (DEP1

and (HJK) have justthe point H in

comL4. They do.not intersect nicely.
. .

While H is a vertex.of (HJK), it is not

o: (DEF). However, the 139.4hedron

which is the union of these two 2-simplexes

is also the union of three 2-simplexes

rhich do intersect nicely, namely, (DEH) (DHF HJK,f ),.
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Thrfigure on the leftitepresents

the union of thg 2-simplexes (ASO and

CNR). They do(.not intersect hicely.

Their--intersection seems to be a

4

quadrilate;:al together with its interior.

On the right we hitve iridicated,
:

hpw the pane set.of points (the same

polyhedron) oan be considered' to

Pe a finite union of 2-simplexes

which do intersect nicely. The

kici?.yhpdron is the uhlizn of the

elght 2-simplexes, tAM), (OZ),

(F7W),*(XYZ),.(WW, (BWX), ()CYR.),

and (Y0)44

These examples suggelA a fal,ct Nout -polyhedr6n7s. If a pollp.

hedronAis the union of simplexes which intersect apai wa'Y at all,

then the game set of points (the same polyhedron) is also the

union of simpAexés whicp intersect niceay. Except ror the exer-;

.cises at the end of this section, we shall always deal with, unions-

A

9

'of simplexes which',intersect nicely. We will regard a polyhedron'

as having associated with it a particular set of simiolexés which,

intersect nicely and whose Union it is. When we say the word
)

"polyhedron".we understand the Amplexei to be there.

Is a solid bube a polyhedronl t,hat' is, is it's union of
.

3-simplexes We have' already.seen that it is. Is a ..solz prism
. ,

a polyhedron? Is-a sOlid square-based'pyramid? Yhè ansyer tO'

all of these questions is yes. IP tatt, apy solid object ea6h of
qwhose faces is flat (that is, whose surface does not contain any

1 ; 5
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curved portian) id 0403.dimensional polyhedron. It'can be expressed .

ap.the union of 3....simplexes.

--. As examples iet us look at ia'solid pyramid'and a prism with a
A-

triangular' base. y '

. I

In the figure on the left the ,solid pyramid is the union of

the two 3-simplexes PLECE) anq The-figure.io the middle

represents a solid prism with a triangular base. The pasm hap

three rectangular faces. Its bases are (NH) and (xM). In Unit

9 you .Will see a.way of expressing a solid,prism like this ah the

union,df.three 3-s1mplexes., Here.we see haw it may Ve expredisid

as the union of eight 3.simplexes.

We use the "iame device we used for the solid cube,' First we

think about the surfaC'e as the Union of 2.simplexes: We already

have the.bases,as 2.sillplexes.. Then we think.of each rectangular

face as'the union pf two 2...siolexes.- En the figure on the righi

p.bove the face YZRQis indicated as theA.A.on'of (MI) and,(0Z),

for instance. Now think about ,a point F in the interior( of the

prism. The 3.simplsx (F00 is one of eight 3.siMplexes each Wi
A

F as a vertex-and whose'llnion is the solid Prism. In the exercises

you will be asked to name the other seven. 11

I

''Finally, how do we expres6 a solid prism with a non.triangular

..base as a'.3.dimensional polyhedron (that is as a union of



'
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44P
t t.

,

4...simplexes with nice.irliersections)? We use a little trick. We

'first express the base as a union of 2-simpleAes and therefore the

solid prism.as a unipn 'of triangular solid prisms:: And we. oan then
.

U.

4

express,each triangular solid prism as thq unijon of eight

3-simplexes. We dan 'do this in.---such.a way th`at all the simplexes
%*

A.

-intersect nicely.
ea

There isirlioral to 'our story here. To do a'harder-looking

problem, we first try to break it up into a lot Of @asy problemv

eacri of which we afready know, how to do (or at least are able to do).
-

&ercises 8.4 .

,Draw two 2-simplexes.whose intersection is one point and

(a) is.a vertex of each .

(b) is a vertex of one but not of the other.

A

Draw tbree 2-simplexeq which intersect nicely and whose union

is-itself a--2-simplex. (Hint:.. start with a 2 simplex as the

union and subdivide it.)

You.are asked to draw various 2-dimensional polyhedons each

,ai the vnion of six 2-simplexes. 15raw one such that

(a) No'two of the 2-simplexes intersect.

(b) Zhe're is one point comm.= to all the 2-simplexes. but
\

no other poin.t is common .to any;pair.

The polyhedron is a square together wi0 its interior,
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kY The1 figure on therigt reprelstrats
,

a polyhedron al ikfe -union Of

24.iimplexes without

intdrsections. ,Draw a similar'

--=-Tigure yourself And thien

in'thr6e seg*ptp,to make .the
A

- polyhedron.the upion of :..

AAAA -

4,

2.;.simplexes.l.whIth intersect.

The 2-dimensional figure on the
.

right,dan be eicPrebsed as a union
_

of simplexes with'nice 'inter-
a

cpectionS in Many ways'. Draw a'

similai ftre ygurself-.

(a) By arawing.segments-express lt.as the iinion of' six

2-simp1eXes.W1thoUt using moge ve'rticez.

) By-adding one,vertex near tbe middle (in another drawing
I

of the figqra), express tpe polyhedron as the union of
. . .

eilight 2 simPlexes all havi,ng the point in the middle
X

'as one' vertex.

tist eight 2-simplexes whose

Union is the surface bf the

triangular prism on the right.

(The figure is like that used

earlier.)0

(b) Regariiing F aS a polnt in theknterior Of the Tri.sm

list eight.3-simplexes (each-containing P) whose

is the solid prism..

Ic

tic40%
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,.-
8-5. One-amerfsional Polyhedrons

A I IN

A 1-dimensiona.1 polyhedron is the union of a certain number of.
a

lrsimplexes (segments). A 1-dimensional bolyhedron may be con!.

.d.
tained in a plane oiit,may not be. Look at a. model of a
/

tetrahearozi; .The uon of the, edges is a 1-diqensional polyhedron.
, 4

. ,

It is the union of s 1...simp1eXe8.. It doer hot lie in a plane.

-.We may think of the figures belbwas representing 1 dimeniibnal."
A

plyhedrons that do lie in a plane (the. plane of, the page),

P

E

I

There are twO types of 1-dimensional polyhedrone which are of

speclal interest. A polk&Onalis a i-dimensional po*hedrpn .

,in which the 1-simplexes ein be conitidered to be arranged in order

as' follows. The*e is a first ane and there4 a last one. EacA
,

other 1-simplex of the polygonal patil has one vertex ,in somMon

with the 1-simplex Which precedes,it and one vertex in common with

the*simplex which followd it. There a're nO extra-intersections.

The first and last vertices (points) of the polygonal pathaare

7callfed the endpoints.-. .

Neither of the I-dimensional polyhedrOns in the figures above

is 4 polygonal path. But 'each Contains Many polygonal path6. The

untOn of .(AB).(13C), (CD), (DG).and (OH) is a polygonal -path irom
.N

A to H. The union of (JD) and (DE) is a polygonal path from J to ,

and consists of just two 1-simplexes.

4 AN.



'In the drawing on the right:

of a. tetrakiedron,' the Uniork of (1041),
0

(0), and (-RS) is ;ia . polygonal path

from P S (with endpoints P and S).

Ehe 1-simplex (P8) is itself a 5

polytonal 'path. from P to Con..
_

'side/. the 1-dimensional polyhedron which

I.

t -
. A

is the .ulion of the edges of the Atetra- k

1
P

hedrdfl. 'Find thret_sthar ,polygon64 ..*

paths from P to S fn it se a mddel

.

it hels you see it.)

it&

63

The union of two polygonal:paths that haVe exactly their

endpointS in coimpon is called a simple cloged polygon (it is also

a simple closed .curve). Another way of describing a simpre closed

polygon fs to saY that it id a 1-41thensional ioolyhedon which\ is

in one piece and has the property that every, vertex of it is in

exaCtly two 1-simplexes of it.

The 1-dimensi"onal polyhedron on

the right is not a simple cliosed

polygon. But it contains exactly
ft

one simple closed polygon, namely

the union of (AB) 2 (BC) , (Cb),

and (DA). Note.that'(DA) is (AD).

"a
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The union of the edges Of-the qube in
P * 0,

the-drawing on the left is a l.dimensional

polyhedron. It contains many simple
ee'

elosbd polygons.- ,91,11te is the

(AB), .(BE), (EG), and. (GA).

the union of (AB) ; (BC), (CD)

and ( A). Can you give at least two more' simple dlosed

rntaining (E) and (GA)? (Use a,model if it Aelps you

pere is one vegy, easy, rFlationship on any siiiple e

polygon. The number of l.simplexes (edges) is equal to the number'
1

of vertices. Consider the ftgure. 4

uilion of

Another is

, (DE), (Eq),

polygonsj

iosed

on the right.,.Sup1Soseive start at

some vertex. Then we take an edge

containing this vertex. Next we-
t

take the other vertex contained in

this edge and then the other edge_

containing this secondorertex: We

may think or numbering the vertices

'and edges As in the figure., We .,

.continue thp process. .We finish with

our original vertex. We "start with 'a

the othet edge,which contains

vertex and finish-with an

edge after*aVing alternated vertices and edges as we go along.

samela-6 the number o1 edges..Thus the number of vertices is.the
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Exerci.ses &5,
r

1,4 .The figure,on theright represents-

a 1-dimensional polyhedron. How .

4.

many polygonal paths-does it con7-
,

- tam with endpoints 'A and :El'? ..How

many.simRe. closed' polygons does

it contairl?

(a) _Me union of.the edges of a

3-simplex (solid tetrahedron)

contains 'h'aiv, ManIksimple

closed polygons?

(b): Name them all.

(c) Name one that is not contained t

in a plane,

(Use a model if you wiSh.)

,
'Let P ansi Q be verti. ces of a cube

c0.4

whiCh, are diametrically opposite

each other (loWer front left and 4

(upper back right). ...1Aame three

poly4onal paths from-P-to Q each ,

of which contains, all the verticese

of the .c.ube and is in the union of

the edgei. (Use a model if you wish.)

I.
265

Dravi.a 1.dimensions..1 pqlyhedron which is tlie'unl.on of seven..

1-simplexes and contains no polygonal path consisting-of more

than two Of.these Simplexes.
2.'

Draw a. simple closed' polygon on the surface of one_of Aur
.
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models ofla cube which intersects every 1'ac0 And which dtes.

not contain any of the vertices of the cube.

.0.6. Two-Dimensional Poyhedrons

A 27dimensional, .polyhedron is .a union of .2.simplexes. As in's.

. section 8.4, we will agree that the 2.b simplexes are to intersect

enicelY. That is, tf two-27$implexes intersect,- then'the inter.

-$ection is.either an edge of both,. Or a.vertex ofgoth. .There-are

manY 2"..dimensional.polyhedrons. Some are in one iilane but.many

are not.in any one plafie.:: The surface of a tetrahedron, for

,instancei is'not in.any one plane. j'et 4$7first consider' a flaw

.2-dimension:al-polyhedrons in a. plane.. .1n drawing2-simplexes in

.g plane we shall shade their interiors.

-every 2.dimensional polyhedron

in al6lane has a boundary in that

plane. The boundary'is'itself a
.

.J.dimensional polyhedron. the'

boundary may be ix simple closed polygon:as In the figuri on the

the figure on the left belOw we have indicAed a poly..

.41edrori as the union of eight 2-simplexes. (ABC) is one of them.

'a

1111111
=Maw
41.11.1.1.

WWI
VMS=
MOM
INMEM
MUM
MMIP
MM.
MID

s rumpssi

r &NM

1

I
, mar
=No
imam
aro.
soma
IMMO,JIIMMEmJiliimis

011Miim
IMMIIMIN
MMMOOr

The boundary

of tWo simple

the union

d polygons,'

the inner Square and the

otter square. The two polygons

do no intersect.
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A

The fdgure on the right represents

,a veclimensional poUhedron-which is the

union. of Six 2-simplexes.. The boundary

of this polyhedroil in the plane is the

union of two biMple closed polygons

which, hive exactly one -vertex,of each

in 'common, the pornt'P.

Suppose a 2-dimensional polyhedron in the plane has a boundary

which is a simple closed polygon (and nothing else). "Menthe

number of I-simplexes (edges) of the boundary is...equal to till,

number of 0-simplexes (vertices) of the-boUndary. You have already

seen, inrthe prrIous section, why this muit be true.

There are ny 2-dimensional polyhedrons whióh are not in any

one plane The suiTaCe of a tetrahedron is such a polyhedron./ .,

The surface.of a cube iscanother (it may be considered to be ex-

'pressed as, a union of 2-simplexes). Here we haye some 2-dim;nsio

polyhedrons which are themselves surfaces- or boundaries of

.tagt

3-dImensional polyhedrons. Let us considetr these two surfaces the
.

surface of a tetrahedron andathe surface of a cube.

;

'You may look at the drawings- above or you may ook at some
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( r both). Let us Count the number of Vertices, the number

Of edges and the number of faces. 'But ,the surface of e Cube cat

be.considered in at leabt two dilTerent ways. We can think of tkie

faces as being square regions (as in the middle figure) or we may

think of each square face 'as subdivided into two 2-simp1exes (as

in the figure on the right). 'We will,use F' for the number of

. faces, E for the number of-edges and V for the number of vertices.

If you are counting from models and do not obServe patternT to help

you count, it is usually easier to check things' off as you go

along. That is, mark the objec*ts as you coUrtit them.

Let us make up a table of our results.

Surface -of
tetrahedron

Surface of cube
(square faces)

Surface of cube
(two 2..'simplexes
on eAch square face)

12 9

.

It is' not-easy from just these three ex&mples to observe any

nice relationship -among these numbers. What we are looking for is

a relationaiTtp which will be true not only for these 2-,dimensional

polyhedrons but also for Others like thege. Try and see if-lou

can'guess the''relationship we will b:e telling you about in

section 8-8.

Exercibes 8-6

Make up a table as in the text showing F, V, and E for the

2-dimensional polyhedrons mentioned there;

Draw a 2-dimensional po(lyheditin in the plane with'the

4'
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polyhedron the union of 'ten 2-simplexes such that

(a) its boundary is a simple closed polygon,

(b) its boundary is the union of three simple closed

polygons having exactly one:point in common,

(c) its boundary' is the union of two simile closdd

* polygons which do nqt intersect.

3. Draw.a i-dimensional.polyhedron

of edges in the boundary

(a) equal to the number of vertices,

the plane with.the number

(b) one more than the/numer of vertices,

(c) tk) moresthan the number of' Veritices.

4. , Draw a 2-dimensional'polyhedron which is'ttie union of three

'2-simplexes with each-pair hiving exactly an edge in common.

Do you think that there exist in the plane a 'Polyhedron which

is the union of four ..simplexes such that each pair have .

exactly an edge in common?

Qn one of your models of a cube, mark six points one at the

center of 'each .face. Consider each face to be subdivided'into
4(
four 2-s1mplexes each havingrthe center point as a vertex.

Count F (the number of 2-simplexes), E (the number of l-simplexes)i

and V (the.number,of 0-simikgxes) for this subdivision of the'

whole surface. Keep your answers for later use.
A./

*6!: Do the problem'above withput using a model and without doing

any actual counting. Just figure but how many *of each there

.Must be. For instance; there must be 14.vertices; 8 original ,

ones and 6'added ones.

4 Th
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ExPI:,ess the polyhedron on the right

as a'union of 2-simplexes which

intersect nicely (in edgetit -Or

vertices of each ptt?er)

8-7.. ThreelADimensional Polyhedrons

.11 3-simplex. 10 one 3.dimensional polyhedron. A solid :cube
. #

another 3-dimensional pcayhedroh. Any union of a certain-number

of-3-simplexes is a 3-dimensional polyhedron, We will assuie agaI4.1

t'hat the saimplex*s of a'polyhedron Intersect nicely. That iss'thAt
e

if twa 3.isimplexes intersect, the interSection is a 2-diMens1onal1 :

face (2-simplex) of each or arl edge (1-s1mP1ex)'of'esigh or a

vertex (0-simplex) of each.

Any 3-dimensional polyhedron has a surface (or boundary) in.

space.' This surface is itself a 2-dimen8ional polyhedron. It is

the union'of deveral ?..simplexes (ihlich intersect nicely): The

suiTace of the 3-dimensional poly-

hedrow,represented by the drawing
,

Am :the right is something of a mess.

It consist& of the surfaces of.three

tetrahedrIons which have-exactly one

point in common.
.110

The I;iimplest kinds of surfaces of 3-dimensional p61Yhedrons

ar called simple surfaces. The surface of a cube and the Surface

of a 3-simplex are both simple surfaces,. There are many others.

Any surface of a 3-dimefisional pb1yhedron obtained as follows will

WI
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be a simple .surface. Start with a solid tetrahedron. Then fasten,

another t.o.it so *that the intersection of the one you are adding

with what you already have is a face of the ofie you ire idding.

You may kceep adding . more solid tetrahedrons in any combination or

of any size provided that each one you add in turn intersects what

you already hive in a set which is ekaètly a union of one, two, or

three faces of the 3.siinplex.you are adding. The surface of any.

pOlyhedron formed in this way will be a simple surface.

Class activity. Take five of the models-iif-the regular

tetrahedrons of edges 3" that the members of the class have made..

Put markv on all rour faces of one of these. Now fasten each c)L'

the others in turn to one of the,marked faces. The marked one ,

'should be in the middle and you won't see it any more. The surface

of the object you have represents a simple surface. You can see

how to fasten a few more tetrahedrons on to,let more ind more
/-

peculiar looking objects. Suppose it'is true that whenever you

add a solid tetrahedron the intersection of what.you,add with

whett you already have is one face, two faces or three faces of the'

one you add. The surface of what you get will be a simple'surface.

One can also fasten solid cubes together to get various

3-dimensional polyhedrons'. .In fastening solid cubes in turn onto

what you already have, you will always wind up with a 3.dimensional

polyhedron which has a simple surface provided the following
7

condition is met: The intersectiorf of each one you'.add in turn

with whait'lou a;ready have must be set which ip bounded cm the.

surface"Of the cube you are adding bi A simple closed polygon.

For example, the intersection.pight be a face or,theerioQ of two
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adjacent.faces of the one you add.

Finally we mention an interesting property of simple surfaces.

Draw any sithple closed polygon On a simple surface.' Then.this

-polirgon separates the simple surface ihto exdittly two oonnected

Class activity. On the_ surface of orie of the pepuliar

3-dimensional polyhedrons (with simple surface): that you.have con-
.

structed above, have a stu4ent draw any simple closed polygon.

The wilder the better. It need not be in just one face. -Then.,

haveanother student start coloring someWhereion the surface but

away from the polygon., Have hii color asrMuoh as he can without

.crOssint the polygon. Then have another student start coloring,

With another color at any previously uncolored place. Color as

much as possible but do not cross the I on:, When ttie second

student has colored as much as -pipsible, .the Whole suriface should
v, r:

be colored.

If you doplt follow the initructione carefully you may get

a polyhedron whOse surface is not simple. Suppose, for instance,

you fasteh eight VUbes together as in the drawing below. The

i'olyhedron looks something like a square doughnut. Note that in

. fitting the eighth one, the intersection of the o4/You ari adding

with what you already-have is the union of two faces which are

-not adjacent. The boundary. (on the eighth cube) of the inter..

seption is two simple closed polygons, not just one as it should

be. There' are many simple "closed polygons on this surface which

da not separate it at all. -Some of these spould.be.noted in

class.
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Using a'block of 'Wood (with cornerwsawed off If p.,ssible),

draw a simple closed polygón on the surface making it intersect,

most oR #11 of the .faces of the solid. Start coloring at sone

point. Do not. crods_theloolxgon.: Color as muCh as'you can

without crossing the polygon. .When you have colored (JO m;ch

as'you can, Oart Coloring with a different color.sdn some Un.

'coloreetportion. Again:color as much Wyou ean.Without

4.ng the4olygon. Ybu shbuld have the whole.surface colored::

when you finish.

Go.thrOugh the same procedure as In. problem 1 but with another

3-dimensional solid. pse one of your models or another blOck

or wood. Make ourr.siniple closed polygon as complicated as

you wish.

8.. Counting VeyticeS,(Edges, and Faces.'

The Euler Fdimula

In section 8.6 you,werq asked to do some counting. We looks

at the problem in arlother way: A few of you may have discovered a

relationshiprbetween F E, arid V. Consider the tetrahedron in the
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figure below. Its surface is 4 simple surface. What relationship

cam we find among the verticevo.pdges, and faces of it?

'There are the same number of edges and faces coming into the

point As.three of eacti. One may see that oa the base there ,are

the same numbek, of vertices and edges. We have two objects left

over: the vertex A at the top and the face (BCD) at the bottom,

Otherwise 'we have matched all the edges with vertices and faces.

go F + V E 2. Now let us ask what .would be the relationship

if one of the faces cir the base were broloen-up into several

2Asimplexas. Suppose we had the base broken up into three

2-simplexes by addini one vertex P ill the middle of the base. The

figure'on the right above is the base with P in the Middle. Our

counting would be the same until we got to the base and we would

be able tq match the three new 1-simplexes which contain P

the three new 2-simplexes.on the base. We have lost the face which:

is the base but we have picked up one new v P. Thus the num..'

ber of vertices plus the number of 2-simplexes is again two more

than the number of l-simplexes. F + V

Next 'us look at a dqube Mrejilave a,

drawing of one on the right. The cube his

how Many faces? How many edges? How many

'eV!'
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vet.iices? Is the sum of the nuMber of vertices and the number of

faces tWo more than the number of edges? Let us sde why this must be.

(1) The number of vertices on the top rape is the number of

.edges on thetop face.

(2) The'number of vertices on the bottom ace i

of edges on the bottom face.

(3) 'The.number of vertical faces is the number of vertical

the nuMber

edges.

Ail the vertices and edges are now used up. All- tAe

vertical faces are nOw used up. We,have the top and

pottoM faces left.

So F + V . E must be
i
2.

0 lihat,Would happen If each face were broken up into two.2-simplexes?

For each face of the* cube you would now have two 2-simplexes. But

for each face you would have one new 1-simplex lying in it. Other

things 'are not changed. Hence P + 'V E. is again 2...

Suppose we have any simple surface. Then 'do *you suppose that

V + F E = 2? In the exercises you will be aOced to verify this

formula (which Is known as,the Euler Formula) in severral other

examples.

Let us.now.observe that Me formula does not hold in generil
A

for surfaces which are not siipie. 'Consider the two examples .
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I.
In the figure on the left (the union of the two tetrahedrons

havit exactly the- vertex A in common), V + F E = 2. Count and

iee. Us niodas of two tetrahedrons if you wish. V + F E should.

be 3. On est h'tetrahedron separately the nurter of faces plus the

n ber of vertices minus the number of edges Is 2.. But. the v ex A
,

would have been counted twice. So V + F is one iliss than F. 4.
/

The figure on the right .above is suplosed tq represent the

union of eight solid cubes as in the last" section. ,TAe Opsible

ninth one in, the-center is missing. Count all the Ilapes ( of cubbi)
A

edges andvertices which are in the surfa:ce. For this figure

V E should be 0. (As a starter, V fagould be 32.)
.4

Finally we pqt the Euler Formula in a 'more general setting.

Suppose we have a simple surface ind it is. s_ut.divided irito\a numb r

(at least three) of non.overlapping pieces. Each these pie'ces

is to be bounded'on the surface by a simple.clOsed'poIygon. We

think of F as le number of thpieces. We require that if two

of these pieces intersect then the intersection be either one point

or a,polypnal path. The number E is the number of thlie .sk

sections of pairs of pieces which.are ,t9.1 just points. The number

V is the number of points each .of which it contained in at least

three of gese pieces. Then/F + V = 2.

, Exercises 8.8

Take a cardboard model of a non.regular tetrahedron. In each

face add a vertex near thvmdddle. '.Consider the face as the.

union, of three 2- lexes so formed. Give the count of the

faces, edges, and vertices of 2-pimPlexes surface. How do 'the

. faces, edges and vertices of this polyhedr041 coitpave with

-b

7
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those of the.ployhedrop you get by factoring four regular

tetrahedrons to-the four faces o?a fifth?

Take a model of a cube. Subdivide it sirs fdilows. Add.dne

vertek In the middle .of each iage. Add one*,v:prtex in the

middle of each face. ;rota the nety -Vertex in the midke of,

each'face with Vibe eight Other verticew now on thai.face.
P

You shoUld have eight 2-Simpiexes On'each face.: Opmpute Fs

and E. DO you get. F V -.E = 2? 3

Make an irregular subdivision of any simple surface into a

number of flat pieces.. Each piece should have a simple

closed polygon as its boundary'. Count Fs Vs_and E for this

subdixision of ,th'e sUrface.

4'

,J
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UNIT g ,

VOLUlkeES A-ND SURFACJE AREAS .

9-1 Areas of Plane Figures'

279

Ih this unit we will be primarily 4ncerned wi'th siirTace areas

and volumes of various figures. As a priaiminary we will-1118i

discuss briefly areas af the'igPeriors of certain siMple cloied

curves. 'lac some of you this Will be a review, while for,others

it may be a nrst introducticin td work with areas. .

First let us look at thi familiar figure of the r4ccangle and

consider what we mean by the area'of its interior. We dhoose: for

the unit of area, the region o; a plane bounded hw a square whose

edges measure 1 Unit.

!Unit

The area of the interior of this square is 1 square unit. we

may now.deterMine the area of thiinterior of a rectangle the-

measurements of whose length and width are 4 and 3 units,

respectively.

a

11410444001a WW1

/4 Units

a

t.
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We pan determine how many of our unit squares we need to fit

the interior of the rectangle. In this case we-see that we have

..%3 rows with 4 units to a row or 12 such,units. We sa y. then that .

the area 'of the interior of the rectingle is 12 of.these sugare

units.

Notice that we cduld have multiplied the, nUmber of. rows AY.

the number of squards in eaah row or the number of linear units in

the )engti by the number of linear units in the width 'to ditermine

the number of square units of Area

Thas A 1147. (whert A, I and w are numberS)

In the Ase where-the measure*ents of the length and width'

N 18 and lag linear.units respectively

' 8 Units.

to

..6"-14{

__A________k.
,

I

I.

,I

I

I.

I I I

I i, I I I

1, I I I I

we see that we could fit 8 full squarernits on the ifiterioi Oki
.

-the. rectangle along the length. If we divide our square units in

half so'as to form two rectangles.eph,1 unit in length and unit

in width we.would need 8 of these rectangles to completely fill

interior of the given rectangae. Here toov'the area is the

er of square units that fill the interior. We' see that there

are 8 square units and 8 More halves of sqUare units, a total of

12-square units of areas ,

iWe conclude that the area of-the.interior Of the'rectangle is

12-sqUare,units.

Once again we notice,that t4e product of"the.pumbers of linear
,

e

a .

4
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units in the length and width is 12.
We assume that we can always find the area of the interior of

a rectapgle by fitting-square units or fractions' of square units

on the interior of a rectangle;

Property 1. The number.A- of square units of area in the interior-

of a kectang:le is the product.of the numVerS of linear lipitrz;.1 and

w in the length and width respectively.. Thus A .

Simi a square is a special kind of rectangle-namely:one whose,

adjacent sidps are equal we have-Property 2.

Property 2. The number of square units (A) in the area of the

interior f a square whose edge is s units:in 3ieggth is th(12ro4ucit

of the numbers of linear units in its length.(s) and its width (s).

Thus A AR s s s2

As you probablY know both the'rectangle and square are

.special kinds of paralle,I.ograms.

The rectangle' is 10, paraUsiogrammhose adjacent sides are

perpendicular. The squaie is a rectangle whose adjacent sides are

equal..

Figure I.

(b)

tr

...as',
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,

In order to find the area of a parallelogram we Gan show that

t Gan be changed to a rectangle as follows:

Ponsider parallelogram.VGD. Drop a perpendicular from

. vertex D to base X Label the fobt of the perpendicular E. This :

perppndicUlar is an altitude,to the bale Ysing a pair

se:Visors-cut off right triangle ADE and,place'it as shown in

..figure2M4 It is clear that the rectangle formed has the same

'base and height as the original iarallelógram.

Noiice.that for a rectangle the length of the base and the

height are the same as the length and width. Since by Property 1

the number o4 square units A in the interior of the rectangle is

lw the nUmb of squ units in the drea of the *parallelogram is

bh where b and h are.the numbers of units in which base b and

altitude h resifectiliely,

,Proerty 3. Tfie number kofoquaareqnits of area in the interioi

of a parallelogram is the product of the numbers of-iinear units

b. and h in the base and. height. Thus A aa bh .

Ekercipe 9-la

Find the areas of the '1.9terio1's of Oaqh of the following:

:AO- -Rectangle ABM, *here IS is 4 inches long and 110' is

12 inches long.

-001.11,
) Reotanglii no, where TB 4.s 1/3 foot ions and is

1 fOot long.

(0) Squa$ *ABCD w.hee 1,F3 Winches long.

(d) Square AECD, where. MS is 1 1/3.2 feet long.
4

(e). Parallelogram ABC!) whose based/Xis 6 ;!tche long and,

*lose height.0 12 inches.

133 a

44.
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Parallell'oe;ram-ABCD whose base ito 7 Toot long

whose height is 1, foot.
.6 (2.: Deterinine the arei .of the interior of each of the. f.ollowing

433 .

figures.

(a)

I.

vs.

Find the trea'of the shaded portion.

a!
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The aiea of the interior of a triangle-can be determined-An a
manner similar to that of a iarallelogram.

(0\

mina , Mow

-
A B' A Bfigure2

Draw a iine on the vertex of CO OA ABC see f 2a).
and (2b) above) parallel to the base IE. rTaw a line On he vertex
'of LB parallel to ,side WC:Label -the polInt of intersection of the
lines D. We now have 4 parallelogram ABDC6 The diagonal le of
the parallelogram 64.vides it into two congruent triangles ABC and
BCD'which therefore have the same areas. 'Since by Property 3 the
number of square units, in the area of the interior'Of a parallel:o-
gram is bh. (M and 135 arerthe base and altitude respectiv.ely),

.and h are the' numbers of linear units in them tInd since the..
.pa.rallaelogram is composed of the AwO congruent triangles ABC.: and.
'BCD'With base and 'height equal to those of the parallelogram it
follows that the area of the interior of the triangle-ABC is
that' .9r paiallelogram ABDO. Thus:'
properti,!).. The number (A) of svare units of area in the interior
of a triangle is the product of the numbers of linear units of
measure in the base and height. A gis bh

An equilateral triangle is a triangle all of whose sides are
of equal measure. The number of square units in the area of the
interior of thia triangle is .:111 Property 4): since we will have

4

oacaSionipo wor2 with equilaterial triang/es we will. apply
Property 4 to determine the area.of the interior of this 'special

40`
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In the figure triangle ABC-ii an equilateral triangle whose

sides are s units In length. Drop a perpendicule:i from he

vertex C to side (baqe) "IB and label the foot of the perpendia-

lar D. tr15 is the altitUde and h is units in length. It can be

shown that 665 bisects the base ( vides 7:13 into twO equal

segments 442ength .ff). Hence 1y the PytIt2agorean proOerty we have:

h2 is; (02

122 st: 82
2 2 2-1now h ,

arid hF

also h

h

MIS

T
The last step In the siNplification is probab4 uniimillar

to you. Such work with square roots will:be discussed in the'

grade, but we will assilme the result here.\-le could chedk
/T

3 2'that vle ls thesquare root of /rs In the following way.

commutOlve laws of multiplication.

) by the associative and

A
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Now 4' is 3 because of the way in which We deAn'ed
0

sqUare rOot.

N e n c e : 1 r a, = 140.8 sinbe( .-(4,4Ci...

,

)
.

,

Now since the number (a) or square units of area in the

'interior of a triangle. is !eat
i ) (5we have A = s 1.)i

1

&

3

,Property. 5. The number (a) of square units of area in tbe
,

interior of en equilateral triangle.le A = 442
You may recall' that 15- is approximately' 1.732 so thett

106.7 co 0.433. The approximate value of A .is therefore as follows:

A Rs (0.433)82

A regular poiygon is defined to be'a polygon whose sides are-

equal in measure and whose angles are equal in measmre. The area

el.....

Of a. r gular polgon can be found as ,follows:

. E
- o .

(0)

A

(b)

A

join the center or the regular' polygon tO each vertex of the' .

polygon. (The venter is the point on the Anterior which'is equally

distant from the verticles of the polygon) Thus if there.are

verticles there will be n congruent triangles.

2ts figure is an. illustration 04: the case where n 6 The

area of the interior of the regular polygon is the sma oi the

areas of the interiorl of the n equal triangles Into which the
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regular polygon has been'divided. All (alb trianglep have equal

;
bases (sides of the regular polygon) and all the triangls have

equal altitudes (the cent6r.of the polygon.is equally distant from-

e4ch side and this.distance is the length of the altitude,

abbreviated a).
a

A

The area of the interior of the regular.polygon of n sides

is the sum of the areas of the interiord of the n cagruent

triangles with bee s the measure of length of the .side of the -

ar polygon, and height a,

Thus /

A sw n Pie (n

,But ns iis the perimeter *of the regular polygon the sum of

the n. sides).

Property, 6. The number (A) of square units of area in the interior

of a regular polygon is ithe proddcA of the numberi of linear 7-

units in its perimeter and the distance from the center to eadh

side A mai ap .

,Exercises

Compute the areas of the interiiirs of each of the.follOwing:

(a) Triangle ABC whose base,is 5 ,inehes long ahd whose

altitude is 7 inches long.

(b) Triapgle ABC whose bise is 15 feet longs and whose

.alt4tude is 30-..feet long.

(c). Equilateral triangle ABC whose side is i6 feet long.

(d) E9a.latera1 triangle ABC whoie side is 8 yards long.

( ) Regular hexagon ABCDEF whose center is 17.3 inches from'

the_sideS and whose side ie 20 inches long.



(f) Regular pentagon AWDE whose center 10 2rt inches'from

the sides and whose side is 49 inches long.'

Regular octagon ABODENO who0e cinter is 72 5 feet from

the sides,and whose side is feet long.

RegUlar decagon,ABCDEFOBIJ whose center is 3Q.8,inehes

from 'the sids and.whose bide is 20 incheetong.

Consider circle 0 :in the figures below.

a) (b) (c)

We say that a refular polygon of n sides la inscribed in a

ciro4lar region if the verticles of the regular paygon are points

on(the circle. It is clear from the figures above tat the more

siaeo the Inscribed polygon has the shorter will ke the length of

each side. It is also dlear that as 'n gets larger and larger

it will be more and more difficult to distinguish between the

regular polygon and the circle.

WO could say that the area of the interior ot the inscribed

polygon is' approximately equal to the area of the interior of the

circle. It will always b; lesi than the area of the interior of

the orcle since there willsalways be points on the circle that

are not verticles of the inscribed regular polygont Therefore

there 10 always some_ portion of the area of the circle which is

mot contained ln the interior of an inscribed regular polygon.
A

I. t
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However, for large,values of n the areas are ver close and we

can think of the area of the interior of the cirdle as the upper

of that of the i4scribed regular polygons. We could say

that: N

(Area of interior of polygonY< Area_of interior of circle).

It ahould also be-noted .that, the larger we take n (the.,/

number of sides) the closer is the measUre.of.the distance-of the

center of the inscribed polygon to .a side to the radius of the

.cirole. Likewise the closer is the perimeter to the'circumference

, of the circle. Now we have seen that the'number of square units
/

of area in the interior of the polygon Bui\we have :ust
t

observed that when n gets very large a .gets close to r and

p gets close to 2 r r so we are led to conlAude.

Property 7. If r is the number Of linear,units in the radius of

a circle and (A) the number of acidare unite of.area in its

'interior, then' A m (14r) (2 r r) or

A m rr2

sr

Exercises 9-1c

1. Compute the area of the interior ofleach of the.following

circles. The measurements in.each case are in inches.

w

4



(a) r.j5
(b). r 10

" (c) r 118

( r
2

d 20

d 'IF 15

Constiluot models 4, 5 (s
By examining the results pf parts

above tell the effect on the area

is dO'ubled.

4

4

+It 9-1

ee end of unit.)

(a (b),. (c)'in Problem 1

of a circle if its radius

e"
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BRAINBUSTER. Imagine that' you have inscribed a regular

polygon of 20 'sides in a circle and that 'you have divided

this polygon irito 20 congruent triangles by j?Ining Its

center to eaah,vertex. Show that these triangles can be

rearranged into,a parallelogram whose height A almost

the radius of the circle and the length of whose base is

almost one half the circumference of the circle.

(b ) BRAINBUSTER. Imagine that you have circumscribed a,

'regular polygon of n sides ( n very large) about a '

circle o. (This means that each side of the regular

-polygon contains exactly one point of the circle.

Develop,a plausible argument to support the following

statement:

iArea of (Area of interior of )
interior of,cireld) < ( arc cribgd polygon)

Together with our discussion above:this would show that

iArea of interior of 3 < ikva Of
circumscrOed polygon interir of circle

i Area of interior of
circumscribed polIgon
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9-2 Planes-and Lines'

Before going on, let us review briefly some of the simple

ideas aboyt planes and lines. liou are already somewhat familiar

-with parallel planes. These are planes which do not have any

41 points in commons that is whose intersection is the empty set.

Such a pair of planes Is suggested by the floor and ceiling of
I

your classroom, 9r by'different floors of an apartment houses or

by the covers on a book when the boOk is closed. Find at least

five exawles of pairs of -rrallel planes suggested by things-in

.your classroom.

Imagine-a flagpole standing.in the moddle of a level playi-

grounds and think of the lines .on

the playground .which'run'through.

the\base of the pole,asAlwn.

What ielation.ddes.there appear

to be 'between the line represented

by the flagpaeiffot-these.lines_

drawn on the playground? Our experienCe certainly sUgests that

the pole is perpendicular to each of-these linei. In facts if it

were not, then by standing in certain positions the-'

pole would appear like this, whibh is not at all in

accord with our observation. We- describe this

relationship by saying that the pole is perpendicu-

lar to the playground. In general a line which

meets a'plane in a point A is. said to beperpendiculto the

'plalus if it is perpendicular to every line in the Plane through. A

If a segment lies on a line:perpendiciaar to a plane, we wil1 say
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that the segment is perPendicular to the plane.

Now try the following simple

experiment. Take a pibce of note-I
4

book paper as shown ancl fold it

over so 7115 falls on W. The crease

you'have made is represented by the
.44

dotted segment "CIL Then LAQR and L.BQR_are both right

How 40 you know? Now take the paper

and set it on your desk as show, in

the position:of a partly opened book;

so-that segments and :T^ liegon

tile plane of tbe desk top. Would

you agree that QR is now perpen-

dicular, the desk top? If so,

retice thaeyou have found a line

angles.

petpendicular to a plane by making it perpendicular to just two

different-lias in'the plane. This illxibtrates the following

property of perpendiculars.

ProQerty 8. If a line is perpendicular to two distinct interaeCt-

ing lines in a plane, it'is perpendicular to.the'plane.

The next time you help tóput up a Christmai trees.check to

see whether.or not it is'perpenditular to.the floor by seeing if it

is 'perpendicular as viewed frgitwo'differene points not in the

same line tram a point on the' tree. If so, it is perpendicular-

from all points of view. This is an application of Property 8.

Ap another example;.examine Model. 5 Old look at.one of the

segments which connect a vertex of one.hexagonal end with a vertex*

"-

4
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of the.other. !As yoU see, this segment is a part Of two rectangles.

It is-therefore perpendicular to two,segments in eaah hexagon. 11.7

property 8 the segmentis therefore perpendicular to the planes of

both heiagons. 4\ iiimilarlY and sOlagy.yourself in

the same way that every edie-of the,solid is perpendicular to tho

planes of two of its rectangular 'faces. What about the line where

two walls of your classroom meet? What.relation does it have to

the planes of the.cliling and floor?- -

I.Examine Model vt. to satisfy -yourself that the result itctually

applied to this also. r%
NOW try another,experiment. Tie,one 'end of a string to some

convenient point Q in your classroom which has a clear space

below it. If nothinfL else is available tie it to a yardstick

placed over the back.of,a couple of chalrs 'are have

the ends So they wonit move.. Now

select a point B. on the floor,and

notice how lkuch string it takes-to

join Q to R. By varying R. try

to find Ghe poiht S on the floor

someone hold

0

which requires the least.amount of string. When you have Iodated
, 4

the point S $ notice the position 0 4of the string. What rela-
,

tion does it seem to have to the Floor? Woixld you agree with the

following statement?)

perty 9. The shortest segment having one end at a given point Q

outside a plane and the other on a given plane r not containing

the point Q is a segmentperpendiOtlar to the plane r .

This shortest distance is called the distglice 'from Q to r .
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imagine now several nails in 'the ceiling ok your rOoms to

each of which is attaahed a striilg. In eaeh case the string is

then attaehed to the nearest poInt or the floor as in our experi-

ment above. ,What do' you'expect about the lengths of the different

string ? Will they be all the same? This illuttrates the follow-
%

ins fact

Property ,10. If two4p1anes.are parallel the dist ces.from

different'points of one,plane to the other plane are all.the same.

The Constant distanCe 111 Property-10 is. called the distance

'between the parallel planes. Actually the segments involved in

Property 10 are perpendicular,tO.both planes. We have-already
A .

no piced this for the Nititerill edges bf a right priga.

Ekercises 9-2

I. Give five'examples of pairs of parallel planea with lines

perpendieular to both planes of the famlly.

2. ).° Make Models 9 ana 10 *1-

-3. Mike:Models 11 and.l2.,

4: I: two parallel,planes Pi ad

P2 Are Intersected by a plant r

in, lines / and
2 then /

1

must be Parallelto i 2

Explain whY this is true.

5: We actually 'could have proved

Property 9 instead Of observing it

by experiment. Give the reasons

in the following proof:
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Let S bv tta point Aaf 1, so hat i perpendicular to ,r
4

'Draw se6menf *M.

(a) LQZR is a rt4ht angle.

is the hypatenUse of a right'priangl

(c) 7 is longer than 1!** wilY?

But since R was au, point of r except S this shows that

is the shortest ent.

-6. Brainbuster. 'Give the folloWing proof.

segment has its ends on the

parallel Planes pl .and p2 . If 17

islpluipendicular to p2 , show it

tipt also be perpendicular. o

(Hint: Draw a Ouple of.panes through 7
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9-3 Right Prisms

297

We have seen that'areil is a measure,of the region of a plane

eounded lay a simple closed curve. Vc4ume is a measure of a. region

of space.

Consider a rectangle in a plane whose lelkgth and width are,/

and w linear units respectively. Imagine that we lift this

rectangle perpentictilarly to.a parallel plane at a distance of h

linear units above_the given plane. 'If we join the vertices of

the elevated rectangle to the corresponding vertices of the

original one, we havela right, rectangular prism, sometimes called

a rectangular solid:

The right rectangular prism is a surface consisting of the

interiors of.the given rectangles together with the interiors.of
,

the rectangles formed by the segments joining corresponding

vertices, and the segments bounding these interiors. The interiors

are called the faces ofrthe prism, the bounding segments are its

edvs, -.and points where two or more edges intersect are vertices.

The interiors of the original s,rrectangl e called.bases, and the

other faces' are called the lateral fd es of the prism. The

segments joining corresponding vertices of the bases are called

jateral.edges.

,r;
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You will notice that in a figure of this kind ail of the,faces

are rectangles, so actually la pair,of parallel faces can be con-

sidered as the bases of the figure. If, in the above figure,

kectangles ABCD and EFGH are considered as the bases, then;

rectangles AWE,' BCGF,'4 MGM, and .DAEH are the lateral

faces

* segments AE, a DH aretAhe lateral edges

points As B0 C Do Es F, G, H are the vertices.

In Mode:14 point out the faces, edies4 and vertices. Bow

many 4re:there of ea'cit'l It the small squares in this model.are

talen as bases, point out the lateral Laces and lateral edges.

It is natural to take as a-unit of volume the interior of a

,luait cube, that is a cube each edge of which is one unit of length.

Examine Models 1, 2,rand 3. These are models of ,the, cubic

Inch, the half cubic inch, and the quarter c c inch. For each

linear unit of measure there is a corresponding cUbie unit of

volume as.the cubic foot, cubic yard, cubic centimeter, etc.
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The surface

2 9 9

of a unit cube, is the of the areas of the

interiors of it$ flopeb. Thus the surface area isr6 square units

since%there are. six congruent faces and the .area.of the interior

of each face ip-1 square unit. ObserVe the siX faceP:on Model' 1.

,SimilarIyl the surface area of any'rectangular right ism'is the'

sum of the areas of the interiors of all its faces.

The measures'of the edges ih the three different directions

..are often cgied the length, width, and height.. In the figure

below 1. w, and h are the numberi or linear units of measur.e

in the length, width, and height, respectively.

cethere are two rectangles the areas of whose interiors

are 1w square units, two the abeas of whose interiord are w hi

square Units, and two the areas of whose Interiors are Ih square

units. Thus:

Projoerti 11. The number of square-lAnits of .surface area in the

interiors of the bases and lateral faces of a right rectangular

prism is S = 2 [iw Zh whj
4*,

What is the surface area of model 4?

The measure of the volume Of any region in.space is the number

of-Unit cubes (or part unit cubes) of volume necessary to filg. it.
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The --volume of the interi6r of the riiiht rectangUlar prlam can

be 'determined in a fashion similar to the way in which we deter-

4ained the area pf fthe interior, of a rectangle. Consider a right

rectan6ular prism whose length,. width, and height, measure 2, 3,.

and 4 linear units rgopectively.

We can take unit 'cubes such as figure 2b and place them in
,

the interior of the right rectangular priam until we completely

cover the.area of the Ipterior of.the base. It is clear tbat we

will need 6 Such cubes to cover the rectangular base. We can now

place a second layer of 6 cubes on top of the first and so on.

Thus-vie see that we will need.4 layers with 6 cubes in' each'layer,

or 24 such unit cubes. We say that the volume of the interior o'f

the right rectarigular prism is 24 cubic units.

Notice that if we take the prciduct of the number of square

units of area in the interior of the baSe and the number of linear
, of

, units of measure in the height we,_obtain 4(2 X .3) .or 24 the

number Of cubic units of volume, of the interior of the right

'rectangular prism. If we let B stand for the number of $quare

unitst of area lithe interior of the base and let- h stand for

Ithe number of linear units in the height and let V stand for the

number of cubid units of volime in the interior of the right

rectangular prism'we have:, V = Bh .

If the length, width, and height of the right rebtahgular

prism has been 2, 3, and ain. linear units, we would simply partly

fill the right, rectangularaltprism with 3 layers of unit cubes, 6

cubes to a layer. The remaining half layer can be filled by divid-
S.

ing 3 unit cubei into 2 equal parts and placing the.6 right
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rectangular prisms wh9se lengths'width and height.measure 1 1,

1
and linear units respectively on top of the last layer. We

now can say that the interior of the right rectangular prism is

completely filled or that the number 0 'cubic units in the vo

of the interior of the rlght rectangular,priam iS (6 X 3) +

(6 X 4) ,or. 18 +, 3 or. 21. Notice here too if We 'take the

product of the nuplber of square units of area (B) in the'interior

of the base an thepnumber Orlinear units (hl in the height we

obtain-the same n er (V) of subic units in the volume of the

interior of,the right rectangular prism, namely, 6 X .(3i) or 21.

It seems clear that if there are 13 square units of .area in

the base of a right rectangular prism and h* linlear units in its

height, the interior oan be filled with h layers each with i3

unit cubes so the total.unit cubes used should be Bh 'This_

leads us to state the following property.

Properti 12. The number (v) of cubic units-of voilume in the

in terior of a right rectangular priam is the product of the number

(B) of square units of area in the interior of the base and thg

number (h) of li-near units in the height. Thus; V Bh .

Since the cube is a special kind of right rectangular prism,

namely one whose length: width, and height are all equal in length

(s units 1ong) we hfve the followingrperti.

Property 13. The number of cubic units of voluno V in the

interior of a cube whose edges are s linear units in length is

given by

V s
3
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Since the cube has 6 faces whose interiors are equal in area,

n1%m#1y,
2

square units we have. -

Propertx 14. The number of square units S of surface area in he

faces of a cube is 6 BP .

Exercises 9-3:

1. Make 'models, using your own patterns for rectangular right
.

prisms whose meaBurements in inches are as shown. You may find it

helpful to look'at the pattern for Modei 4.

(a). 1, = 2, 4 = 2

(b) 1 = 2r, .w = 2, h = 2

(c) 1 = w = l, = 2

2. Take, copies of Models 14 2,. 3 of the cubic inch, cubic half

inch and cubic quarter inch and assemble them Into models like the

three mode problem '1. Get the volumes by counting up the

number of unit cubes (and parts of-them) used. For this problem .

you ;11,1 need to ppOl your models.with those of soma* your class-
/

mates. X

3 Compute the volume of each right rectangu ar prism constructed

in' problem 1 using Property 12.

4. Compare your results of problems 2 and 3.

5. kalcu/ate the surface area of each right rectangular prism

construpted in problem 1 using Pilaperty 11.

6. Construct Models 6 and 7.

7. Construct Model
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Genera; Right Prisils

You have already learned about right 'rectangular prisms.. Ndw

we shallflook at some ggneral, right prisms. Take models 1 thrpugh

7 and examine them carefully. They are all examples-of right

prisms. How do they reSerple each other? How do they dlffer?

Kt;ep them in mind as you read the following discussion.

Imagine two "cosgruent polygons (i.e polygons with the same

303-

. _

size, and shape) so 'placed in parallel planes that when the_sqgments

are drawn joining covresponding vertices of the polygons the .

quadrilaterals formed are all,rectangled. 'The figure formed is

called a right.prism. The prism consists of the interiors of the
4

rectangles'and the interiors of the original pcAygons together'with

the segments l'hich bound these interiors. As.in tilt:case of the,..4

right rectangUlar prism, the segments are its edges, and the points

where two or more edges meet are vertices. The interiors of the

original pcSlygons are called the bases of the prism ana the other

faces its lateral f s. Similarly the segments joining correspond-
*A

ing vertices of he twd,bases'ere called lateral edges.

- A prism is t iangular, squares.and so on according as its

bases are triangles, squares, and so forth.

Referring to Section 9-2 you7will see that for any right prism

the lateral edges are perpendicular to the planes of the bases.

Class EXercises

(a) Which of the M6I'els are right rectangular prisms?

(b) Which Are riiht triangular prism's?

(d) Which have hexagons for faces?



Consider a triangular right liriam

4

number of square units .in the interior of th

triangular base is *iba where b and' a are the humbers of

linear units in the base and altitude of the _triangle. (Notice

that.letter a has been used for the )eight o-f.the triangle-to

avoid confusion with the height of-the prism itself,',.).

.7'
Let .4 be the'number of linear unitsi.n the height of the-

9-3

prism. ,Carefully fill your unit cube with salt-and pour the

contentia into model,6.

completely filled with

units bf\saat poured.

for the model.

Now let us calculate the number of square units of area in f

Continue this procedure until the model is
sp,

salt. Keep count of°t4einumber of cubic

This i the number5of cubic units of volume.

the bise ofrMalel 6. (Nbtice from the pattern for Model. 6 that the

of,,a right triangle so it wil9be easy to

find the area. Call this nUmber of square units B . What do you

get for B ?\ Find the praduct of

units in the height of the model:

B and the number h of linear

How does this agree with the

volume you just obtained?

Do fhe same for Models 4, 5, and 7. In the case of Model 5

the base is a regular hexagon with each side 1 inch lorig. A
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4regular hexagon 3a made up of six equilateral trianle3 as shown' .

gm the area of the iliterior of the hexagor\ may, be found from the

area of the iirterior of an equilateral triangle dis-cuased abovel-

Similarly, the base\of Model 7 .s formed from the interiors of.two

equilateral triangles as shown, its area is easily round. In

each of these Case4 how does the calculated product Bh compare

with the volume as fOund by pouring salt? Do iou find themLapprox-
.

imately equal? (Keep the figures on these volumes for future
S.

reference:

EVen if you have7-done your work carefully there probably wilr

be Some, slight discrepancy between the rneaired volume and the

computed product. This experimental work\leada us to state the

following.property.

.Propeptx 15. terneral the volume (V) of the interior.of a right'

prism with pol$gonal bases is the product of the number of square

units (B) in the interior of the base and the number of linear

units (h)' in the height.

Thus V = Bh.

\We should expect 'thetie results if we recall how we originally

defined volume. We could have placed layers of cubic inches and
. .

fractions of cubic inches on top of each other until the interiors

of the various right prisms were completely filled. The number. of
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cub4.c units in the*volume ahould,then be the product of the

number B of cubic units in each _layer and the number' n of

lvers .

,Rilzht Circular Cylinders

Consider a rectangAin a plane Figure 3s)

-N.

A D
AD. .

Imagine that we lift this rectangle ou,t of the'plane and-place 'it

perpendicular to the plane. Now imagine that we "bend" it in a

'circular fashion till the edges AD and BC 'coincide and the

S.

9-3

bases of this figure are circles as shown in Figuretl3b. The

figure we have described'is a right circular. cylinder. Its

lateral surface has the same measure as the interior of the

original rectAngles -Its bases are-t!le interiors of circles whose

-circumferences are the lTgth of the original rectangle3 The

height of the cylinder is the height of the priginal rectangle.

ti

Class aercise

Carefully fill model 8 with cubic inche's of silt until it is

completely filled up. Be sure to keep a count of the total nmner

of cubic inches of salt you needed. Now calculate the area of the

interior of the.base of the cylihder. For this notice the radius

in the pattern of Model.8. tltiply'this number by the number of

linear units in the height of the cylinder. Compare the _product

with the numlvar of cubic inches of salt used to fill the cylinder.
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"Even if you have been carefUl in your wirk there will be some

slight discrepancy between the two results,'but the.ekperiment

leads us to state, the follOwing proper

Property16. The number V. 0 cubic ts of volume in the
\,

interior of aright circular cylinder is e product of the number

of squaie units (B) ;11 the interior of the ircular base and the

.number of lines; units (h) in the height. T us v = .

We could have anticipated this result if' oall how we

Originally defined volume. We could have place 1 rs of cubic

inches and fractions of cubic inches on top of eao1 other until

the-interior of the cylinder was completely filled. The number.

(V) of subic inches would then be the volume or the interior of

the cylinder.

As in the case of the prism it seems clear that V should be

the product of the number of cubes B in each layer and the number

h of layers.

The following property elating, to the total surface area may-

be verified by looking at the three piedes of which the 'surface

consists.

Propertp17. If r and '. h are the numbers of"linear units in

the radius of the base and the heightiof a right circular cone

and S the numbei of square units in the total area, this

S 27rh +.272.
2

or 27r(r + h)

Actually, 2rrh is the area of the lateral surface. Why? 'Also,

27r2 0

is the area of the circular bases.
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a) Refer to,patterns for Models 4, 5, 7, § and findthe

perimeters of the bases. In he case of Model 4 con-
)

9-3

lb

sitter the small suarea,aa bases.

(b) Are these perimeters all.equal to each other?

(c) Yau have alresAyTaund the volumes of these four models.

Refer to your previous work and wri, the resultstere.

(d) -Are the volumes equal?

(e) List the

4

dels in order of their volumes from

smallest to largest.

On the basis'o? your.experience in this problem, what

conjecture would'you make apaut the area of the interior

of a .cirôle as compared with_those of poIygOn's'whose

perimeters-equal the oircumferencea of -the Circle?

When you found the voluMes Of Models * and '6, did.you

_find .th!tm. equal?

Cheepart (a) b .rilling on with.saIt and,pouring.it

into the. other:.

'Find the'periMeters or'ihe ba es of these' models.,

Are the perimeters equal.
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9-4. Qengral Prisms
. *

You have alreaqy learned aboUt right Prisms. 'Now:we look at

some more general figures. Take' Models 6, 11, and 121ind exailne

them .carefully. As yOu know Model 6 is a right prism, actually 'a

`triangular One. In what ways do.Models 11 and 12 differ from

.0,Model 6? Now examine Model 7 which is a right prism and the

related,Models 9 and 10. How do Models 9 and'10 differ fa=

, Model 7?

All of these models reprepeni figures called iiisms. Keep

- them in mind as you yslid the following-definiticnsi-

Imagine two.congrupt polygons (i.e. polygon's with the same

sl.ze a,94--Shape) so placed)n,parallel planes that When the seg-
,

Ments are drawn ipining corresponding vertices of the polygons
,

the quadrilaterals formed.are all parallelogramS. -The figure

formed is then called a-,prist. The-prism consists of the' interiors

,of theseparallelograms and the.interiors Of the ori4inal polygons

together with the segments-which bound these interiors.,e,

As.in the ciSe of right Prisms thebe interiors are called

/fi-Ces ,or.the prism, the segments.are its edgess'and the pOints

where two or more edges meetar vertices. The Anterior.of the

riginal polygons are called the bases of the prism and ehe other;

faces iti.lateral faces. Sindlarly the segments joining corres-
41*

ponding vertices of the two bases are c4lled lateral edges.

16.3
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For example: in the ascompanying figure

the bases.are the interiors of trianglsse

ABC*And ILIBtC: the lateral faces are'

-interiors of the parallelograms 'ABBIA1

____OBBICI:,tAAICI1 and the lateral edges

are'segments)If0. :1=1: and Zre. A

# \ ..;

i
As you know if- the 'parm_Llelograms determining the lat

faces are mil' rectanglea: as in Mbdels 5"and 6, the figures are

right priSms. Other prisms like Models 1Land 12 are often

9-4

called oblique prisms because their literal edges are not perpen-'
dkcular to the 0.anes of the babes. Thly seem to lean to one

side.,

. In Models 6 and 11 point outrthe bases: lateral faces and

lateral edges..

146w do the same for Models 7 and 9. In these last cases did

you have any diffiaulty identifyinothe.bases1 Aow did you.deciae?

The difficulty here illustrates an-interesting property of Models

4, 7, 9, 10,4 In these models all faces are parallelograms.

"(recall that a rectangle is-a sOpq.a.144. se of,a -parallelogram.)

In these fiiures any p te .iicestmay be considered the

bases and the Oth
,

figures. cty74011y be ught of as prisms in three ways. Because

the 6ec, are all parallelograms; such 1311,78:,:f&e glive,nte
.,

,.
-al allelta lleds% The reCt hgÜir prisms which

dd earlier are the special parallelepipedi where,all the

*then the lateral faces. Such

v

,ourselmets.now About finding the voluies 'of the

C-71
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interiors of oblique prisms. It isn't so easy as for the right .

prisms to imagine filling up the interior with cubes and)parts of

cubes of volUme. With the lateral edges not perpendicular to the

1
baseq the cubical blocks don't fit nearly without a lot of' messy

patch-work.. Of course we can take our cubic inch model as a,

container and see how.mamy cubic inches of salt4it takes to fill

each of our,models. Irt fact there is an^interesting project which

you may like to carry out, but what we'would really lUe is some

way of finding the.v ume from Measurement :of the figure as we did

for the right prisms.

In the process of moving the cards around for any particular

_pack two things are unchanged, One is the size and shape of the

cards, the 1C)ther is the thickness of the pack. Thus all the dif-.

ferent prisms which arise have ccingruent'bases and also have equal

'distances between the planes of the two bases. To descr be this

we introduce the term altitude. Any segment perpendicu ar to tlie

pianes of the bases of a prism, and having one end on each is

called an-altitude of the prism. From the list section we.know

that.all these altitudes have the same length. The length of an

altitude'is called the height of the 'prism. Thus all the different

,prisms,arising from.the same pack of cards have congruent bases

and equal heights.-

Now in pushing the cards around we ha clearly mit ch4ed

the amount of cardboard

that all the different

pave\the same volumes.

r:nieseni;

prisms we get

1.6wever, let

I%

'lig then teDipting 't1) aoti6 "Ude

from the same stack of cards

us be a little critiegl. If
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we imigine tte cards rfectly made,

then in their original vertical posi-

tion they would fit together perfectly

like this illuitriltion.

But as soon as we push them out of'

line the edges of the cards no longer

waisotiammimissoisiome011msaiwol~Bwiast

goommionimumiimmiNIOSIMINIMI.wWW
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fit smoothly buy lopk like the second illustration instead. You

can easily feel the effect by running your fingernail over the

can)je apparent to the e;e. 'alsd if tho 84ek of

cardt gets far out of the vertical. Still the irregularities

seem to be rather small, especia11y...4f we imagine we haVe very_

thin cards, perhaps made of tlssue paper.

-At least we.svem to have basis for making the-following eon-

rjecture (Conjecture; is a big word for what we hbpe As an intelli-

gent guess). Conjecture: If two prisms have congruent based and
.

eqU'al heights 'they have equal,volumes.

N
To test this cOnjecture' look at Models 6, 11, and 12. Do

7

they .appear to..iftave congruent bases? (Try putting the bases

against each other 'tb *see.) Do they have equAl heights? For this

it may help to stand them on their bases and lay a'ruler across

their upper basesto see if it seezn lete1 ro you.agree that

these models hAve2 e bases mid equal heights? Now fill
.!*c

, Mo4:wSait a4d pbur Into Model 11. d yoU have 'tooatuch

talt or not enough,,or did it se m to be ju t right? (This sounds

like the three bears!.);, Do your r sults on this' di)eriment donfirp

-the conjecture above?

.Carry out the same experiment

170.

1 6

4

ith Models 7, 9, and 10.

7,^
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...

(For this experiment treat the small parallelogram as the bases

ince otherwise you do not get congruent bases.) Does the result

onfirm the conjecture?
1

Since the conjecture seems to be borne but in practice, we

will list it now as a property.

Property 18. 9f two px4isms h'ave congruent bases and equal heights,

they have equal volumes.

'From Property,16 the volume of any prism is the same as that

of a right prism whoSe base is congruent to the Wen one.and

having the same.height. Put since by Propel-by 15 we know how to

find the'volume oNtre right prism, we obtain at once the follow-
.

ing.Progerty.

Property 19. The number of cubic-units of volume in the interior.

of any prism is obtained from the forMula

V = Bh

where B. is the number-pf square units of area in its_base and

h 1;kwiNumber of linear units in liks height.

For example, ihe base of Model 11 is a right' triangli with

legs having lengths approximately 2 inChes and ,4 inches. Check

these measurements on your model. The number B of square.inches

in the area of. the.base is therefore

so the area of the base is sq. in. Why? You should find the

(je bilis is not the same as the length of the

1e which is about in. Thus 4
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Exercises 9-4

1. Check the accuracy of the last calculation by taking your
iNt

cubic inch measure? Model 1 and see if 9 fillings of it will just

fill Model 11:

2. Make Models 13 and 14.

3, Make Models 15, 16, and 17.

4. Is ,a lateral edge of a right prism an altitude of theprism?

Why?

..,74..Tart'a lateral an oblique prism an altitude of the

prism? -ft.?

6. . In finding the.volume of,an oblique prisma student accidently'

used the length of a lateral edge in place of the heAght of the

priam. If he. made no other errors, was his answer too iarge or

too siali?
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9-5 Pyramids

Examine carefully the five Models 13, 14, 15, 16, and 17.

These are examples of what are called pyreunids. What common

property do you observe of these fiVe Models?

A pyramia is a figure.obtained by joining the vertices of a
#

polygon to a'point pot in the plape of the polygon, thus forming

triangles. .The pyramid consists of-the.interiOrs of,these

triangles, the.interior of the original polygon, and the segments

which bound these interiors. The interiors are called faces:of

the pyramid, the segments its edges,s'and the .pointa where two or

more edges intersect'vertices. The interior of the original

polygon $8 called the base of.the pyramid and the other faces its

lateral faces. The point to If/116h the vertices of theloo1ygon are

joined we shall call the apex of the pyramid. .(ManY books eall

this the vertex of the pyramid, bUt we have chosen the term apex

4 since wOilao call the corners of the polygon vertices.) !The

edges.meeting at the apex are .called lateral edges. For example,,

in the figuri the base is the interid

of quadrilateral ABCD, the l&eral7faces

are the interiors of triangles ABQ,' BCQ,

CDQ, and DAQ the la!eral edges are

ZK, 1RIF and the apex is Q .

JA

Point out the bases, lateral faces, lateral edgesr and apex

on each-of the Models 14 and 16..

Notice that in Models 131 15, and 16 the bases are -squares,

so theseare called square pyramids. Similarly Model 14 is a

hexagonal pyramid. What kind of pyramid is Model IT?'
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Althoush.there pi,obably'was no argument about the answer to

the last question, there- might be diaagreement over identifying
, -

the base. Ail the faces are triangles, sollow do we 'distinguish

which one is the-base? The answer of course is thatwe can't.

Any one of the four faces.can be cOnsidered as the bate, so this

figure can be looked at as a triangular pyratid in-for different

ways. (CoMpare the case of the parallelepiped which .could be col-

'sidei-ed a prisr i three ways.). .1liecalle'it has 'just raw', faCec

thisjigre is'LwneralTh called a tetrahedron. (The tetra comes
-

from:the Greek word fbr four,), A tetrahedron with its interior

-is sOmetimes. called a 3 climensional simplex which was discussed in

.detail i.nit B.

Now lool: af;a1n, at the five pyramid models. In each case

iMagine the..set.ment.Jrawn from' the.apex perpendieularto the

plane of, the-base. This segment is'called the altitude and the

length oT the altitude'ls-the height of ,t.he prism Compare the

'heights of Modela 130 14, .15, and 16. Laying a ruler across theme

may help in estimating heights. 11,116 you find the mo.dels have equ.al

heights? Model 17 has four heights, depending which face is taken

as base. Take the smallest triangle as base and coMpare the height

with that of the other models, Do all five of these models seem to

hav the same height?

It is not always easy. magine just where the foot of the,

altitude will, be for a pyramid. In one rof the Model's the altitude

coincides with one of the lateral edges, so the foot of the alti-

tude is at a ve tex base Find the model and thes edge: In

'another mOdel the fop -of the altitude is entirely outside%the
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base. Which model? For:the other ee she foot of phe altitude

-is'somewhere in the base. 1

1,4

'The most symmetrical pyramids are calledviregular pyramids.

To bp regular, a pyramid must. meet kwo donditi-ohs. First, its

base must be" the interior of a reguthr polygon. (A regular

polyron is one whose side0-haye-equal-lengths and whose angles

have equal measuresj Which of ou'r models meet this first condi-

tion? Second', the foot of the altitude must be at the Center.of

this re(7,ular polyOn. Which of theHmodelsaappear to be regular

polygons?

It'is shown in te Problems below that'the'second.condition

is_reilly the same as saying that the lateral edges-all have equal

lengths
t
a fact much easier to recognize by loaking at-the'model.

Exercises

lt Look atthe figure"Which is supposed

to show,a regular pentagonal 'pyramid With-

. :e
apex A.ter altitude K. Since Q iS the

I.

center of, the pentagon it has the same

distance from S\\ and from T . Suppose

AQ is-4 inches long and QT .and

Are each 3 inches IOng.

(a) How can ybU find the-lengths of "Kg and AT ?

(b) What are these lengths?

'(c)' Do AS and AT have eqUal lengths?

(d) Is triangle AST isosceles?

(.6) Can the reasoning be used to show that all five of the lateral

edges have the sarie length?
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Does the reasoning in the -last problem depend on the

'fact that the base is a pentagon or would it work for anY

rqgplar polYgon?/

Does the reasoning depend on the partl.cular numerical

lengths given, Orogould_it, apply to any lengths?

Complete the following statement:

If a pyramid is regular then its,

equal..

3. Look again at the figure of Problem with th e. base a

1

are-all

regular pentagon, but this time

sedges all have the same lengthS

of the altitude is located. To

the prism (i.e. length of AQ)

suppoSe we know ti;14t the lateral

but do not know where the foot Q

be definite,.suppose the height of

is 12 inches, and.that each Of the

lateral edge6 17 and 70 are 13 inches longs.

ta) How-can you find the lengths of .Q5 and QT ?

'(b) What.are these lengths?

(c) Are'theyiequal?

-(d) Can 'this reasoning be lised to shoW that the distandes

from q to-all five vertices of the polygon are.equal?

(e) Does this show Q is the center of the regular polygon?

4.)s the pyramid a regular. pyramid?

(a) Does the reasoning of the Problem aboVe depend on the

particular measurementnd the fact the base ii a

pentagon?

If not complete the following statement:

If, in a pyramid with the interior of a regular polygon

aS Yase, the are all equal in
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length, then,the pyramid.is

3IQ

5 Construct a model of a tetrahedron in which all four faces

are equilateral triangles. Such a figUre is called a regular

tetrahedron.

6. How many altitudes doe's a regular tetrahedron have?

7 The base of a regular pentagonal

wramid is a regular pentagon, 16.in.

on a, side. _If the lateral eges of

the pyramid are each 17 in., find the

lateral area of the prism, that is the

7

A

16"

um of the areas of all five lateral faces. Hint: Draw segment AM

from Apex.A to'a,41dpointlrf a side of the pentago . This is the

altitude of this triangular face and is'called the slant height of

the regular p;yramid.

8. A regula square pyramid has a base which is the interior of a

square 10 inches on a s,ide. Its slant height (see problem'abOve)

is 12 inches.

(a) Find its total area (sum of area0 Of lateral faces- and

the base)..

(b) Find the lengths of the lateral edges..

9. The baSe of a sqyare pyramid is the interior of a square

10 feet on a side. The altitude Of the pyramid is 12 feet.

(a) .Find tlie total area.

(b) Find the lengths of the

14dteraledgs. Hint: How

far is it frOm Q., to M

Use this to find the slant

height.
4
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9-6.Volumes of Pyralids

. Ca; we do anything now about finding volumes of the interiors

qf pyramids?

In the.Section on- prisms we found it us fult6 cOnsider
,

models made up of stacks of Cards. Perhaps i!ti:-and your claSs-

mates-wOuld like tO make a similar model for.a pyramich Ir so,

getSome heav.pcadbbard (such as grocery cartons) and make a
,

.
.

.

series of squares to pile on each 'other. As a suggestion make',
,

\,_the bottom One 6 inches on a side, the next one-.6 in a side/etC.,

going down by tr inch 'each time. Theoretically you 'will have 48

squares., but actual;fyou.will have to oMit the varY top ones.as

.they,spt toa small to work with. However, you should, be able to

go.Up at least to.the'l inch by.ich square. To avoid havilg the
..

squares Tall apart*hen.you* Move them, make a hole in the tenter.
N.

cif each one:and run A cord through Iv, preferablyan elastic
t

cord to hold them firmly together.

dt

If you want,a Iarger moilel, start wit,b,a. quare one foat on a

This-will take twice as many layers an e t eslas Much

cardboard. A deluxe model might be made by c ting the squares

outvpf au inch masonite or something similar in your wood shop.

The larger model would take a little over 32 square feet of

material, the smaller a little more than 4 square feet.

Sucja model should .convincingly remind you of a square

pyramid, though of course there are irregularities at the edges as

in the case of the prism. By shoving the squares around you can

make this model assume approximate shapes of *all kinds of square

epy7Oids. When the squares are piled up with the
/
center holes
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vertically above each other it appears as A regular pyramidaike

our Model 13. 11=y pushing it to one side you move the Apex so it is

no longer above the center of the base. You can very probably push

it far enoug;1 so, the apex is over a corner of the base as in ..'our

Mo'del 15, and possibly even in.0 the position 6f Model 16 where the

perpendicular from the apex is outside the base.

In all this moving around we'clearly have not changed the base

of the pyramid or its height which is after all just the 4ickness

of our stack of squares, Moreover, we have not chAnged the amount

of cardboard.in the pile. It looks like" a good guess then that any

two pyr ids with congruent baseand equal heights have equal,

volume .

Let us try-this out on Models 13, 15, and 16 which clearly
H.

have congruent square bases and Wheig0.,heights ire the same as we .

saw earlier. Fill Model 13 with salt and try emptying it Into 15

and then into 316: Do your results confirm the guess-above?

On the basis of this experiment and the evidence of our card-

board model we write the following property:
11.

Property 20. If tWo pyramids have c,onFuent bases arid equal heights

\ they have equal volumes.

To fipd what the actual volume of a py,ramid is however, we
,

must eventually CoMpare A-with some figure whose volume we know.
,

As an experiment take Model 13, the regular square pyramid and

Model 4, the rec4gul right prism. How,do the bases of these

two models compare (if take the small square as the bake for

Model 4)? How do the r heights compar0- Do you agree- they (have

congruent bases and equal heights? The interior of Model 4 is
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clearly larger,than the 'Interior of Model 13, but how mpch 'larger?

F111 Model 13 viith salt and pour it, into Model 4. Etep on doing

this.until Model 4 is ful.1: According to Ur 'results the

interior of-Model 4.18 hoW many times that of Model 13?.

Repeat the experiment'rfh7.'Alodel.14 amd Model 5. Did you get

the 'same multiple 'in this case? Make a third trlal with Model 17

and Model 6. On the basis of these experiments do you agree with
_ .

the Tollowing property?

Property 21. The volume of pyramid is one third that of a prism

whose base is congruent to the base of the prism and whose height

is the same as that of the pAsm.

Since by, Property 19 we know,how to find the volume o

prism this leads at once to a rule for finding the volumi of any

pyramid.

Property 22. The number'V of cubic units of volume in)a pyramid

is given by the formula:

a.

wher4 B stands for the number of sqUare uats of area in the

base and h 'the numberVi linear unittii in the height.

4Exercise

1. Model 13 has.a square base of 4:1nches On a side anoNel height

'of 4 inches.. Check these measuretente with your model. Then find

the volame of the interior of Model 13;

2. Check the'result of the last woblem by taking Model llkhd:

finding how many times it must be emptied into Model 13 to fill it.

3: Model 17 has a base which is a right triangle. Measure the'

leg aiifirld its areas Since the height of the priem is 4 inahes,
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hexagon whose sides are each 1. inch. How will you find the -area

. 4323

findr.the volume of its interior. Do you get the same result as for

Probl

ind the volume of Model 14 'Notice the Das is a regular

,of the interi.or of tiiis hexagbii?

5. MaX6 a rough check'of tae results of Problem 4 by using

Model ;1- to see . ho niany cubtc inches Mode1,14 really holds. This

'will 'not come Out exactlYtbut you .should be able to get the voluMe

within half a cubic inch.
.

.A

_6. . A pyramid has a height of 1.2 !left 'and a Volume 'of 324 cu. oh

WhAt is the area of i,ts base?. If it is a square' pyramid, what 41

tihd length of each 'side lof, the base?.

.
7. Make Model 18.

-b

eve*/

9
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9-7 Cones

Anyone who has paten an ice criam pone-has at least a rough
0

idea of the figure_called a cone, or more'strietly a right'cirCular
- et

ewe. ,.1 10t a circle be ,drawn as shown below, with center CI and let
I.

V. be a point not in the plane of the c4,rcle so that segment Ird is

perpendicular to 'this plane.

Draw alli4the segments from :V to the.points. of the circle. Thb

union of all these segments', together with the interior of,the
rt

circle, forms a rikht circular cone. The interior of the circle,

is called the base of the
tto

ItF l'teral surface. .The

cone. In the description ri4t.circulir cone -the worid circular

cone, am:I-the union of the segments is

point *it is called the vertex ,of the

indicates that, the base iS the inter1or.or,4 circle

ripts means'th0 perpendi.cularAo'the p4.ane
*

7 Here we consaer only right circuliii cones and 'when

is used it wi I mean this type.

Segment VO. is palled the a

ft

and the word

of, the, ciTcle:.'

the word cone
fi

itude of the cOneland the

Xehgth'df thisjegtent J:S.the heig t of,the cO'ne. If .Q is-a

-point of the circle, what kind,of triangle is VCQ ? Why. If you'

know thetii-reight of the cone and the radius of its base can you

find the length of NZ ?

circl ao

Irv? If R is ,another, point of the

have the smile leilgth? This conSt4t

t,
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distance from vertex V to the different points of the circle-is
,

called the slant height of the cone.

If h is-the number of linear units in the height of the-

cone,: r the number of linear unite in the radius, ana 0. the

number of linear units in the slant height, write* equation

connecting ho -ro' and s yqu knOw 'any twó of,these numbers

can you findf the third one from this eqUation?

As ap example, suppose

the radius of the base of a

cone is 10 in. Eirta the height

isi24 in. What, is the alant

-height of the cone?.
1

Did you find the slant height
4

tO be' i6 in.?

Exaliine Sod

ki

1 18. affint out the b;aseo the vertexo'and the

lateral serfa e. irproximately wha4t'is the slant height?,.te-you
r

find,it ii,about 4 inches? ik4Du find the reltdius a 'little 4,es6

'-'than an ,inchT Writing these ad deeiMals'and roundinvto one.:

decimal place,' wq may take the slant height as 4.1 inc s and the
, \ '

radius as 0.9 inches. What is,the.height of the model? .

HOw can we rind the volume of a cone? . Suppose-WO, use-the.1

method used on pyramids and 'compare a cone iiith a cylinder h

the 'same height and kame sized base. Take Models 18 and 8. COm-*

_pare their bases,. Are the circles the same size? Do' the two

models appear to have equal.heights? How did you teSt this?

Now fill. Model 18 with salt and'empty it into Model 8. tbn-

tinue till Model 8'is full; On the basis of.this'experimento then
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volume'of Model 8 is tow many times,that of Model 18? This illus-

-, trates the following property.

Property 23. The volume of the interior of a cone is one third

that of a cy inder of the same hpight arid whose base has the Isame

radius.

Since we ave already learned to find,the volume of a cylinder,
k

this leads at once to a rule for finding the volume of a cone.

Property 24. If r is the number of linear unifs in the radius of

he base of a cond and, h the number of lineae units in the

height, the number V. of cubic' units in,theume of its interior

.is given by the formula

1 2

2
.4ince Tr ,is 'actual1y the number or square

in'ttfe base, the-formula could be written as

1V
lat"

4

uhits B of area

Comparing thie wi;th Property 22 shOilz that we have the.same ru e

.for finding the volame of a cone as for a pyramid.

Az an example refdr back to the cone mentioned above whpte the

radius,of the base was 10 inches and the height 24 inches. Then'

= 10, h solv the'forMula Owe

V 7 (10)2 24 = 800r

and the vollike Is 800w cu. in. or.aboit 2512 cu..In.

\

Ezelicises 9-7

*Lateral Area of a Cone'

I

TOA, see how tia findOthe lateral.area of, a cone 'look at-Nbdel

18.. If we take it apar againthe lateul surface goes'back Into

a sector of a.circle as shown in'the pattern 'for the model,

iko
0, ,

0. ,

(-2
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(Notice a sector of a circle is bounded by

327

Wo rAdii and a part.of

the circle.) That is.the modl which looks 2.4.ke this

4.

103

flattens 'out into a sector-of a ircle that looks like this.

4

The lateral area'of the cone has

the shaded part we are trying to

in the figure come fbm the,same

the large circle is shoWnin dotted linet to help fol

'the same meas as the areeof

find. The twdto its ma\ftked

Point of the model. The rest of

reasoning.

ow the

Let s be the ilumber of units in ihe slant eight of,the

cone and r be the' nupber of units in the radius of.its 'Oase. Do
. . -

the.Markings on the figure above on the two segments and
. W

'B&W the.correct 'number of N'in their lengths!? ?hy?

1 Ha
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NOW in a sector of a circle, h as we have above, the anea

is proportional to the arc. For eliample, if the arc between the

two points Marked Q is one quarter of the circle, then the

shaded area is one quarter of thei. interior of the circle. But the

circUmference of the circle is 2rs and its area is
7.52 If L

40
stands for the number of square uniti,2h the shaded area we rind;

/therefore,

27rr 24
How do you solve the equation tor L ? What value do you find for'

L ?

.This reasoning ,justifies the following conclusion:

Property 25. If the slant height of a right circular cone is 4

units and the radius of its base r units, .theknumber L of

square units in ivts lateral area is viven.by the formula:

4

L yrs
As n exaMple refer again to the cone where the radius of the base

,s

48 1 indlies png and the height 24 inches. You recall we fOmild

.the slant height is'26 inches. In this 'problely, we have, therefo're

r m 10 ; s 2. 26 so

L .= iT 10.26 260 r 816.4

and the lateral area is about 816.3 squire inches:

El.cer&ises 9-7

1. 'If P. stands for the number of square units in, the total area'

'of the cone (counting the base.) Wiite a formula for' T in terms
,

r 11.nd(.. s,
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;. The slant height of 'a.cone is 12 ft. and the radius of its,

base 3.ft. Find its lateral area and its total area,

.3. .,A cone has,a height o ft.. and its slant heiiht is..15 ft.

.Find the radius, the lateral area, ihe'total area, and:the voiuthe,
4' 4

4. The radius of the base.or a eve is 2 ft. long and the volume

of its interior is 4 7-eubic iiiches' Find 'its height., slant.height

and lateral area.

5. Construct Models 19a, 19132.and 12c. Actually 194 and 19b are

identical except for the lettering and can be_cut mit at the sathe
nee

time. Be sure to put the letters on however as. we will need them

to identify the different vertices. Notiee,that the letters do not

refer to particular angles'but identiry'i partieular vertei after
4

the model is assembled.

e

Ale

e*:
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* 9-8 Disection of a Prism

Adebrding to our,experiments with pyramidsoAthe volume of the

interior of a pyramid ia one third that of a prism having the same

height:,as the Pyramtd and having a base which is congruent to the

base otthe pyramid'. It is natUral to ask whether we. could4se
.

this by putting together three icientical pyramids to form the

priam. UnfortunOely, a little experimentation seems to show this

is not poaaiple. HoWever, we can set-a kind of substitute, as we
. 4a

shall see.

Ekamine *6dels 19a, 19b, and:19c. 'They are all tetrahedrons

or triangular prisms. Fi4rst compare Models 19a pnd 19b. How does

tace ABC of Model 19a compare with face. SRQ or Model 19b? How
A

.

do their heightsscompare if we consider these faces as bases? .

(Actuallyy"theve questimfts:are.alitile ridiculous since we have'
.

already no:ticed the patterns,.are identical, for the two models so

all their'measureMents must agree.) In am oase the two"itetra-
,

hedrons 41113C4Q and- QRSC 0 that is Models'19a and 19b:have interiors

...with equal vo1umes.-

Now oompire 4ode/5'19a and 19e; This timethe models

definitely.dOt'not=look.aIike. How'ever, compare face ABQ or
_

Model 19a w).th fiae BCH of 1990 ip you find, them congruent?

-Vface the models op the desk with these faces J:n 6ontact with, the
,(4 ' ! 4' '

1 ,,

'top of the desk.. NOtice'that in these positions you can,push the

mc4elstogether so that the two faces marked :BCQ coincide What
. % .

zan ybu say qf the'heights dttheie two Models when placed in this
1

,
,

poSition? Models 19a!and 19q,, when looW at in this-way, ane
.

.

triangular pyraiids.with congru:itnt.,bases and equal altitudes.
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hat-can you say about the volumes of their' interiors? What

\Property are you using?.

331

You'should have conclude4 that the three Models 19a, 19b; 19c

'have interiors\ with e al volumes. Now put the three mOdels

together fio that,faces BCQ of Models 19a and 19c coincide and so'

that f.ac7 QRC of 19b and 19c coincide. What is the resulting

-figUre? Is/it a triangular grist?

These three models with equal voluMes can.thus be assembled

to form a prism whose base is thrsarve as the face ABC of Model

19a, and whAe height is the same as that of 19a. This shows'again

the result stated in Property, 21. Altually the work is ju the

process.of disecting a prism into tetrahedrons which you discussed

in Unit 8 except thit here we have been .particularly imterested in
s

the volumes of the pieces.
g

,

0

If we imagine. Model laa as originally given, we can think of

Models 19b ind 19c'as two more tetrahedrons which have been invent-

ed having.the same Volume as.19a and so that they can be com41ned

with 19a to produce a prism of the same base and height. In this

particular case the base of 19a is an equilateral triangle., and

one of the lateral edges is perpendicular to-the plane of the base.

Could this still have bee .done if ABCQ were apy triangular

prism. The answer 1.6 actually yes. Ip tI3 Eiercise 9-a ;you are

asked to produce the other two models r

hedron.

187

r a more general tetra-



Exe cises 9-8.

BRA NBUSTER. Construct the model fOr which the Pattern iS given

below. - Letter the vertices as shown and thinX of it as a

9-8

\, triangular pyramid with base the interior of triangle ABC.

Design and construct models of two other.,tetrahedra having

the same volume as this given, one and which, Combined with

it, prodUce a prism having the slime base and height.



Model i - Cubic Inch

4.

Model 2 - Half Cubic Inch (no half inch cube)

Model 3' Quarter Cubic Inch (not quarter inch cube)

,

333
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Model 5 - Right Hexagonal Priem

J

9 1
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Moddl 6 - Right Triangular Prism.
Acome;(pase is-Interior of a Right Triangle)

Make an extra copy zit the -triangle to lute for-the other base, but

use only one tab so the -top can be opened.



',Wel 7 - Right Prismyith RhgMbus'as Base

(alsol Parallel4iped)
a

A.
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a '
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.
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.
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Mo el 8.,-. Right -Circular' Cylinder

It will be vasler to draw.thescircular bases th yol;r*.own compass
V 4

using the radius of,the ircle below.rather han trying to trace

the circle -as shown. Make two copies of'the circle fot'he two

bases. Attaeh the lower base firmlylwith.scotch tape) but attach

the top base anly.at one point'so it can be readily opened.



Model 9 - Oblique Prism with Rhoibus as Base

(Also Parallelepiped)

1 4.:

339
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Model 10 - pbliqUe litsism with Rhombus as Ease

(also ParalleleRiped)'

0.

\
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Model 11 - OiAique Triangular Prism

(Base is Aerior Of a Right Triahgle)

Male an extra copy of the triangle to use.for'the other,baseubut

use only one tab in attaching it, so the, top can be oliened if

desired.

197
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Model 12 Oblique Triangular Prism

(Base is the Interior of a Rigilt TAangle)

'Make an extra.cogy of tbB.triangle to use for the other base, but

.um only.one tab in attaching it so the tog can be opened if

I.

desirpd.



Model 13 - Regular Square Pyramid

1.

r



ft
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MOdel.. 4 - Regtuar Hexagonal. Pyramid

4=

4

st

1."

4



4.

5

S.

t a

tow
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Model 16 - Square Pyramid'

ft

4

II
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Model l§ - Right oircular cone

jt will be better to draw. these circles with your own compass

using the radii of; the cicles drawn rather than tryN 10 trace

,them. The;radius of the small, ca.rcle is suppoied to 'be the sar4-

as in Model,A3.

S.

4



%Model

7

.#

(P.

a

-4

-
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Model 19b

-t_

4

-

4

(P,

gar



Model 19e

351-

LAP'

,

, .
1

The remaining segment's not.labeed.for length are the same

length as the segments im Models 19a'And 19b.joining the same end
,

e*

points. That is, segment -here has{ the same length as segment
,

1.7.0 in Model 19a.
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,SumMary)df Properties fpr 'Unit. 9

i

-PrOperty 1. The 'nunber A of square unita of,area 4.n the
- .

.
,

interipr of'a rectangle is- the product of the Timbers of.line r

units, 1 and W. in the length-ana'width respectively.
.

. Thus A
A

-4

Property 2. Tfie,nUmber'of square units, A4g in the area .of the

interior:of a'.square whoae edge is s uniti in length is the

product of the numbers of linear units in-its length(s) and its
1

width(s). Thus A s2 ,

. Property 3. The number A. cif square units of the interipr.of.
4

.'7parallel-ogram.is the-productof.the numbers of linear urlits bv and
h in'the base and height. Thusi =.bh .

Pro er 4 'The ntiMben A, of square units of,,area in the interioi

1-o a.triangle is the pEpduct of the. Umbers of linear unita of

easure in the base and height. A = ith .

Property 5. The number A of 6quare units of area in the

interior of an equilateral triangle is: A 2

, Property 6 The number ,A Ofisquare uqts of area i thg

inte,rior-pf, a,...regUlar polygon is i:the product of the'numbera of

linear units.in 4.ts perimeter and the distance front the &entente \

each side.

Property 7. If r is he'number of linear.units,in the nadius of

a circle.and A the nufliber of .squ4re units of area'in its

interior then A.; (ir)(arr) ,or

A vr2 .

Property 8.. If a 14ne is perpendicular to two distinct inter-
, a "

secting lglesin a plane it is perpendicular to the plane..



PropertY-9. The shortest segment having one epd at ai given

poiht
k
Q outside a plane and

.

containing the point Q is a
plane r .

353

the other.on a given-plane r 'not

segnient poypendicularLto tho^

Propel-by 10. ;f two planes aro parallel the distances om

different pointa of gne plane to the oi4er plane are ill the same.

Property 11. The nuMbers of square units trurface area in the

interiors'of the bases and lateral faces of:a right rectangular.

prism is S-= 2 (lw + h + wh].
'

Property-12-. The n ) of cubic-units of volume in the

interior of a xight re lar prism is the product of the '

number (B) or sqtre units of-area'in the interior of the base
6.

and the- ber,( of linear units in the height. Thus V = Bh.

Property 13. The number of cubic units of volume V in the

interior of am..cUbe whOse edgds are s linear units in length is-

', gVen by V s2 s 3'

Property 14. The nUMber of square.units S ot surface area in
n 1

the faces of acube is' 6s' 1
7--

Property 15-." In general ihe volume (V) of ihe interior of a right.,

.4111

prism with polygonal bases is the .larodUdt 01: the number of square

'units (B) in the interior of the base and the number of linear
*

-qunits (h)' in the height. us V = B.

Property 16. The number V of éubic:Units of volume in the

interior of a right circular cylinder is the product of the number,

of Oluare units (B) in the interior of thl circillar base and the

number of linear-units (h) in the height. Thus 17 = rr2h
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Proloerty.17. If:.r and J1 -ari the numbers of.iinear units. in. :

tim radius of the '4ase arid,the height of -á right circular done
.

t

ind S the number oi square uni4 in 'the t'otai area, then )
r

2
S 44 2rrh + 27r 'or 2rrir+h) .

Property-10. If two prisms haVe gongruent-basei and equal
e

heights they have equal voluMes.

Property 19. Thernumber of cubic units of volume in the interior
r

.,of any prispvis obtained from the fovnua.a, V = Bh .

Pr.ol5erty 20. If two pyramids have congrueht bages and equal

heights they have equal volumes1

.Property 21. The volume of a:pyramid is one-third that-of a

4riim whose base ip congruent to the base oPthe prism and whose

-height is the same as that of the prism.

Priverty 22." The: numbe V of cubic units of volume in a pyramid
4

is, given by the fdrMula, V = 1/3 Bh ,, where B stands for ,the

number of, quare units of area in the base and h number of

linear units in the hetght.'

Property 23. The vkume of the interior of a cone is one third

that of a cylinder of the same height and whose base has the same
.41

40

Property 24. If r 1.the number of linear units in the radius

of the base of a,cone and h the number of linear units in the

'height, the number V of cubic units in the volume of its interior

is_ given by the formula, V = 1,/37rr2h. Since rr2 is actually

the number of square units B of ara in the baSe, the formula

.could be rritten as V = 1/3Bh .

'an
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. .itr.2291.:..VLa Y If the s1pt height of. a right oircuaa'r ci4ie Is a
1 t

units and the radius of iti'base r _units, t er L of.
- square uni4ta in its,1ateral area is siven bir the formula1

, / .
_.

1

L ns 'TX'S
a
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UNIT 10
"

ELATIVE ERROR
saellorilr7p

'10.1.1. 'Greatest' .Possible Error

hen youlilse..nuMb'ers tp count separate objects you needsonly

.counting,numbers. in counting,we.set up a. one-to-one correA-.

pondence betedn the objects counted and-the members of the set

357

of pountin numSers. When you count the number of people in a

:classroom you kncYw thePresult will be a counting-number;. there

may pe exactly 11, ut iheri cannot be 11 4 or 104 . IfIthere

(-are a great many peOple, or if you' ar'e pot sure you have counted

correctly, you may Say,there -are "about 300", rounding the fiuMber

'.to.the nearest hundi'ed.

Ilhon you measure something, thR situaiion, is different, 'When

you have measured the lenkth of a line.segment with a ruler divided

into quarter-inches, the end 'of the segment probab* fell beiven

two quarter-inch marks, and you had to judge Which mark appeared

closer. Even if the end seemed to fall almost exactly qp a quarter.

inch:mark, if yot.had looked at it through a magnifying glass you

wouldaprobably ,have fouild that there'was a difference. And if you

had then changed to a ruler'with the inches divided into sixteenths,

5fou.mightvhave decided that the end of the segment was nearer to
P

one of the new sixteenth-inch marks thae to a quarter-inch mark.

In any disc

instruments. Improper use of instruments can occur through

sion of measurement we assume proper use of

ignorance, or carelessness. These mistakes can be,corrected by
.1

learning how tyle -instrument works and by careful inspection during
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.the measurement process. Scien ists and mdthemaicians agree that'

measu-rement cannot be cosidered exa:ct,_ -but only approximate. The .

4

important thingto ynow is just /lbw inexact a.measurement is, slur

to state cleayly howexact it is.

Look at the line above which shows a-s=rcale divided into oft

,The Zero point is labeled "A"-, and point B is between

the 2,inch Mark and the 3-inch mark... Since B ip clearly closer to

the twO-Inch mark, we may say that the measurement of segtent AB:
. a

is 2 inches. Howeverp,any point which is more than 1- inches .

-.2
'from A and:less than 2,l'inches. from .N6would be the .eqidpoint of a

'segm whoselengtP; fo the nearest inch, .is al4p 2:inches. The

mark' belo theoline'shows the space within which the endpoint of a,

line segm t 2,inches long (to the nearest inch) pight fallm. The

length o egment might actually. be almost_32- ihdh,less. than,-

2 inchei, or, almo t 4inchmire.than.2 inches: We therefore say
2

tbat, when a line segment-is measured to the .nearest whole inch
k

the "gieatest Possible error" is inch. Thit does not mean that
, 2

you have made a Mistake (or that you have /10t)b.- It simply means

thatj4f you measure properly to the nearest whole inch; any

measullement more than 11 inch4s and less than 24 inches will be
2

correctly reported in the same Way, as 2 Inches. Consequently

1
such measurements are sometimes stated as 2 ± inches. (The

2

symbol "± " s yead "p:j.u.8,pr minus%) The greatest i)ossible error
.

1of thiS m
17

eapure is inch. When we state a measurement as 2
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inches in this unit we mean 24. 4nches--V11-0.5'inches. In the
. 2

4
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everyday,World,this-is often not the ca'S;;\ therefore in industrial

and scientifid work the greates posiible.error should lie
-

fically 'stated, for example measurement should be. given as

'2i- 0.05 indhes or 2± 0.005 inches, never simply as 2 inches.

Often in businesS and industry the term-tolerance Ised.

Toleranee'teans the greatest error which-is allowed. The.tolerance

might be.set by the person who is purchasing a certain manUfactured

product or by the operation ora machine. ForiinstatIces-an auto-
mobile manufacturer might specify that the cylinders of. af*engine

should have a diameter of 5 inches with a tolerance of one...,

thousandth of an inch. This means the diameter nnot.vary more

t an 0 001 nch from 5 inches; the dimension wou d be given as

5 4. 0,001 inch0. On'the other hand, a producer of water pumps

might demand a tolerance different from 0..001 inch. -Laws often

specify tolerance for instruments in commercial use like' scales

for.weighing. Scales ari allowed-to vary within certain limits.

Court cases are sometimes decided on the basis of tolerances

allowed in the calibration of police car speedometers,

+Br Exerci es 10-1

Draw a 11ne and mark on it a scale with divions of inch.
4

. .

- Mark the,zero point C. Place a point betwepn 1.11. and

'but closer to 4, and call the point D.-How long is CD to

.the nearest4- inch?
4

Between Wilat two points on the scale must D lie if the measure-

1 3ment, to the nearest - inch, is to be inch? How.far from
4

,3
.AFT is each of.these points?

0
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Why may this measurement of CD be stated 114 ± ?

1"(a) ,The meaiurement of a line 'segment was stated to e 1-
.

2

inches. Thii segment must have been measured to the

nearest, t of an inch.

) ''The endpoint of the segment must have allen lietween

1 and 1

(0 The measurement might be stated its...11+ inches.
2

(d) .The "greatest possible error",in the'measurement'.of this

segment 'is

The measure'of a line segment was stated as 2+ 1 .

-52

(a) Between whatmarks onthe scale must the end of this '

segment It

(b) What is.the greatest possible error?

If a measurement is'stated,to be inch, this means that the.
lb

measurement was made to the nearest of an inch, and the.

unit is inch.;

'When you measure tO the nearest.:1 Inca, wl;at isilte "greatest'
4

_possible erroir"?

A meter stick is dlvided into centimeters and tenths of a centi-

meter. A line.segmeint was measured v,/th sull a scale, and

'stated to be if_ centimeters...
10

(a) What wae the unit of measurement?

7(b) State the measure 3 +
10

(c) What was the greatest possible ermr?

'1Scientists sometithes measure to- the nearest -- of a
,100

centimeter.

10. he "greatest poSsible error" in a measurement is. always what

fractional part of the unit used?

2 '
"11
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10-2. Precision and Significant Digits
1 '

Consider the two niea'sure4nts, 108:inches and 12- inches. As.
1 1

2

commonly,used, these measurements dolnot indicat4 what unit of

measurement was used.- Suppose that the unit for the fir:st measure-

1ment'ist... inch, and"the unit for the se6ond'Measurement is-- inch.8 2
Then we say that the first measuremept is more precile than the

second, or has.greater precision. Notice also that the greatest

possible error of the first measur6ment is 4 of inch, or* inch.

The greatest possible errpt is less fcir the first,measilrement, than
"

for the.second measuretent. Hence the more predise of two measur&

ments is e one made with the4maller unit, and for which the-,
1

greatest ssible error is therefore the smaller.

It is ery important that measurements be stated s6 as to

show correctly how. precise they are. In this unit we adopt the

-convention that the denOminator'of the fraet,ional partiof,a

measurement indicates the unit of measurement which was used. If

a line segment is measured to the neareat 1 inch
p and the measure-

6
3ment is ag, inches, e shall hot change the fraction to , for that
4-

would make it appear,that the unit ,was4 'Lich, rather thL.i
, 4

If a line segment is measured to the nearest .24; inch, and the

measurement is closer to 3 inches than to 2.2 or 3,1 inches, we
4 ,40shall state it to.be 3. , so that it is clear that the unit used

is /r inch.

Usually scientific measurements are .expikssed in decimal'

form. For instance, it is known that one meter (a unit in tEe

a

metric system of measures)'is about 39.37 inches This means that,,

a meter is closer to,39.37 inches than it is to 39:38 inches or

39.36 inches. In other words one meter lies betwee'il 39.375



inches and 39.-36A ;.nches..
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N
The-measure Of 39.37 picludes 4 signiUcant digits,. 'They a

significant in that they tell us the precision or dur meesurement

The place value-of the last significant, digit to the'right

,

the precision, in thiS case'One hundredth of etn inch.

All non-zero-digits'are4iiniticant. A zero may or may not

be Significant feros are aignificght when they are'between

ni'm-zero_digits as ir numerals like 2001 (4-significant digits),

80,062 (5 signifida digits), and 3.08.(.3 significant dig4ts).

\e'ros Are-not significant in numerals Such as_0.008 and 0.026 be-
,

i3Ause the zeros are used only to fix the decimal point.'

ff we were_told thai Somepling2i; 73,006 feet long, it is nbt

clear whether-er not the zeros at the end are significant and

actually indicate the precision. There is doubt about-the pre-
.

cision of such ai measurement. 5The unit of measurement may have

been 1,000 feet, 100 feet, 10 feet, or I foot; In EOcase likp
.

this, a zero is sometimes underlined to show how precise the

asurement Its., For example, 73,000 (3 'signifidallt dikAts) means

'qhatthe measurement is precise to the neartst 100 feet, 73,000

't. 0
(Irf sliniricant digfts) means that the

me1

asurement is 'precise to

the nearest 10 feet,. and 73,000 &significant digits) means that

the'measurement 111.precise to.the nearest foot. If no zero is
f

underlined, we understand.that-the measurement was-lude tp the

nearest ?.00p feet. If a measurement i stated as 5.640 feet we

understand, without underlining the zero; that it is significant
miq

and that the unit is one thousandth of a fqot, for otherwise the

zero wodld not be written at a,11.
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6 When a number is writterPin sc1ert1fic notatiOn, all of the
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;digits in the first factor are significant. .,.Vlbr example, the

nieasureMent 2.99776 101° cm/Sec, for the velocity of light

has 6 sl.gnificant. d _tbe-measurement 2.57 x 10-9 cm for the

radius of the hydrogen atpm, has 3 significant digits; the

measurement for-the.ngtional.debt in 1957: 2.8 x 1011 dollAri,

'has 2 significant digits.' 4.800 x 108 has"4 significant digits.

In the last, case,. the .two final zeros, are significant. Were they

not, the number shauld have been written ae4.8 108.
4

Exercises 10-2 .

-III

Suppose you measured a line io the nearest .humtdredth of an

0inch. Which of these numbers -states the measurement best?

3.2 inches, '3.20 inches 342004inches
,

2. Suppose_you measured to the n4arest :tenth of an incp.

Which of these numbers should .you use to state the result?
-4-1nches '4.0 inches . 4.00 inches

..,;, *

Tell which meaturetent in eacil Pair haa thalgreatsr precision.

(a) 5.2 feet, 2 1/4 feet
V >

(b) OL feet
2

23.5 feet
r-k .

(c) 0.235.indhes, 0.146 inches
sw

What is your age to the nearest year, that'is ,

what is your

nearest birthday .sr tenth, eleventh, twelfth,...i..?

A of you whp say "13" must be between an01
ye rs old.

(a) For' each Measurement below tell the place value of the

list significant digit.

(1:1). *Tell the greatest possible error of the measurements.

2 8
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(a) 52700'reet .(b) 5270 feet (c) 52700 feet

(d) 52.7 feet (e). 0.5270-feet (;) 527.6^feet

,(a) Which of the leasurements in Problem 5 is the most precise

(b). :Which is the least precise?

(c) bo any two measurements have the same precision?

4how by un;lerlining a zero thee precision of the following

.1

measureme,nts:

(a) 4200 feet measured to the nearest foot%

-(b)' 23,000 miles, measured to the nearest hundred.miles.

(o) 48,000,,000'peqple, reported to the nearest ten-thousand.

Tell the number of significant digits in each measurement: .

4441-

(a) 520,feet (b) 32%,4.6 in. (c) 0.002 in. (d). 40317t.

(e) 25;800 ft. (f) 0.0015-in. (g) 38.90 ft. (h) 0A03 in.

How many significaqt- digits are in each of the followingr

(a) 4.700 x 105

(b) 4.700

''(0). 4.7 x 1015'

(d) 6.70, x 10-4

(e) 4.7000. x 10

(f) 2.8 x 109

10-3. Relative Error, ALcuracy and Percent of Error

,

While two measurements .mity be blade with the same precision

(that is, with 'the same unit) and therefore with the same greatest'

poast-b-4 error, this eivor is more important in some case's than

in others. An error of 1,/2 inch in measuring your height would

1:lot he very misleading, but ah error Of 1/2 inch in ;measuring

lyoui nose woullj be misleading. We can get a Tmasiare of the im-
.

portinee of,the greatest pgssible error by comparing it with the

measurement: .donsider these meantrements and their greatest

,possible errors:
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,

4 in. ± 0.5 in:: 58 .in. ±. 0.5 in,

Since these measurements are both made to the nearest inch, the

greateOt possible error in each 9ase is 0.5 inch. If!vie divide

the greatest possible'errgr by each of the measurements we get

:/'these results:

0.125

0;
0.0086

The quotients 0.125 and 0.0086 are called relative errors:

The relative error of a measurement is defined as the quotient of

the greatest possible error by' the measured value.

-

Relative error 1=. greatest possible error
measured value

Percent of error is the relatiVe error expressed as a percent.

Ir the above two examples the percent of error is 12.514 and

,0.814.

The measurement, with a relative error of,0.0086 (0.86T.6) is more

accurate than the measurement with-a relative error of 0.125-(12.5%).
Ae

By definition a measurement with &smaller relative error is said

to be more accurate than one with a largeA relative error.
,.

The terMs accuraty and precision are used in 'industrial and

.scientific work in a special-technical sense even though they are

often used loosely and as synonyms in everyday conversation. Pre
cision is the leneh of the unit of measurement, whiqh is twice

the greatest.possible error while accuracy is Vie relativexermr.

For example, 12.5 pounds and-360.7 po4nds are equally precise, that
. --.....z

.
, .

.
.

is, wecise to thn .0 nearest 0.1 of a'pound (greatest possible error

in .each case is 0.05'pound). The two measurements do not poSess,
0

20

I
gmismossNIP
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the,same accuracy. The second Measurementis more accurate'. You

'should verify the_olast.statement by-compting the.relative\error
in each case and comparing them.

e . An astronomer, for example, making Evulefitg;;vment of the die'.

tanCeto a galaxy may have-an error of a trillion miles

so*

(i2000,000,000,000 miles) yet.

be'far.morelaccuratethan a machintist

meaturing the diameter of a'Steel pin ta heareat .0.001 Inch.,

Again, a measure indicated as 3.5 inch and another.as3.5.
41, '

feet are equally accurrte but the first measure is tore precise.

Silow this!

Exercises 10-3

In all computation exPress your answer gp.that it includes-two

significant digits.

1. State the greatest possible error for, each of these measurementii.

Xa) 52ft. , (W.. *4.1 in. (6) 250 miNT% (d) .360ft.
. ,

.(e). 7.03 in. (f) 0.006 ft. (g) 54,900' mi. (h) 54,000 mi.

, 2. Find the relative error of each measurement in Problem 1.

Find the greatest possible error and Ihe pelicent-of.error for

each of the followink measurements.

(a) 9.3 ft. (b)k 0.093 ft.. (c) 930 ft. (d) 93,900 ft,

What do you observe about your answers for Problem 3? Can you

explain why the percents of error should be the same for all

of these measurements?

Find the precision of the following measurements.

(a) .26.3 ft.

(d) 51,000 mi.

(b) '.0.263 ft. (c ) 26.304ft,

(e) 5.1 ft.. (f ) 0.051-in.
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HoW many signifie digits are tl.lere in each of these

measurements?

(a) 52.1 in. (b) '52.10 in. (c) 3.,68 in. (d)1 368.0 in.

a

3 67 ,

Find
v .

relative -error of each of the measurements in
.

Problem 6.

rpm your arlwers for Problems 6 And-7, cAn y ou see any
,

"e
1 .

lation between -the number of significant di§its in a. meaSure-

j
ment and its relative error? What is the re4iion bet;4een the

. 1

number of significant' digits in a measurement and its aCcuracy?
,

141/Ithout comPuting, can you tell which of, the meaaurements

belbw.has the grea.test' accuracy? Which is the -least accurate?
) c 4

23.6 in.,' 0.043 in. 7812 in. 0.2. in.

10. Arrange the following measuagements-in the orderi of their :

precision (frpm least to greatest).

(a) 36-.in., 27.-, in. 34 in., 46f in., aT in.
i. 0

2' 10
(b) '' 4#.62 in.,c 3.041 in., 3 in.,' 82.4 in., '10.3762 tn. ,

. L

*11. Arrange the foilowing measurements in order of their.accuziacy
t .

,

, .(from 1et1 .to greatest):

6 ft. ( ± It ft.) . 3.2 in. ( ± 0.0Q5 in.) -7.2-' miles ( ± 0.05 mile), /

1
\in. ( ± i in.), i yd. 4, in. ( ± 4,1A.), r.

0 .\
12, Count the number of s'ignificant digita in each' of the following.\

,
../

(a) '.43.26 (e) 0.6070 (i) 76,000
II_

.
(b), .. !1,607 (f) 0.0030 (j) 43,000

. (c) 3-2..004 _ ,(g) 4.0030 (k),. 0.036

( d) 0 .00'62 (h) 0.03624 (1) 206.0004.'
I

Experess the fohowing in scientific notation.

) 40,000,006 (0 0..0000400
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.(i) 327,001 (g) 36.8 x 165,

(c) 0.000462 (h) o.8 x lo7T

3.004°. (i) .72 billion

(e) 2'

14. 'By inspection arrange 4the folloWing, by letter, in ordericif

their-magnitude erbm-least to greatvst.

(a) 3.6 x 105 '(f) 4.1 x.106

(b) 3.5 x.10 (g)' 3.527 x 10.2,
f

(e)/ 4. x 104.6 (h) 3.55 x 108

(d): :3.527. k 3.4 x lo-7

(e) 3.5 x 10-12 x id-8

15. BRAINBUOTER. A masterimachlnist measUres a 4 inch piston

1 '

.head to the nearest 0.0001 inch,whilt an astronofter measurep

by the parallax, the distance to Canis Major (the.stir Sirius),

as correct,to°the nearest 10,090,000 miles. The distance to

Sirius is 8.6 light years (1 liiht year 6 x 1012 miles).

.Which measurement is More accUrateT

16.4.. Adding and SUbtracting Measurements
, I

. Since Meast5ements ard never exact, the answera to any

quest.iOns,which depend oh thode measurements are glso Approximate.'

For instance, sluppose you'measured the lehgth.of'a room by making

two marks on a,waIl, whidh you called A and Bi and then teAsuring

-:the distances from the 'corner to A, from A, c.B, and from B.to the

othèrcqrnèr -Measuremeni;-;;chas these which are to bedded,

'Should all be inade-with ihe sime.preclAion. 6uppos01'to the

,hearest fourth.of an inch, the:meaiturements were 721 inches, 40#
. 4

'3
'inches. You would add,theSe amounts to get 1 ilmthes.

),

inchas
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Of cdurse, the-distances might have been shorter in each case. They

could have been almost as small as 72; 0 and 243 in wt-lich case

the-dptanCe wouldhave been almost as small as 134 inches, which

is liree,eighths of an inch less than 134 . ,Also, each distance .

might have been longer by nearly one-A-eighth of an inch,;in which

case the total lengtn might have-been almost threeeighths of an

-inch-longer than 3.35a . Thei3reateit Possible error of a sum .is
4

..the Sum of the greatest possible errors. Ii* we were adding measures

.6f.37.6, 3 5, 178.6; the' greateat possible .error of the sum

Would be 0.15. The result of this addition could be shown as .

± 0.15,
..

; . Computation involving measurements is very important in todayts

-World. Many rules have been laid down giving the accuracy or pre-

cisicin of the results obtalned fram computation with approximate

measurements. Too m4ay rules, however, might cTea1 d4 confusion and

would never replace.basic knowledge of approximate data. If the

meaning of greatest possible error and of relative error is under,

stood, the accuraCy or-precision of the result of computat4on ;iith

approximate data can Usually be found by applying.common sense and

judgment. Common sense would tell us that with,a large number of

'measurements the errors will, to a gertain extent, cancel each other.

(- The general principle is that the sum or difference of measure,

ments cannot be more precise than the least recise element in-

volved. Therefpre to add or subtract numb rs risIng froM
d'0t

.approximations, first round each number to the unit of '61e least
elee

preoiseinumber and then cfrform the operati

j As we have seen, the greatest yossible error of-a sum (for
. r

difference) cf.several measurements is the stryf the-gieatest
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pos4ib1e erroys of the measurements nvolved, (To es-timate the

,expected,trror.of a sum, taking into ccount the way the errors

would often cancel each'gther, we nee to use some ideas of

probability.)

. Exercises 10 4

r, Find the greatest possible error the sums of these' measures:

pl) 51 in. in., 12 in.

(.13) 3--.in. 6- in.. 3 in..4 2

(c) 4.2 in., '5.03 in.

(d) 42.5 in., 36.0 in.. 119.8 in.

(e) 0.004 in.,- 2 1 in , 6,135 in.

nt, A(f) i 3 in.

Add the following measures:

(0' .42.36, 578.1; 73)4, 37.285, 62

(b):' 85.42, 1.34, 16.015, 36.4

(c) 9.36, 0.345, 1713.06, 35.27

Subtra&t the following Trwasui4s:

(a) 7.3 - 0.28

(b) 735 0.73

c) 5430 - 647

10-5. Multiplying and Dividing M asurements

You know that the area of a rectangle- i found by multiplying

the numbeil rif units in the length by the numb ie of< the .same units

in the width. Suppose that the dimensions of a rectangle are

13- inches and,14,inches: SincQ the measuring was done ta the
4

II

1 1nearebt 1 inch, the measurements can be--state as 3- + - and
4 8

9 -

40,

r
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1 ± 18' This means that the length might be almost as small as

Ainches and the width almost as small as 11 inches. The length
3might be ilmust 3- inches and the 'width aamost ii inchet4
8-- ,; 8

374

Look at the drawing.to'see what this,means.. The outside lines

show how the rectangle would look if the dimensions were as large
4

as 'possible. The inner lines show hoW it would look if the length

and width were as small as posslble.. The shaded part shows the

differenee between the largest 'possible area and the smallest

.possible area with the given melisurements.

To find these areas, we mbltiply 3A X IR to find the smallest

possible area) and 32 x l to find the largest possible area.
8 8

00

3 = il x i5 * t.44253,, x 1i =
t 8

,v

These -results show that there is a difference of more than 1

sqkire inch in the-two pOssible

If we find the area by'using the stated length and width, `i4e

find: 1
x ,q Ns it is 5.14...#

114

2
LI
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However, since we have seen that the area might be either larger or

smaller tHWa this number of square inches, it would not be'correct

to give te 'result in this'way, which. means (by"our agreement) that

the area has beeh found to the nearest 16th of a square/inch. The

area could be as much as 1.a. square inches greater or goquar6
11 4 U6+

inches lesS, th4n 5.378. Thus, it cokIld be given as:5 . ifsquare
'16 64

inches. tf,

.
The statement of a rule.for multipl;cation of appro)dmate

data in fractional form would be

are eApressed in dedimal form,

finding a .satisfactory product

from approximatiorl has as many

difficult. However, when data

a rough guide can be employed for

The product of two numbers arising

significant digits ag there are in

the factor with the fewer significant digits. For-example:

area of the rectangle 10.4 ern.- by 4.7 cm. would be stated as

49 .sq. cm.
10.4

416,

The

The area is 49 sq.

If one of the two factor& contains more significant.digits

than the other, round'off the factor which has more significant

digits so that it contains only one more dignificant digit than the

other factor.

If we wish to find the circumference of a circle With the

011
diameter equal to-5.1 1;4e use trk; 3 14 as in the'above rule.

DVIsion is deined by means cif multipliFation. ThereNare it,'

*is reasonable to follqw the'procedures used,for multiplication in

doing divisions involvirflapproximate data.

2 7
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When a multiplication or division, involves an exact numUr as

2 in the formula for the cIrcumference of a .cirble (C 2rr);

the approximate nujnber always, has the smaller number of.significant

digits; We.ignore the exact number,ln,determining the significant

digits in the'answer.

Exercises 1075 .

Suppose a rectangle Id 2i inches,long and 1! inches wide. Make

a drawing of the, rectangle. Show on the drawing that the'

length is 2! ± t and the width l ± Then find the
;

largest area possible and the smallest area possible, and find

the differenceoor uncertainjpart. Then find the area with the

measured dimension, And$find the result to the nearest
411

inch.

Multiply the following approximate 4umbers:,

(a) 4.1 x.36.9

(b) 3 6 x.4673

(c) 3 76.x (2.9 x 104)

Dividt..the following approximate numbers:

.(a) 3.632 4. .83

(b) 0.000344 = 0.000301

(c) (3.14 X 106) 8.006

Find the area of a rectangular field which is 835.5 rod, long ,

and 305 rods wide. 4

The -circtl.mference of a circle is state rdo in Which

is the diameter of the'circle. . If r is given as 3.141593,

2
square

find the circUmfe'rences of the following circles whose/diameters
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are:

(a) 3.5 in.

(b) ,46.36

(c) 6 miles.

A. machine stamps_out parts ea,ch weighing .625 lb How much'

SO-5

weight is there to 75,of these parts?

Assuming that water weighs 62..5 lb; per cu.

volume of 15,610 lbs?

(a)

Given: m(L. A) is 20

sin 22o 0.3746

AB 34 ± 0.5 ft.

Find: BC

et what is the

aq2:SA 73°
,4

Aumn 730 32709

= 671 0.-5 ft.

Find: RT

APO*

There are many rough rules for computing with approximate

data but they have to be used with a great deal of common sense.

Th,y.don t work in all eases. The modern high speed computing

machine which adds or multiWes thousands of numbers per second

has to have special les applied to the data which are fed to.

them. Errors.involved in rounding numbers add up or disaRpear in

a very unpredictable fashion in these devices; As a matter of

fact "error theory" a6 applied to computers is an active field

of research tdday for mathematician's.

'th



UNIT 11

P ERMUTATIOWS AND C_O

11.1.. The Fascal Triangie
4

Five girls form a club. Their =ads are Alite, Betty, Carol,

Doris, and. Ellen; sometimes we shall call them by/their initials,

A! BO CP D., E. The first order of business in the club is to!

choose a refreshment committee.. It is agreed that.the committee

shoulp have three members". :How, many possibilities 'for the Member.

ship on the committee do you believe there ai;e?

One possibility would be a committee consisting of Betty,

Carol, andEllemp.: We might abbreviate this possible committee by

the symbol f

I Class Ddscussion Exercises 11.1a

Anoth'er Possible meMbership list is Alice, Doris, Ellen. Write

-the abbreviat symbol for this mase..

'Give the regUlar of the girls.in the committee (

Does the 'committee (B,E,A) have the,same metbell; as he

committee tE,A,B)?

Give twd Other symbols, each of which names the committee

mentioned in Question 3.

'

a

Make a,lisi of.all the possible committees.

6. How many committees-are in your list?

7. Of how-many of these committees is Doris a member?

8. Compare the number of committees of,Whlch Betty is a member .

and the number of those which includDoris.

(Answer this question without,doing any more.counting.) How
\,



-liany of the committees do noi include Alice?

10. What is the ratio of the.,number of committees including Ellen

to the number of possible committees? (Did you answer this ,

question without further counting?)

Hcowmany committees have both Alice and Carol is members?

We may easily answer this last question without looking at

our list of all the possible committees. Ile observe thai

since a committee (A,C,?) has two members specified, then

there ii only onq, vaeancy to, be filled:. How many possible

choices art there for third member? Thus three of the ten

possible committees include both Carol and Alice.

12. What is the ratio of the number of possible committees

Including both Betty and Ellen .to the,number o: committees

including Betty?

Whenever three,girls are chosen for a special purpose, such

as membership on a committee, ihen the remaining.two girls have

I9so been chosen... .chosen, in the=sense that they will not servi

on this pariicular committee. In other words, the selection of a

committee, in effect, separates the club members into two' groups.

One method for selecting the membership of a committee is to

decide which girls, wi11 not serve. For example, if it is decided

that a committee should not include Carol and Doris, then we know

'that the eommittee is (A,B,n.

13. Name the committee determined by the condition that Alice and

Ellen have been chosen to be not members.-

14. Which tw.o girls are picked as not being in (E,B,C)?

The selection of a committee of three girls also means.a

2:3
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,chbice of.another cOMMittee with two members, namely the other two

of the five el giuls. For example, 'the selection of (E B,C)

determines the wo-member commkttee (A,D).

15. Since there are en possible committees with three meMbers'

each, how many possible committees with two members each are

there?

16. Since six of the pdssible three-girl committees,include Betty,

how many'of e ossible two-girl committees exclude Betty?

17. How many of possible, two-girl emmittees inrlude Carol?

18. 14ind the ans er to Question 17, using the method of filling

the vacancy [C,"?.).

'Exercises 11-la
f

From the club- (A,B,C D,E), One possible committee with(four

r'members is (A,B1D,E).

(a):. Make45a list,of all the possible committees, eaciii with

four members.

(b) How many girls in the club are excluded from a committee

with four members?'

What relationship is there betweeli the.n'unilYer of po sible

committees with fOur members each and the number of-possi-
.

ble committe-v,with one girl.each?

.Kake a list oVall the poSsible committees with one girl

each..

How-many committees'af4e there with all five girls as

members?

2. A club has four members whom we may call K,L,M,N.

) HOw many,cOmmittees in this club have four,members?

4I
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" .

( ) How many possible committees with 'one membZ1, each are

. there?

( ) Name each of the one.member committees.
,

(d) .T6 ea6h.one-member committee there correspondi, in a

natural-way, a.committee witti three members. What is

that natural st.

4

' Use parts (c) and (d) to make a list ofithe po'ssible

committees with three meMbers each..

Ma,ke,a list of the possible committ'ees with two members

,

each. : :

Make a list of'all-the possible committees, and note hog

-many committees -theretare Of each siie in a club with

three members.

(b) Dp the same .for,a club with,two membeirs.

(ci Do the same for4A/lub,with just one meMber.

A family would enjoy tach pf four vacation-spots. It is

decided to choose twO of 'the',four and spend part of the

vacation time at each Of the-two. How many po5sible choices

are therefor the pair.of vacation place's?

The refrigerator holds tWo cartons of ice cream,, The dairy

has five'flavors, *and the family always likes to buy two

diff

da1p. and bring home ,a different ,pair of f vors?

. Le Us,make a table showing the number .01 possible commit4ps

fit 'flavors. How many timeS can the family go to the

a

,with.-a.given number of members4rom a club with a given number of
a'

merabars. This table, will summarize several of the-results we have,

Mbtainekin problems.. -in 'a club with five members, there are 5

9
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479,

.Possibleecommittees with one member, 10 committees with twp

bers,,7,10 with three, 5 with Tour, 1 with five.; The selection

4e or a committee which includes all five.club members tsometimes

referred to as the "commdttee of the wholeV means that there are

zero clut members not serving. Thus we may :balance our table by

saying that Lem is', 1 possible committee With zero members. (You

may wish to compare this agreement with%the remark that there is

just one empty, set.)

If we arrange our data according to ,increasinti size of

committees, we have

10 '10 5. 3.

:

Th e six'numbers tell us hpit many possible domMittees te various

sizes can be chosen fram a club membership-of tilt?.

The'same type of data for a club membership%of four, is the

following.
OP

I.

.

4 6 4 I

Be sure that you understand ihe signifiance of leach of these

five entries.

dlass Discussio4 Exercises 11.1b

In particular, what does the last 1 in the data 14,6,4 1

me n?

Oes the first 1 mean7

'What is the corresponding"Ziata for.ao,lub membership of three?,

liow-can you interpret the^dat#.

1 ,2 1?

iftlat,data of tilis type,do we have for a clui) WiLth only one
P

member?

r
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Let'us collect togeiher into a table the data for the vaA2lis

a

sizes of club. Each row of the table shows the information for a'
.

-'certaip size cif club.

2

6 4

5 lp 10 5 1.
Let us examine tigain the entry in the table telling how' many

possibl committeet of three girls .eaqh can be hawed from the club

,( AsEls (,DsE) whose mempers1 regular riathes are Alice, Betty, Carols

Doris, Ellen. In Vie'table tfie_g6xy is Which Of the 101s?

cohmitiee of three may include Ellen or it may nbt. We

study theses two eases inmore detail.

.6. 'How many possible coMmittees with three members include Ellen?

7. A ccinnitte4 incluani Ellen is or the'type ( Es? ?J. \flow many

vacancies.4ppear?

filled?

In view or.QUestion1

Frimm how many girls can thoese vacancies be

compare the answei to Question. 6 with

the numlyr of committees with two membe from a club of four
,

members.

.9. How many poSsible committees with three members 'exclude Ellen?

10. A committee 'excluding Ellen is of the type ( ?2? 9) where no
.Jos

11

blank may be filled Mith E. How many vacancies appar? From

how many girls Can'these-vacancies be illed?
\

.

In view of Question 10, the answer tb uestion 9 is the same

the number'of commi ees with chow, many?) members
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,

from a club Of (how many?) members.

By engircling we show in the table below the three entries we

hiz-111-i- been CitudyinA..

*

5 10

The. entry 10 is, the sum of the two numbers, and 4, ,

J

2

a

nerest it on the Preceding line.

Exercises lt-lb

Check that (except for the entries 1) every entry-in the table

is'the sum of the two numbers nearest it on the preceding line.
#

.ExP1ain why the entry 6 in the fourth line ought to be the
L9 *

sum of the two numbers 3 and 3, above it.

Explain why the third entry in the third line (the right.hand

3) ouet to be tbe sum Of the numbers; 2 and 1, above it.

The table we have been studying is a part of the array krloWn
%dr

as- the Pascal triangle. (The French,mathematiciin Pascal, seven.

teenth centliry, contributed to geometry and the theory of

prolabilityk) The table would resemble even more an equllateral

triangle if we supplied a yiitex at the top; ehis is-sometimes done

but we shall not be concerned with iti In our version of tbe

Pasdhl triangle,(the first, sqcond, third; fourth, fi;th rows_show

the numbers of PkOssible committees from a club-of one, twoltliree,

pmm, five members respectively. WIAt'do you expebt for a club



with six members? Thejaseal triangle has a sixth-row which we

-have not yet found.

Class Discussion'Exeroises lc
e'

What should be the left-hand entry in the sixth row?

Feom a club with six members, how many'iossible'co ttee

with one member each are' there?'

Is'the second entry (from the left) in the sixth row the.sum
, -

4

of the two numbers nearept it in the fifth row?

Complete the sixth row.

4

Exercises ll-le

A club has 'six members, Alice, Betty Carol, Dclis Ellen,

Freda.

(a) Some of the possible committees'with two members are

CA,B4, (A,C), tC,E1.74ake a list ct all,fifteen of

t.hese.committees. (Write your liit down the.pege using

fifteen rows.)

Make a list of all the possible committees with four
,

members. Do this on the right-hand side of your answer

to part (a). 322.yAcally, for each committee in the.list

for part (a) ,beside it write the committee whose four

meMbers 'are exelUded from the committee lath.two girls:

'As An example, one line onyour answer sheet will bef

(1331?,E2F1

(e ) After,you have_writtep yourlist of c ittees with:four

members each, does the number of thee possible commtees

agree with the umbeir obtained from the fifth row of the

-7.17
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Pascal triangle?. How it!' this number obtained from the

fifth row?)

Mak2 a complete list of 411 possible coMmittees w#h

three membert each.

Does the number of committees listed in part (d) agree

with the number obtained from the fifth row of the

Pascal triangle?

Find the seventh row of the Pascal tlilangle.

Find the eighth row of the Pascal triangle.

What are the first two entries (on the lett) in the twenty.

third row,of the Pascal triangle?
./7

What are the last tWo entries (op the riiht) in the fifty. )

seventh roW ofethe Pascal triangle?

In the f rst row of the Pascal triangle the sum of the numbers

is 1 4- 1 2. The sum of the numbers in the secOnd row is
----, .

1 + 2 + 1 4.

i1(Find the sum of the num tbers in e ch of the irds fourths
1

and fifth r2ws.

For each of these sums, find its complete factori ation

(as a product of primes).

Do you see any pattern in these duccessive sums? HoW

is each of these sums'rared to the weceding one?

(d) ...an*you predict,the sum of\the numbers in "the sixth row?

(e ) check your prediction by adding the nuMbers in the dixth

row and comparing the sum with the predicted sum. (In

case they do not agrees what should you do?),

(0 -Use the pattern to predict the sum of the numbers in the

ar.

2 8



seventh row(and then theck by adding the numbers.

What do you be)ieve is,the sum of the numbers in the

twelfth row of the, Pascal triangle?

(h) How many entries are there in the twO hundredth row of
. .

the Pascal triangle? Vihat is,the dum of
j
all these numbers?

Let us now study the third entry from the.left in each.row

of .the Pascal triangle. Of course the first row does "mit have a
X

third entry. From then on, we have the'numbers 1 3,6,10 15,21;6.

bo you see any pattern -in this list of numbers?

.As you read this ragraph;:keep,track of the mentioned num-

bers from the Pascal tr ngiee, The entry 3 in the.list

123,6,10;15, may'be consid red..the.dum of g, apd 1 from the

second'row of the. table. The ext.entry 6, 'in the list' is the

two'numbers from the pard row; -namely '3-fl(telling'which

row) and. 3 (the lireceding entry inthe list under:. study). 'Since

6 3 + 3 and since 3 2 + Aprwe observe that 6 m 3 + 2 +11.

The fourth entry 109 in our list is; from the table; the sum of
.

4 and 6; and 63+2+;th0-k+3+2+1. Check that
the next entry in our list is 5 + 4 4- 3 + 2 1- 1. Explain why 15,

the third entry, in.the.sixth row of the Pasgal triangles.shouid be,

the same as 5 + 4 + 3' + 2 +.1. Explain the numinr 21 'as the

third entry in the seventh'row.

Class Discussion Exercises 11-1d

In which row is th number 9 + 8 + 7 + 6 + + 2 + 1

the thlrd entry?

Give, a name for'the third entry ih the iixteenth riow.

Give a 'name for the next to the next to the Ltst bntry in
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the ninetieth row,

A sum such as .15 + 14 + 13.+ + 3 + 2 1 Is the same as

1 + 2 + 3 + *** + 13 + 14 + 15.. Twice this sun is e

16 4. 3.6% + .16 4. + + 16 + 16. Why?

How many 16ts are indicated in the last Question? What is -

their sum?

What da,a Simple name for the numbe; 15 + 14+ ." + 2 + 1?,

7.. What is .the best name'for the numb,r in Question 2?
Al

Exercis:pe 11 ld

How many possible committees with two members eS011.can be

chosen from-a club with 30 members?

Let n be a counting number greater than 2. Then in the

nth .

of the Pascal triangle the third entrir is the sum ,

of all the smaller counting numbers namely' the sum 6f n 1,

n 2, and'so.forth, as far as 2, and finally 1. In symbols.
)

this sum is (n . 1) (n 2) + (n 3) + 6" + 3 t,2 + 1.

(a) How many numbers are'added together?

(b) The sum can also be expressed by 1 +

(finish the expressipn by filling the blank, in accordance

with the illustrative example).

Nice the sum is n +

(finish the .expression).

(a) Ho) many numbers are added in pa t
,

?

(e) What is their sum?
.

(f) What is a simple name for the third entry in the nth

row of the Psca1 triangle?

Fifteen points lie in a plane. No three of-the 'points-lie on -,
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one line.

*4. (a) What'

(r)

'How many lines are _deterthined by these points?.

is the greatest commori factor of 'the entries

(excluding the ,lts at the ,ends). in the ireven:th..74 pf

the. Pascal triangle?
(

Same question, for the)fifth row;
(

_

Same question, for the third row.

'What principle do you believe is illustrated in the

preceding parts of this problem?'

.Can you test your belief -in later rows of the Pascal

t riangle ? How ?

'Perhaps your first guess concerning the principle is r;t

- verified by Purther testing. If this occurs in your ease,

can you modify your belief and find the correct.princiPle?

*5 . The dots in the followini designs are arranged in equilateral

_ triangular fashion..
9 A

5 i

fa) I.low imany dots a,re there in each design shown?

\' (ii) How are the numbers in.,tht aniwer to -.part (a) relate to

(c)

the Pascal.t;iangle?

If more designs ofj the same, tYpe and of successively

larger size

eightieth diagram?

wn, how many dots would be in the

` (d ) How Many dots in the thousandth diagram?

(Er In what sport is the fourth diagram used?

r

5 !: e-
n . . 5

.560
ee4

.10See
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11-2, Permutations'

Suppose that the club whose five members arelilice, BettY,

Carol, Doris,,and Ellen bftoses aniexecutive committee to conduct

the business; -The executive committee.has thrge members and is

.composed of Betty, Doris and Ellen. These three girls; in a

meeting of ihe committee, decide that they shouldiassign responsi-

bilities. One shoUld be chairman,. another be-secretary; and the

'third be treasAr for 'the Club. In how many ways do you believe-

these jobs can be given.to. the three-girls?

Class Discussion Exercises 11-2a

1. If Doris is chosen chdirman, in how many,different iqays can

the other two jobs be distributed betWeen B'etty and Ellen?.

'List each of these ways in, detail, by telling which lob each

girl would have. .4°

If Ellen is chosen* chairman, in how man5i 'different ways can'

the other girls be given jobs?

4; Howmany,different ways .ean the three offices be assigned to

'the three girls if'Betty is chairman?

How manyNdifferent ways can the three offices be assieled tb
the 'three girls?

Exercises 11-2a

A club has eight members whose initials are A,B,C,D,E,F,G,H.
1---

An exLitive committee (A0F,H ) separates its jobs among its

members. One possible way4 isl

.ChairMan_ A, Secretpxy H, Treasurer V.

Make a list of all possible .ways of assigning these three
4

24,2
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jobs to-bhe three meMbers of the cOmmittee sothat eath

person.has.a job,

Rdw-many.ilays areihere?

(c) Does the factorization 342 give a clue concerning

why of .ihe amtwer to part.(b)?

'.1111e executive committee of ii.large club is 114.,M TA1.0 'The

°committee decides to assign jobs to its meMbem-the offices

are president, secretary, treasurerr sergeant-at-arms,

(a) If M is sergeant-at-arms, how many jobs and how many_

people are not yet matched?

) If 1't is sergeant-at-arms,.in how many ways cap the

other jobs be assigned?

If Y. is sergeant-at-arms, in how many ways can the

other jobs be assigned/

(d) :In how many ways can the office7p3e chpsen if T is

sergeant-at-arms?

R9w'many possible choices azië there for the se ant-at-

arms?

How many possible choices are there for giving each

committee member one job?

Compare the palswer to part (f) with four times the

answer to Problem 1 (b),

(h) Explain why the 'factor 1! appears in part (g),

(i) In'view of Problem 1 (i), does the factOrization 4-3-2

give a clue to the why.oi the answer to Probluk2 (f)?

Thre'e boys, Ron, Sam, Ted, will participate, one'after another

'in a cptest.
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"One Rossible order or performance is as Isollows:

rirst Sim, second Ron, third Ted, .Make a list of al.,1 the

possible orders of performance. ,

(b) How many items are in yA:i. list?

(c) One ;my to make the 1ist requested in part (a) is t6 fix

atte4ion on the positions and tabulate how the boys. pan,

:be fitted in. Such a table might begin:

First Second Third

Sam Ron Ted,

Sam c Ted

(and so on

Ron

Can you finish the table to show all possibilities?'

-Another way is to fix attention on the boys and tabulate

rich position will Ass-igned to each boy. Such a

tabie might begin:

Ron Sam Ted

first third secamd

second third first

(and so on)

HoW woUld you finish,this table?

If you make such a list as is suggested in parts (a) or

(c) or (d),.do ypu understand whyithe answer to part (b)

is the same,as 3.2?

Many people are asked in a poll to eyrress theit prefer:ences.
Tr

concerning potatoes: among the alternatives of baked potato,

mashed potatoes, french fried potatoes, which do they like

best, which next best, which least. How many different

2
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orderings of preference are possible?

Four different presents are given to four chi14ren. In how

many different ways can the.gifts be daributed among the

ahildren?

A stenographer has four envelopes addressed to Adams, Brcvn,

Clark, Davis.respectively. She has four letters written to

these four men. She puts one letter in each envelope. In how

many ways'ean she do this so.that one or%more letters are

placed in the wrong envelopes?"

Five horses are to be assigned positions at,the post in a 'race.

In how many ways is it possible to distribute the horaes among

the first, second third, fourth, fiftb-positions?

A salesman works five days-during the week. He has customers

in five cities. He spends one day each week in eath

Sinceghe does not enjoy routine in his traveling, heslikes to

'match the-weekdays with the cities in as Many ways as posslble.p.
How many weeks can he-work,without being obliged to repeat any.

day.city qatching in his travels?

The matching of three girls in a club with three offices can

be done in any Of 6 wayhe1atohing of four letters with four

envelopes can-be done in anyof 24 ways. The assignment.of'

first, second third, fourth, fifth.posittons at the post to five

racers can be done in any of 120 ways,t-In each of these cases

we have a set of.objects (skt of.th;ee girlsl'or set of five

racers);'we can at,ranga the members of the set in an ordered

fashion (chairman, treasurer, secretary or firstIse6ondf third,

fourth, fifth). We inquire in how Any wags the arranging can be

9.4 ."-)
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done. Whenever wehave a set w ch can be counted- tkn arrangement

of its members in a certain order y be called a pe1mutation

of the set. In several recent prob ma we haft been asking how

manyvermutatiOns a".certain.seflia84

In the previoUXercises you stud severaI!.sets

members and found that each of them haS permutations. Each of

the sets witli:four.members which-you studie has. 24 permutationa.-

For five members the nuniber of permutations is 120.

In the ease of three membersoiyou discovered that/the number

of permutations, six, has the faCtorization .6 IN:3'. For four

members, we were interested in thetactorization 24 us 4 324

For five members, we.observed that 120 a 5'463'2. Now 32, which,
. .

i8 the,saie'.as:3°2614 the prOduct of all. counting.nUmbers.as

.far as: 3. Thenumber 2kj which.is- is:the-prOduct of

all counting numbers as, far as 44

This type oftproduct occurs so frequently in mathematicorthaz

aspecial,description for it-is.conVentent. If k is a countpg

number, the product of all ,the coUiating numbers p to and including
,

lc* is called-tfie factorial of k. This. product in the United

,States) is Commonlg reprisented by the symbol .10 (pronounced,

k factorial").

As an example, ! is the product of the couting numbers

far as (;; that is, 5F.is the product of -1,2,3,4, and 5; or.

53 l°2'345 120. As another example07! = 1.23.4.5.6.7as 5040.

Check for yourself that '8! a 40120. We agree that 1! a 1.

Class Discussion Exercises 11.2b

Observe th0 53 'm (16234)°5. Express 5! in terma of 4..



Show how' 4i . is related to

liow is 8-: related to 7!?

4-4. How is 14a6$ related t 435.1.? a

5. How.. is. 84-29 related -to 84282 How iS .84293 rela ed to

f

_

How is k + 1 related to k? How is (k + 1)! relat to .k!.?

-7-n4 have seen that for certitin sets with 'a few elemen s, the

number.of permutations of a siet with k members is k! C-1-1 you

lase 'the ^same 'type. 'of approach and conirince* yourself of the
"..

fcillowing?

,

')

,Propertvil. If IF is a countingfnuiber.9. hen the namber of'

-permutations of any set With k members is k!.

S.

Exercises

1. 'Use the' fextorial notation to write 12.3.

61. -

3 Find,, the q(kotent

. multiplications) .

,

of , 441 by '13! (wihout performing env
. . ,

t.

Shim, wIthout performing any multiplications', tha 6! ps the

.produa of '6, 5., and 4! .

The fa c tori 1 f 10 is the product of 10 and 9 and

another factor, ivb a new name for this 'third factor.

Show that 62 is the same as 62' 6l .

How many different batting ordersare possible for a.baseball

team, of nine/i)lay;rs:?
-

In a racing boat there are 8 seats, one behind another. In

how many ways can the 8 members' of a university 6rew take

these seati?.

i:
2 4 7

4
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How many permutations are there of the letters of the word` -

scholar"? 4

10. If one `,09 theiplayers on a baseball team alwf,k'ys pithes, in

how many ways can the plaiers be distributed imong th# playing
po9ti*? .2

If you wish to buy a sundae at a' certain...dairy yOu may. ciioOse5

:klaVors of, ice cream.andtselect the satice may abbreviate' the
flavors by' C, S V chodolate, strawberry, vanilla) and the
toppirigs byl N (marshmallow, r4t). A ,MarshmallOw sundae on

chocolate ice. cream may, be described by the pair (Copt)

. Class Piti4iCTI RXereises 11-2c
J...,,-

What kin:d of -sundae' is described by/the pair V,N ?
i

Make a list of alls_the posrilble Pairs.
3. HoW ma.riy pairs are there?
Iv. How\ many chOices a here fOr the .Iefi member of a pair?
5. How .niany choices ape there for the right member of a pair?-
6. What is the re ionship, among the answers to Questions q,11,5?-

If there were e flaVors of ice 'cream instead of three, how

many kinds of sundaes would be possible?

If there were four flavors of ice cream and three kinds' cif
syrup, how many kinds-of sundaes woun be possible?

Suppose there are four packages in a grab-bag; we may call
them- A, B, C, D. Y 'are to choose one, give it to your friend,.
choose another, keep it for yourself... What possibilities are there?
We may ,us9It1e pair (A,C) to represent the possibility, that
package A is choserr for your' friend and package C. for you.
The symbol (CA) ind*icates that your friend ics given C and
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yo4 keep A.

9. What does the-symbol (Doti) mean?

10. Explain why (B0D) and (D,B) ire diffeisent in meaning.

11. Why does the symbol (C C) have no meaning at ali in this

discussion?

Ma16 a list of all the-possible pairs.

13. How many pairs are there?
. A -

Q 14. How many choices are there kciti tIle left member of a pair?

15.-. How 'many choices are there forthe right'member of a pafir?.
N

16. If the left member.of a pair is known, how many choices are

there.for the,right membei of the pair?

17. Does the answer to Question 16 depend on which package is

rePresented by the left-member of the pair?

18. What-is the relationship among the' answers to Questions 13

14, 16?

19.. Is the relationship among the answers to Questions 13;14, 16

a Much simpler one than any relationship among the answers to

Questions 13, 14, 15?

Our last two illustrations provide/examples of.Property 2,

which we will soon state. In.both illustrations we,found that.the

total number or pairs can be computed as a'product. When there

'a're many pairs, this method of finding how many is often better

.01411 counting the pairs individually. In eao lustration; one

raractor of the product is themumber of possib e left memhersin

theyarious pairs. The other factor tells the nUmber,of pairs_

which have a given left member.. 4.

In general if the r&nber of possible lef 'members is r and
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if eachof these occursin s pairs,then the total number of

pairs is trs. In the exaMple conceri?ing-sundaes, .r :3 and,

s mal2,- and the number of kinds oesundaes is ros m 32 ill 6. In
ethe grab-bag example r 4 and,s: 3,- and the number of pairs

, .

As 4!3 1.1. 12 We now state our,result in words.

Property 2, Suppoée that.in a so of pairs eaCh poSiible

left meMber appears in the same'number of.pairsissfeveryother

left memper.. Then thetotal numbdr Of-pairs is the! product bf the :

numbei of possible left members and the number of pairs which have

a given left member.

Exercises

A boy-haS seven.shirts and four pairs of trousers. How many

different costumes does he have?

A baseball team h'as five pitchers and three catchers. Hosr`

many batteries (consisting of a rcher and'a catcher ) are
possIble?

If the first twQ call letters of a television'station must be

KT, hpw imany different calls of four lettere are. possible?

A disc jockey has 50 reco s in his collection. He 'Wants

to make a program of two different songs

programs are there?

How miny possible

A signalma has s lags. The emblems on the various flag

are a stripe, a dot, a triangle, a rectangle a bar, and a

circle. By showing two-different.flags, one aftpr the other,

the signalman can send a signal. How'many different signals

art possible?
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Consider the set df nirie -numbers 1,2,3,4,5,6,78,9.
(a) How many (ordered) pairs 'of dlifferenV numi)ers chosen

olo

from ihis set are therel,.
(b) How many (ordered) pairs of numbers chosen from th s

set have the Terty that the members of the pair
'differ by two or more?
How mam (oarlered) pairs ,of these numbers have the

property that the right member of the ,pair Is less than
the left member/

Answer each of theo part' (a), '(b) lc -in the case
where theNgiven set of =rollers includes all the whole
numb from 0 to 27 inclusive.

\ We often extend -Property 2 to triplas. A set of rive flags
has One eadh of the colors, black, green, red, white, yellow; we
use the symt;ols B,G,R,W,Y. Three flaga-are to be hlted, one

above another, on the tame mast. -Each arrangement is a signal to
a distant obser,evy. The tripla (G,N,B) meark-that the green
flag is at the top of the pole, the yellow flag .in'the Middle, and
the black flag is-the fOwest. .

Class Diecussion Exercises

Explain the distinction among the triples (B,W,R)

and (W,R B).

How many choices (from the five initial letters representing
flags) are there for the left member of a triple?
How manirchoices are there for the middle member of a triple?

If .the left member is known how many choices are there for
. .

AN
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the middle member of the triple?

Use Property 2 to find how many choices there are for the

top pair.of positions on the .flimpole.

6. How .many.choices aie there for the,right member of the triple?

7. If the first tiqo members of a triple are known, how many

_..choices are there for the right member of the. triple?

Does the answer to Question 7 depend upon which two flag are

represented by the first two members of tbe triple?

Can you use Property 2 again to find how 'many posaible triples

there are?

10. How many different signals can be sent by hoisting three Hags

as describedi

The example ive have jUst studied illustrates the notion of

the number Of permutatiOns' of a set of 4 objects taXen 3 t a

.r

time. Let n and ri be counting numbers such that r<n. If a

set of044.- objects is given, A Selection of' r of the4ects
7

ttogether with ap arrangement of those r objects in an ordered.

fashion it called a Rermutation df the n .objectstaken 5: at it

'time.

The steps in the last illustration serve as a Model for..us

in deyeloping a forMUla for the number of permutations of n

objects taken r at a time. A's you study the next two paragraphs,
*

keep in mind the answer to'Quettion 9 in the last illustration.

The answer is the same as 5.43; the first factor is five, five

is the' number of-objects (flags), each succeeding factor is one.

less than the factor before, the number of factors is three, three

is the number of objeots taken (number of fUgs in a triple). Now
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v.
tum to.' the general situation in which we arrange r objecis

chosen from n objects altogether:
There are n possible choices for the f rst -poSition in t

ordi)ring.. For each such 'choice there remain n 1' objects not
yet selected, eV consequently there are, at this stage; 1

poissible choices for the second position in the ordering.
According to Property 2 the number of choices .for the first two
positions together is - 1). For .each or these, there are
n.- 2 .potsibilities for the third poSition. AccOrding.to

Property 2, 'there are n(ri .1)( 2) possibillties for the
first three positions. together.

We continue in this .fashion Until.the final,stage. At, that

stage, .r 1. objects have been Selected (Yhy?.), n -.r + 1 objects
remain not yet selected (Why?). The number of permutations of

n. objects .taken r at a time _;10 n(n 1)(n 2)<;(n r + 1).
As'ari illustration, in the discussion of the' flag triples,

a 5 and r 1*(3, consequently n r + 1 is 5 - 3'4- 1 and

Eir- 1)(n, 2)(n r 4- 1) 5.4.3 111 60.

Note that the symbol ..tqn 1)(h.. 2)" 11(n r + rto.

pre ents.the product of all the counting numbers between n r + .1

and n inclusively. Thus when n 5 and n r + 1 3, the

factors of the proauct are all the counting numbers between 3

and 5 inclusive; t,hat is, the ,factors are _3,4,5.

The number of permutations of a set of n objects taken r
at 8, time is frequently indicated by the symbol Pnor: USiIW

this notation, we have just found that P
522

-60. Check for

youmelf that 30;P6

p'1
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Exercises 11-2d

Find P

Write the symbol for the number of permutations of

taken 19 at a time..

Write the_number
P20,6 in-expanded form (but .do

Write the new symbol which represents the.product

43'4445464714349

(a) Write the number

dc

399

27 objects

not Aultiply).

in expanded form. (but do not

multiply).

(b) Write the product of P
1223

(e)

(a)

(b) Write the product of P and 16:
20,4.

(but do not multiply)

What convenient name,do we have for the product

Vart (b)?

Invert (b), how ean the numbers 12 and

to yield' 9?.

Express P123 as, t h e quotient or two numbers,
,

of which is a factorial.

and 91 in expanded form

in

be combined

Write the number P
20,4

multiply).

etkch

in expanded form (but do nbt

(but do not multiply).

What convenient nalredo we have

paiit (b)?

In part (b), how

to yield 16?

Express P as
20,4

which is a factorial.

in expanded form

for the product in

the number 20 and k be combined

vo
the quotient of twt numbers each of
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*7 ) Writte the number Trior as a.product.

(b) U50 the clues in Problems 5(d) and 6(d ) and select a

certain factorial.

What is the procuct of P and the number you chose
. n r

in.part (b)? tse thp cltes *in Problems 5(c) and 6(c),

if necessary.)

(d ) Express P_ ai a quotient of two numbers, each ofnor

which is a factorial.

8. A man has a combination lock with 50 numbers on-the

dial. He has forgotten the combination but he remembers

.that 'Me first *.trn is towardthe right and that three

different numbers (in a particular order) are required

to open the jock. How many possible trials May te

necessary tl,f open the lock?

A man has a combination lock with 50 numbers on'the

dial.. Heihas forgotten everything about the combination

- except that there are three numbers (in order) required.

How many possible trials may be.necessary to open the

lock? .

A telephone eial has a finger hole for each of the ten digits.

), How many telephone numbers, each with;five digits, are

possible?

(b) HoW many telephone nuibers, each With five digits,but

with no 'digit repeated, are possible?'

10. Five players on a fobtball squad can play either left end or

right end In how many ways may the coach choose the two end'i

for the o ning lineup?
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oil. ,Suppose we want to send messages in a code. We use certain

a symbols, say n of them. (The symbols might be letters or

flags or saunas or designs or any other typ'e of symbol.)

Each message is composed of four different symbols, arranged

in order. 'The number of possible messages which, we may wish

to.send is. .1600. What is the smallest number that A can

,be 'in order to meet the requirements?

414,3. Combinations

Whehever we have beel;%ofising the word "permutation", we have

been concerned, not only with the elements, but also mith the

arrangement or the oTdering Of the-elements. At the .beginning of

this unit'we discussed committees in a club. In a comMittee such

as we studied, the members are not arranged or ordered in any

mar4er. The choosing of k committee from a club is an illuitratión.

of a combination. A 66Mbinat1on a certainNset of n ob4ects

taken r at a,time is a selection of r members from-the set with

no retard to ordering tha chosen members. We are here letting n

be a counting nUmber and r be'a whole number no greater than n.

The nuAber qf combinpions ?f a set of n objects taken r eta.
time is often rei7esenteby the symbol (;). In this t you'may

read this symbol by saying: "the number of c?mbinations of n

things ,r at a-time"; sometimes we may pronounce it simply "n, r";

in a later unit you may find another way in which the symbol ean.be

read.

' inyThe entriep in the Pascal triangle are iilues of (;).

For example, from the fifth row of the pascal triangle we find

(reading from the left) that

c
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/g). 5 (2) 10'
(3)= 10, and so on.

You will want io note that the new _symbol we have introduced
/ -

-can be easilytdistinguAshed frpm a fractional symbol betalise the

new symbol has no bar .between the two numbers.
AMOUR

Egerciales 11.3a

Write the special symbol tar each of the folloWing:

(a) the nuMber of'combinations-of 12 objects taken 7 at a

time;

the number of permutations of 12 objects taken -7 at a

time;

the number of combinations of m things-taken 3 a a

time;

(d). the number of combinatiOns of n + 2 objects taken

at a, time.

'Read each of the following symbols:

50; (71) P9,7 8

3.- Use the PaSeal triangle to find each of the following:

(4) (6 and 16)2 x4/

(b) (7) ancL

(cY (83) and

(d) (2). and

) (82) and
%Norio*



SupPose that a and "b Are two counting numbers and let

s be the sum' a + be Does Problem 3 give you a clue

concerning an. important retionshiP between

(t)?
(b ) If so, what id the rlationship?

(c ) Can you use some ideas it'Section 1 to convinCe yourself

.that this relationsIlip is true in every case?

(a ) Find each: (11), (s) i
{.1247)

24471,

(b ) What general notion,do these examples illustrate?

(a) Find each: .(1), (8). (70) a (OP)

(S)

..

and

() What general notiOn do these examples illustrate?

Shoy that if n is aicounting number diffni.fram one2.

then *InV gi n(n " 11
X 2 /

Supposethat a Club of seven tembers picks three officers.

With the,ald 4:the Pas.cal iriangle, we learned that the number of

these,pOssible executive committees is 35. This number 35 we

may !low call CO By Prloper4 1 we learned that the three offices,,

.may be matched with the three officeim in 6 ways. This number 6
4.

observed is '3!. We may apply.Property 2 and find that 35'6

.1.s.the number of iossible officer assignments. .This ciltber

is CD n
On the other hand wd may apply Property 2 (extended) to find,

tilat the number of choices of three memberq, arranged by.office,

, from the clul of seven members is 7.6.5, namely 210. This

number 210 i.e. E14,,,

,

Both viewpoints yield the same count, of course. We see that
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3

$
The same type of argument shows tIlat, for any

,two counting, numbers r am no ifS r < n, then
Pnor (;)

(r1).

Consequently,

Since Pn r

n r
,r;

r 1), we obtain
,

1(flr).

In this fract\ion, the number of factors in the numerator is
., .he same as the number of factors in the denominator.

Exercises 11-3b

Ten men are qualified to run a machine that reqUires ,three
operators at a t How, mamy different crews of three are,

_possible?..

A disc jockey has a set ok 15 'records. Each-night he selects

'5 records to make a program. Hdw many nights pan he do this

withiut repeating any progxam?. DisreWd the order in which
r

the indkvidual records occur within a'prognim. (You do not
,

: need to perform any multiplioations, but may leave 'your answer

in whatever symbols you think aie convenient.)
tight points are given in sPace, and.,no four, of them lie in the

same plane. (Remember that any th.x4m of them determine a plane.)

How many different planes are determined by the eight points?

On a certain railway, there are 12 stittions. How many ifferent
kinds ot tickets should be printed to provide tickets etween

2.
io
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any two stations,

\,)

(a) in ease the same ticket is good in either direction;
;

(b) in ease different tickets are needed for'each direction?

A man has six bills, one each of the amounts 'Agl, $10,

eft), 050, $100. How many different'sums of money may be

found by using one or more of these six bills together?

A restaurant has prepared 4 kinde of meat, kinds'of

salad, and 5 kinds of vegetable. A platter consists of a

5

meat, a salad,,andN,^vegetable. How many different kinds of

platters are possible?

There are eigh,teams in a.baseball league., During,the-seasOn

each team plays every other.team five times. How many games

are played in the league altogether during.one season?'

6: Nine boys and eight girls attenea party. Each dance there

eight couples on the noel, and one boy sitting out; each

,..- dance lasts five minutes. Suppose t t the PartY continues

untfivery p6sesible matching'o the boy and girls in a dance
I.

has occurred'. How Itany.hours has the pa y laSted?

9; Either one or two of a.string of eight C ristmas tree lights

wired in series are burned out. Suppose you have two good

bulbs and suppose you try, first ong tlt 4 time, thenftwO at

a time .to locate the burned out bulb (or bull?s). How many

trials might it be necessary for you to make in order to find

the,bults (or bulbs) that need replacement?

10. A girl_has fctur skiiis, slx blouses, and three pairs of, shoe

How many weeks can pass while she wears a different costume

every day?

2 6 (
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-11:-. In the game of bridge,, a hand consists of 13 cards frOm the

playing deck of 5 cards. The number. of possible bridge
s,

hands ls 635, 01 559, 600. Write this numbiw, using a

special, symbol you have studied in this unit.
12. A sa,l.esmin has customers in eight cities amay from home. He

wishes to plan a travel roUte which will. take .him to each of
Jthe taight cities in turn and afterwards back to his home. How

$

many possible rçutes are there?' .

it,
..

Use.Problem 7(d) fromlExersjses 11-gd and show that
inl,, nl,
k r I 11

.so

A
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UNIT'12

PROBABILITY
12-1. Chance EVents

This unit will deal with chance events, that is, events which

May oicur when experiments are perf4rmed whose outcomes are Uncer-

tain.- For,example, a weatherman makes a forecast of the future

weather, but he cannot influence the forces of nature. His fore-

cast, "Rain" is more accurately a prob9bi1ity statements. "It will

probably_ rain."' Similarly, xou may iredict tlrat "The Pink Shirts

will, win the pennant," put what you mean to s4r is "It is likely

that thee Pink Shirt's will win the pennarlt." in honest gambler nay

know the "odds",and else this knowledge to wiri, but he cannoi

resort to magic tricks by influencing the outcáme and remain

honest.
2

Some eX4mples of'games of chance'will be used to help you

understand what probability means. Such games give us excepent
r

matheMatical.-models for use in studyi VAryof.prbbibility.

The'examples are not used wi

'encouraged. Rather, th

begin to undeil

hat gambYing is to be

4.6han this unit should help-you

"mo st blers die bro et.

joany actical uses : federal ari& itate

tting up bugatatt requirements; military

making decisions on defense tactics; scidhOzts

stu4; insurance cotpanies use it in

setting up life expeitinpables; weather fgrecasting was men-
-

tioned earlier; and there are other uaes.tOehume tomantion
,

2

a
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here.

In Section 1 we shall study :some Ideas about statements involv-

ing chance events, like "The Green Sox will win," or."Sandlot will

win.the racei'" or "If I toss a. coin and allow it to fall freelyl-it

will sfiow heads:". A statement is a-collection of words.or symbols.

wilich,is either .true or false.(but naturaly not both.). If a state-

ment which predicts a futUre,event turns out'to be correct, we will

call it'a "true statement." When it does not turn put to be cor-
,

rect, we will call it/a"false. statement." In this section we will

concern ourselves, with tbe "measure of chance" that a statement pre-

didting a future event is true: This Measure of chance is also--

called the probability of the sta:Oement.

.The measure of chance, or iniobability, is sometimes easier to,

'understand if we use a mathematical model where we can count the

possible outcomes.. For example, the gametof tossing a coin, com-

manly.called'"heads or tail-s" can be used as a model. If me toss a,

coin and allow it to"Tall freely, either a head will show or a tail,

will show. 'We assume the coin is not weighted: Such a perfectly

balanced coin is sometiMes cdlled an "honest 6oin."

Consider the statement,

"If We toss a coin and allow it to fall freely,it will E3how

heads.'1

The table below shows the number of possible outcomes:

Possible Outcomes Truth "Value of the Statement

Heads

Tails

'If the Outcome is heads, then the stateMent is true-, and we have

, indicatect this 'by writing "T".A.n the truth value colUrn. On the

o her'hand, if the outcome iB tails, then the statement- is false,
4ka ,

an Its truth value.is represented by.the initial letter "F".

The tatle aboVe is called a."truth table."'
!

A truth tab14,0t, 4y:
., ..

...., statement lists all the possible'outcomes(of tf4eXt6rim6net'i,efe;r4d

to by the_statement. Since o coin is balanded, we believe that, .

in this s1tua4pn, the &I:lance f the statement being true is one out
k .

of.two.
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In pDobability it iA.sefui to use a number to indicate the

meaeure of ,chariOe that'a statement is true. The measure of chance

'for the above statement is 'written as

If an event is governed by-chance, then, it hae a certain

probability or happening,. This probabil4y m111 be a number between
0' .4nd' 1.- If we'uSe the letter 'te tb represent thejeVent of theA

1coin showing heads, then we can cal1.7 the probability orthe
event A . This flis the.samas saying that the Meas110 of chance-

that,the aboVe *statement is.true is 4.. We can drepresent the

probability of the event. A "a,s

a PCAX =

) If we use the latter i'13" to represent the event of the pin
showing taila, we are concerned with the probability of B We

can represent-this.With the symbol NO 'Thus,

P(B)

(

It'is iMportant that you Inderstand that in the above case
P(A) = P(-13) : That is, each event is equally likely to occur. Any
two atatements which predict events thle. t are equally.likely have,the
same probability.

.

Suppose .y6u have tossed an honest coin five times and It shows
heads each time. What is the proba4ility that the coiri will show
tails on the next ttss?' Scite people believe that tlie odds will
'change, that the foxees'of ".luck" will aCt to for?e the COin to
show tails until'a balance Of sorts.is restored between the shwing

'of herads and tails. Not so! The probability that the cOin' will
show eads 'remains -40for each toss. In4-1 'imoirobability wedo,not say
that if the coin showse Onthe'firdt toss itmust 'show tails
on the secc:, (010. anaegiV-predictwhether the coin will,show
heads'Oit: s,

Suppose you use tWa pennies.. t is the measure of Ohance
',that the statement "If two-cpins are *.ssed, one head-and one tail
14111 show" is true?. That is, what is e TTobability thht the eVent
of one head and, one tail showing will a our. 'The table below shows
that there are four likely ,outcomes:
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ible'Outcomes

First Coin .Aecond Coin

Heads

"x' indicates that the event has.

occurredl "o" that it did not.

*ads x

Tails .Beads

Tails, 'Tails

Note that there are twO outcomes showing one head and one tail. The

2 1probability that the event will occur is Or '2. If we use the

letter "E" to represent the event, we .maY.write. the following:

P(E) =
4 *

What is the probability that exactly 'two heads will show if two
coins are tossed. ,Check the-truth table above. Of the four out-

comes, hoW many ways are thAle for this event tà occur? If.we use

Ithe letter' "G" to represent the event, we-may write the probabil-

ity of the event G as .

Note that in this example events -E and G are not equally. likely.

Their probabilities are different.

When we rind the.probability of an event-we shall say that we
*are estimating the probability from tbe bestyinformation we have:

Me may-summarize our results by a formula:

*NE) = I-

Where P represents the probability that an event E oceur

t is the number of ways in which E can occur,

s is the total number of possible outcomes.

Thus this is a colanting procedure. Later you will learn that-

more advanced mathematical processes have been set upito find prOb-

.1iowever counting is essen-ability where counting is impossible.

4tr
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Exercise 12-1

1. Two black-marbles and onewhite marble are in a box. You are
to take out, without looking inside the box, two marbles. Find

the probabil,ity of .the -event that when, without looking, two
marbles are taken out of the box, one marble is black and the

other is white.

Suggestion. Complete the table below. List all possible
outcomes. Indicate.Whidh'autcome shows the event occurring
with an "X" .and those not odcurring with an' "0" .

Possibltbutcomes Occurrence of the Event
B 01 2

P = ?1

5.

? '?

Using the data in problem 1, find P for the event that if two
marbles are taken out of the box, both marbles will be black.
If three honest coins are tossed, what is %he chance that three
heads will show? (Sometimes we sgy. "What is the chance?" when

we mean '1What is the measure of chance that the statement is
true?"). Make a table showing all possible outcomes.

,

Using data in problem .3, find. P .for the event thit'if three
hohest coins tare tossed exactly one tail and tWo,beads will
show. (Note that:the number of events that can Occur in this
caie, is different from the number, of events occurring in
Problem 3.)

Three hats are 'in d'dark closet Two belohg to you and the
other to your friend. Being a polite perSon, when .your friend
is ready to leave wtth you, you reach ip the closet and draw

any two hats. ;ghat is the probability,that you will pick the
two wanted hats?

6. A full deck of playing cards contains 52cards. There are four

different suits, or groups, of cards: hearts and diamonds are

and clubs are colored black. Each suit

one-fourth of the total number 'of cards.
S.

cards numbered from one to ten inclusively

colored red; spade6

contains 13 cards',

Each suit Lintains

And each suit also contains a jack, a queen, and a ying.

21 6

4
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Find P. for the event that if a'Oard is drawn from a full deck

of playing cards, it will be a spade.

The cards marked as "ones" are called "aces." What is the

chanoe of picking an ace from a full deck of cards?.

Find P for the following event; if a card is drawn from a

deck it will be the ace, of spades.

(a) If a joker (extra card is placed in a,full deck of playing

cards, what is the pnce 6f 'drawing a queen from the deck

in a single draw?

(b) Why are the measures of chance for problem. 7,amd, 9(a)

different?

10. Suppose a box'contains 48 marb14: Eight of,the marbles are.

black and forty the marbles are:white.

(a) HoW many' marbles are there altogether?

(b) HoW many white marbles are there?

(c) Find, P for the event that, if a marble is picked at ran-

dom .(without 'looking in the box); it will be white.

Reduce, the-fraction to lowest terms.

11. In problem 10, what is the chance thatthe first marble picked

will be black?

12. Using the:data for problem 1, consider the event "If, without

lOokIng, two marbles are taken out of the box, both marbles

Will be white.7

(al. Is the outcome 1A1 thidcase possible?

(b) What measure of chance can we assign to such an outcome?

13. Using the date in problem 8, fina P for each of the follow-

J

ing

(a) If three honest coins are'tossed, three heads will show.

(b) If three honest coins are tossed, three tails will show.

- (c) If three honest coins are tosseds.two heads and one tail

will show.

(d) if three honest coins are tossed, two :tails and one head

will show.

(e) Does P 0. for any of the above?

(f) Does P = 1 for any of the above?
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(g) Find the sum of the'probabilities' for (a) through (d)

above. YoU should get "1" . 14110

*14. Suppose you haVe five cards, the ten, jack,'queen, king, and

ace of hearts. As you draw a card from the group you lay it

aside. You do not replace the cards after each draw.

(a) What is the chance.that the first card'you darw the

ace?

(b) Astiume.you draw the jack on the first draw. Valat is the

chance that the secorid card you draw is the act?'

(c) Are your. answers for (a) and (b) the same? :Why?

(d) After drawing thp jack, asilume the second.card you draw
_is the,ten. What is the chande that the third card you
draw is the ace?

(e) What is happening to trie'measure of chance as the number
of cards deCreases?

.

-4'15. "He has -a-50 -,50 chanO-of winning.the eleótion."
-.1-

(a.) What' is,the probability that he will win?

(1). Suppose's. *sure 'of:chance is les's than . What does
thls mean in terMs of the outcome'of an event? Is the

outcome very likely or'not very likely to occur?
4116. SuppoSe You have tossed an honest coin nine times and it-shows

-heads each time.

(a) ConSider the above as one event, Is "tills event likely to

octur? Explain yor answer.

(b) What, is the prObability that the'coin will show tails on
A

the tenth toss?

(c) Daes the outcome of the first 9 tosses' have any affect on

the tenth toss?

8
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1: 12-2. Probability for.blode s

In the previous exercise-you determined t e measure of chance,

which we callicTobability, by listing,all possiible outcomes, as in

a truth table. This is.easy when there are Tly one or:two cOins,

but as the number of .coins increases, it,is diffiCult to remember

-all the pOssibill:ties or to avoid listing'somg possibilities.twice.

Let us see if we can discover'an easy, accurate way to make these

listings.

The'table for twa ,coins shows this Pattern: ( "H" represents

heads and "T" represents tails.)'

Possible Outcomes

First 6oin Secorid Cc;in

H

Note that the first column is grouped by twos; HH TT . The

second column is grouped alternately; HI T., H s.T . CoMpare.the

pattern in the table for two coins with the pattern in the table

for three coins shown below;

Possible Outcomes

First C in Second Coin Third Coin

H

T

Note how each column is grouped: the firSt by fours; the second by

twos; the third alternately.

How many possibilities are there in the table for two coins?

Note, there are four. How many possibilities are there in the table

for three coins? There are eight. Can you find a relation between.

the number of sides (two) oe, the coin,.andrthe number af possible

2 fi.1
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.outcomes? With two-coins each having tworsides thee are four

possible outcomes. With-three coins each having tWo side& there

are pight possible optComes. Can you predict the nUmber of possi-

ble outcomes with,four coins?

If we use the number of'sides, 2 , as the base,and the nuMber,
of coins., 2 or 3 and so on, as the exponent, we can determine the

number of possible, outcomes without listing them in table forM. We

need only determine the number represented in'exponential notation..

.Itive use tWo coins there will,be . .

2
2

or. IP pdssible outcomes:

IP we use three coins there will be .

2
3

or 8 possible outcomes.

We can express this result as a formula:

T S
n

Where T is the total number of possibillties,,

S is the number of sides of the coin or object used

,(a cube or sate other objec with more than

WQ f ces may also b used),'

ri is the total number ofcoins or objedts-used_

Baying determined the total.number of:possible outcomes, it is-
then easy to set up the table. Recall the patterns In the table

-for two coins and the table for three,coina'. If we use 4 coins,

how many 'outcomes must be listed in atable? By' using the formula
T = Sn where S = 2 and n = 4 , we find

T . 2
4

T . 2 . 2 . 2

T

Yrhere are 16 poSsible autcomes with four coinS. .Wilat will the
pattern be for the first column? The sec.6"nd Column? The third
column? The fourth column?

In making truth tables, such as those in segion 1 and those
described above; experimental observations were not used. Rather,

all possible outcomes of events were listed, as in the cases of
tossing two or three coins. The probability is based on the out-
cOmes listed in the table, or model as it is sometimes called. In



th,Ltables-previously discussed we assume that each separate possi-'

biftty, or outcome, has the same dhance of-occurring. We say that

eaCh outdome is "equally 'likely to o6cur."

Sometimes We find it necessary to make observations and list

the possible outcomes. That is, we try to find the probability

that an event Will occur when we cannot list all possible outcomes.

For example, the table below shows a ,amall number of weather fore-

from April 1 to April 10. The actual weather iS

)'

.0asts, only those

. also shown.'

Date Forecast

.1. Rain

2.- LiEnt_showers

3. Cloudy

A. t Clear

5. Scattered
.showerp

6. Scattered
sqowers

7. "Wildy and
cloudy

8. Thunder-
showers

Table

XT. Indic
Actual weather occur, " " that it did not

Rain

1

tes the event did

'Sunny

Cloudy

Clear

Warm and sunny

Scattered
showers

Overcast and
windY

Thundershowei.s

9. Clear Cloudy and rain

10., Clear Clear X

Observe that forecasts 1, 3, 4, 6, 7, 8, and 10 were correct..

We have Observed ten outdomes. The event of a Correct forecast hap

occurred seven times. Based,on this information, the probability

that future forecasts will be true is . This number is the
1

best estimate that we can make from the given infrOmation. In this'

case,.since we have observed such a small number of outcomess'it

would not be correct to say that our estimate of F is very accu-

rate. A great many more_cases shoUld be used if we expeCt to make

a good estimate of P . W)te-tIlat the table above IA similar to

ables used in section I, but in the above table welisted only ten

X

0

utcomes, not all possible outcomes.

4
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A physicist cannot trace the motion of a single molecule of

oxygen in a r9om, but he can estimate the probabiliV that an

oxygen molecule will hit one of:the walls in a roam ih te next
second. To.make such conclusions requires an understand of much
more mathematics than we can sIgdy'in this unit.

While probability has many uses in games suc as those men-
,

tioned in section 1, the, theory of probability is Important
whenever we deal withmass events as the one mentioned in the
previous paragraph. Moat eents are compound'events that are made
up of many single events:

1. The occurren6e of 30Q traffic deaths in the.U. S
one day is a mass event.:

The,occurrence of 20 absences in your sehool on Monday-

is a mass event.i This is made up of,many simple events
.such as: Terry came to achooll Susan came to 'school,

'Mark stayed .home, and so on for all the students in the
school.

.

\

.Section 1, dealt with some siMple events governed by chance.
We assigned measures of chance, .which we called probabilities, for
the outcpmes of these events. The numbers lie used to represent
HP" were numbers like one-half, one-third,'one-fourth and so on.

1When we used a-table to conclude that F(A) = we were writing

an "estimate" of the probability. However, if we actuz oss an
honest penny once, wp cannot predict whether it will how hea s or
tails. But if we toss an honest penny a million t es, then it is
almost certain that theinumber of heads will be between 490,000 and
510,000; The,ratie of heads that show to the number of tails that

show ;111 be almost certainly between and We cannot'1 ,

in this unitstudy'all, the mathematics required to make such con-
elusions. We can get a clue, however, of hew to find the probabil.-

A
ity that an event will occur froth,the information listed in a table.

Exercise 12-2
1 A truth table shows all the possible outcomes:for tessing 5

coins.* Without listing them, determine the number of posaible
outcomes.
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2. A.regular tetrahedron is a solid having four faces. The

letters Ao'BI'C, and D are printed onthe faces.-

(a) If a regular tetrahedron is rolled:, how many pOssible

was are there for it tofstop? (Note that in this case

we-will consider the side on which the object rests as an

outcome. That is, the face.that is the base may be

marked A, B, C, or D.) .

(b) How many outcomes are there if twO:such tetrahedrons ere

rolled?
4

(c) How many ,outcomes are there if three such tetrahedrons

are rolled/

(d) Find the measure,of chance for.the following statement:

"If the tetrahedron:is rolled it will stop.on side A.."'

3. Ihe letters A, B, C, D, Eland F are printed on the side of a

cube.

(a) If one cube is rolled, how many possible outcomes are

there? (We-will consider the side facing up as the out= '.

come in this case.)

(b) If two cubes are rolled at the same time, how many out-

comes are there?.

(c) What is the chance that B *ill ,show if.one cube is

'rolled?

(d) What iS the. chance that two "Vs will Show if two cubes

are rolled at the same time?

(a) How many likely events are pos ible if a regular octahe-

dron(an eight sided solid) is rolled/

(b) How many out.comes are. Possible if two regular octahedrons

are rolled simultaneously (at the same ti*)?

Consider the-following, events:

A. It rains on Friday, the 13th.

B. The sun .shines n Friday, the 13th.

The following table 4hows_he weather on 20 Friday,'the 13ths.

'Thing the infortation listed in the table, find P for ,the

events A and B. Based on the information in the table,

which. is more likely to occur over a great number of Friday,

the laths, A or B ? The first spart is, completed. Complete

the .table.
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indicate8 the event did occur.
indioatek the event did not.

A B

1 Heavy raln ,X 0

2. Light rain X 0

3 Sunny, 0 X

4. Usually sunny, .

no rain ? ?

5. Sunny, .? ?

6. Scattered showers . .
9 ?

7. Showers ? ?

8.1 Sunny ? ?.

9 . Sunny ? ?

Sunny

11. Cloudy4 no rain

1.2. Partly cloudy. 1

13. Cloudy with sqme showers

Showers

15. .Sunny

16. Sunny

17. Hot andr-sunny

7.8. Sunny
4

19. sClcm,dy and some showers

20. Suriby

(Not6:. it, is' possible thatIneither event occurred.)

There are 35.pieöes of brisk of which 5 are gold. Wha.t is the

.chanceethat if you pick a .brick at random you will pick a gold
one? (At random means "without looking".)

X(a) If one penny is tossed what is the chance that a head'
shows?

(b) Row many heads would you expect to get if the penny is

tossed 50 times?

An urp contains'5 white balls1'3 black balls, and 2 gray balls.

(An urn is A colltalneT)11.ke a jar, or bowl.).

(a) .What is the chance that yOu-will pick a white ball in one

'draw?

Assang you pick a white ball the first time and did not

274 f
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Iff

replace it, what: is the chance that,you will pick a black

ball the second time?
.

? .

ng you pick a whAe ball the first time aild a plack
,

'the second time and did not,replace them, what is

chance that you will pick-a,gray ball the third time?

,(a) -Whwt. is the chance of picking the 9 of'spildès frpm a deck

of cards?' ./

(b) What Is the chance that Some '9 will b Picked from a deck

,.of Cards? .
4

IO. SuPpose on'a regtetar dodecahedr;n1 a Solid having twelve plane

faces, 5 faces are colored White _and 7 faces.colored

If you:toss te, what:is the chance that it'will stop wittLa

white side down?

*11. ,Suppose you have six letters to be' delivered in different
,1

parts of' town. Twb boys offer to deliver them. In' how many

diffei-ent ways can you distribute the- letters to the boys?
',I

Three cards are numbere'd'lilse--th& ones below. r.?

e

Without ookijn at the numbers.you are to draw .any two carde

What is the hancethat the sum of the two nuiber$ is odd?

-*13. You aiie tobe placed In a line with two-girlrrOr Voys),' one

if

P,

ver i ,

of whom is ypur. favorite. W110 is: the pro ability that you

'will stahd'next to your favorite? 'In s problem we'assume'

thattyoU arencit placed accordl:ng to,. any pl (inclu ing Your
"0

own). If you trowd'in,next.to your favorite, ohance would not

,A '."plgva role... . \

*14. If thereAare 225 vhite marljlei and 500 black Marbles,, what is
d , /

. ,

the change of picking- a black marble o n. the first draw? -

415. Whvl six Coins are tocased, mhat:is the chance that one and

prIl one shold tun, up'a head?

if

P
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12-3. Mutually Exclusive Events

In mathematics we are alwasis looking for general principles,-

which describe'a certain situation. In this sedtion. and the next
we will identify two of the riost important genePal principles of
probability.

Consid r the following problem:

. A dial and a pointer like the one illustrated will be u0ed for
the problem.- The pointer spins and

we canetell whether it stops at 1,
, 1

2j,3 or 4. what is the proVability

that the pointer will top at an

even number?

Thei.eare four possible out-
comes. The pointer can stop atl,

21 3 or 4. The event in question

occurs if it stops at 2 or,4, that iss the event two.out
of the four possible outcomes. Thus the probabiAity of the hand

1stopping at an even number is 7 .

, This ev6nt is a ppintinatiodof two'other events., ;et A be
the4vent of the :pbinter stopping at 2, and B .be the event of the
patter stopping at 4.. If we use the symbol "A or' B" to stand,
for thA event,'elther event A. or event B' .occurs, -then 7/11 or B"

is:the event. of the pointer stopping.a.'t an even number. We have
flound that

P(A_or 4 . ,

'4617 Could we find thls probability by col7giderinv.events
'inc4vidually? We knoll. that.

P( A)

occurs

and

1 1 1If we add 7. and 7 , the result is 7 . lidw can we obtain

= (49)

(Why?).

P(A or B) frot f(A) and P(B) ?

1 1 '1.

7. +' 7'

P(A P(A) 4-1:1)(B)
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4 Many times (as in the abOve case), 14e'can add probabilities of

individual events to find the probability of another event, \ilbtice'

the% in the.case above, the pointer could not stop at 2 and 4ta'*.t
,

the same time (as a result of one spin). 'For one spin it had\to

stop at one orthe other. Events .it and B could not both 4ccur
\

at once. Thii is one of 'the conditions that must be met before we

..,can add probabilities. TwO events which oannot:occur,ai onte 'are

-called muteal4 exclusive events. ,

\. .i;-

\

Proprty: If A. and 3 are two mutuLly exclusdNe evens,
\

. .,;then if'.
...
.4

..

P(A or B) =, P(A) + T(B), .

#

This proposition. holds also when' we have 3 or more mutuallY,

exclusive events. \

i A tit ( I

6 \

Example:- Use the definition to answer the following:
. .., \

The seven numbers are\
4,1

equally spaced. .

t.

The hand spins freely.. What is the probabllity that it wial \ .

.

stop.at an even number?

There are 3 single events: A, stots at 4 B1., stops at 4;
,

C, qtops ot 6. The event whose probability we seek s A or B

I(
or C. . Events A, B' and C are mutually,exclusivel Since 'tkk

haA4...can stop it onlyNone of the ivmbers ai the'resuIE of one Apin.
. y

4

Therefore,
. .

. .
.

,

P.(A,orM or 'C) =.P(A) +.P(B4 '+ P(C) .

) ,

,

,

P(A). = 1/7' (Why?) , Also P,(B) = 0 -and''F(C) = 1/7 .

Thus 'P(A: or B or,C) = 0.+ 1/7+ 1/7 = 3,/7":

Exercides 12-3' )

1, Mutually exclusive ,eVents then are ev6ntlwhich cannot kiappen

at the same.time. If one event happens, the Other cannot. With
. ,

mi this in mind,, which of the following events are mutuaily 'exclusive:
.:.

(a) The 'event of-throwing a head or a tail on.a singlv tos

of,a coin.

4.
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(b ) The event of your mother makInk.

to school.

The event of throwing.a head or

The event of rolling a six sr a

faces numbered 1 to 6.

423

breakfast or. your ,going

of rolling a 3 on a die.

three on'a cube with

(e) The event of driving the car or going to the store.

(f) The event of oing upstairti or goin downstairs.

.(g) The evel f drawing an ace or a jack from-a deck of

cards on a single draw.

(h). The event of running or sitting.

(i) The event of talking to your teacher or of talking to

your mother.

(j) The event of stoiling the oar and of starting the car.

Use the formula to solve the fallowing problem.

The number8 .are

equally spaced,

around the dial.

Wri'at is Vile probability that tht spinning hand will stop at
-an odd number?

2 is a emi-Circle
..,

3 and 4 ar, qually spaced
45

i '

Use e, formila to solve the pY.oblem:

Wha s t.tie probability that the spinning pointer' will stop
*at an.evpn.nuqier?

(4) What 14 ta probabIlity of pbtaining a 6 or a 1 on one
-r9l1 of a,cubb with.numbered facei?

(b)c:What Is the probability.df not getting a 6 or a 1 carone

roll.of a cube, with tumbered faces'?

(a) In a bag there' are 8 wilite 4l1s and two red balls.

What As the probatilij; of not4pic1clingi a red ball in, one

rJ

..41
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draw?

) What is the sum of'the probabilities in Prbblem 4 (a)

and (b)? pan you interpret this as the probiObility of a

certain..event?

(b) What is.the sum-of-the probabilities in,Problem. 5 (a) and

(b).? Can you interpret this as the probability of a cer-

tain evena.
Could you use the-information which you ha e obWned in

parts (a) and (b) to' solve Prpbelm 4(b) frorrrthe results

in Problem 4(a). and to solve Problem 5(b) frohl the re-

. sults in Problem 5)(a)?

Let A ,be any event. Let B be the event "A does not

occur" Write an equation which relatea P(A) and P(B).

-A:bag .Intains 3 white balls and'2 red balls.

, -(Eq-::Wh4 Ip the probability.:of.(drawAngp, e(?1

first drawl

(p) &Appose a white ball is drawn onthe firstlattempt anop

n'ot put back in'the,bag: Wfiat is the prb1;145iliti'of now:

. drawing a red ball on the next draw?

.Note: This is an example of .sampling withaut replacements.7

After the first event happened, in thls case a white ball was

drdign, it was not replaced.

.12-if Independent 'Events.
1

In the preceding dise4s1on a fdrmula was used to find proba.

bilitieS when Vae events were Mutually exclusive. This is one way

to' dci such a problem. 'We 'will rwiostudy a formula Por g bability
N

when.ohe event haS no effect upon another evet, that is tie two

events are independenV of each other.
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donsider the tossing of a coin and the spinning of a pointer

of a dial with 1, 2, 3-and 4, equally spaced. If. the coin is

tossed, no matter What side of the coin tappears up, this outcome

has no effect upon the outcome-of the spinning pointer. Thia is

an eXample of independencwo If we_let A be the event of a head

coming.up when, the coin is tossed and B be.the event of the

poiner stopping at 4, then A' and B are independent events.

wewish to.find the probability of a head appearing and the
Pointer stoppihg at 4 we are looking for the probability-thai both
'events w occur. If we let "A and B" stand for the event "bo-eh

and B c ur" then we are'looking for .-.P(A apd B).

isting all,possibilities we obtain the following:
(H H 2, H H 4, T 1, T - 21 T -.3, T 43

pThe desired event is (H.- 4) , one of eightpossible outcomes.

Thus, 10(A and B)'=

We can also solve tpe problem by finding P(4) and also
P(B) .

P(k) a=

Notice thit' ex = which is the probability that found fori.
event (A aNd B) . In practice4it is generally easier to use a '

Tormula for this type of probability problem.

'-Property. If event A and event B are two independent
events, I,

.

then ... P(A and B) P(A) - P(B)

.../.E.ample: You are taking a test of multiple choice questIons
where there are 5,chpices of answers'for each questi6n: You have, .

answered-On the,quetiers .except-QueS'tiOns 7 anzi 9 which are
.

troublesome. ,By eliminAtion, youknow that the correct answer for
':7 is one.of 2 selections, and the'correct answer for 9 is One of 3

..

selectiona% You decide to guessot. Vind?the,probabiliti of getting
7 and 9 correct....

1.

-71

284

a
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Let 4 be the event that yoU choose the correct answer for

Question 7, and B be the eVent that you choose-the,correct answer

.for Qkizestion 9. Events A and B_ are indepelyient. (Why?) We are

asking for -P(A and B) . 3217.the propert y. weicnow that

P(A and B) so P(A) P(B)

We also know that P(A) (Why? What -does it mean to "guess"?)

Also P(s) 1
. Therefore

1 1 1
F(A and B) = J 77

The probability of getting 'both Questionfl 7 and 9 correct by &mess-

work is

Exercises 12 4

You tot:Is a coin twice in sUccession. Let A be the event Of

head& coming up on the first toss of the coin. Let B be the

event of heds coming up on the second tod,.

(a) .Are vents A, and 8 independent?. Explain.

(b) Use the approPriate property,to find tiwp*)bability that

the coin will comp,lip heads on ,b0th tosses.

2 (a) Can you state a property like the! one in thls section

which holds for3 independent events?. Can You state:a

property which *ads fpr 'four indePendenteventp?' Por any

number, of-independent events/
%p-

.(b)' Find.the probability of.heads Coming up.eachfornine suc-

, cessi4e tosses of.a, coin.

3. Which.of the following pairs of event are independent?

(a) Picking a black ball in two-draws from a bag containing

blaCk 'and while 3pal1-s if you do, n t'replace-the first ball

di4altyn.

(b) Fic4ing.d blapk.ball in two draWs rom a bag containing

black and white balls if you 'repla e the first' ball.drawn.

(c) Gging:to -school and becoming a lawYer

(d) Throwing a,3 on a cube with mumbered,races and.tpssing'a

head on a coin.

(e) Th6:event of a day IDeing sunny and the event of-it being

cloudy,
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Your basket-ball team is to play .team A and team B on two
'successive dates. It is estimated that'the probability of

winning over A is 1/2 and over B -is 2/5.

(a) What is the probability of your team winning both games?.

(b) If your team won the first game, what is.the probability

of winning the second?

the four

sections

are equal.

the six -

sections

are equal.

Dial A Dial B
(a) Both pointers are made to spin. Assuming both are honest,

what is the probability that both will'stop on.red?

(p) What is the probability that both will stop on green?
(c) What is the probability that. A stops on white and B

stops on blue?

6. If you have 'a cube with numbered faces and a deck of ciirds

what is the probability of throwing a four ahd drawing a .sRade?

7. If.you have a bag of 5 black balls and 4 white balls, what is

the -chance of drawing 2 white,balls from the bag if one,:is

drawnehnd then replaced?

8. In problem-7, what is the chance of drawing..two white balls. if.

the first one.is not replaced?'

If a committee of 3 is to be ch9sen from.a class of 20 children

and each child is as likely to:be ahosen.as any other child,

'what is the' chance of you and your'two best friends to 'be

chosen?

10. A certainproblem.ts,to be solved. .The chance that one man

will solve the problem.is 2/3:.,The chance that another .man

.wall'solve the problem .is 5/12% .What is the chance that'the

problem not be sollied when.both. men:are independently working
. . oh it? What is the chance that,,.it::will.be;solved?

bAT. When six coins are tossed, what'isythe 4Ince that at least one
coin will.turn Up'a bead?.
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12. BRAINBUSTER

Ten slips of paper numbered L to 10 are put in a hat and tho-

roughly mixed. Two slips of paper are drawn by a blindfolded

Pet'son. What Wthe pro ability

(a) That the numbers ?zee both even?.

(b) That the sum of the two numbers is even?

(c) Thit the sum of the two numioers is divisible .by 3?

(d). That thp sum of the two numbers is less 'than 20?

.(e) That theltum of the two.enumbers is more than 20?

13. BAAINBUSTER

From a deck of playing car s, five.,cards are drawn. What is

the probability that

(a) four of the cards are aces?

(b) the hand contains an ace, a king, a, queen, a jack and a

ten?

1 . BRAINBUSTER

.a) A penny, nicklel, a dime and aquarter are thrown aad

exactly two come up heads. Idhat,isthe probabili that
;

- one of those coming up a head it the dime?

If the' same four coins are thrown and exactly three comet .

up headz, what da the probabili.ty that one.of the threelS'...

the .dime?

15. BRAINBUSTER

Five different coint,are thrown,(a half doller in °addition to"'

those above). What is the'probability o.each of the follow-

ing?

(a) If exactly.three come. Up heads .one it a dime and one is.a

quarter.

(b) If exactly tWo" come ui) heads gne it a4Ime.

(c) That exaqtly two'come up headt and pne Of these is the
w

dime.

(d) That exactly three come up heads and two qf these are's:

dime and a quarter.

16. BRAINBLISTER

,There:are ten, sticks. One'is an icriáh lons,.one,18,2 inches

aonE7 and so on up to ,ten inches*long. A person piCks up three
1
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of these sticks without looking. What is the probability that

he Can form a triangle with them?


